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SUPREME COURT SPLIT, 5-4
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Supreme Court ruled today that
States can declare their proper-
ties out of bounds for civil rights
demonstrators.
Moreover, by a 54 vote in a
Florida case, the court held
demonstrators who refuse an
official request to leave can be
arrested under trespass ordi-
nances. -;- .
Significantly, the majority
opinion was written by Justice
Hugo Black, recognized protec-
tor of free speech guarantees.
In this instance Black Said, as
the court upheld the trespass
convictions of 32 Negroes who
demonstrated outside tlie county
jail in Tallahassee:
"Nothing in the Constitution
of the United States prevents
Florida from even-handed en-
forcement of its general tres-
pass statute against those refus-
ing to obey a sheriff's order to
remove themselves from what
amounted to ' the curtilage
(yard) of the jail house.
"The state, no less than a pri-
vate owner of property, has
power to preserve the property
under its control for the use to
which it is lawfully dedicated."
In concluding his opinion,
Black declared again:
"The United, States Constitu-
tion does hot forbid a state to
control the use of its own prop-
erty for its own lawful non-
discriminatory purpose."
Justice William 0. Douglas
delivered a dissenting opinion in
which he declared that, "We
now have set into the record a
great and wonderful police state
doctrine."
Douglas, who was joined In
his opinion by Chief Justice Ear)
Warren, Justices William J.
Brennan and Abe Fortas, de
clared that the police now have







TfflT. HAVE HIM BACK . . .  "We got hhn back,"
was about all Mr. and Mrs. William Bacon could say
Sunday night, after their infant son was returned to them
at Colorado General Hospital in Denver. ¦ The hours old
baby was taken from a _urr« r̂y at. tho. hospital early
Saturday mqrning. Scott Werner, agent-in-charge of the
FBI; said the' baby was found in the home of Mrs. Susan
Douglas. Mrs. Douglas had lost her child about a month
ago. Hospital officials said the Bacon boy was in good
health. (AP Photofax)
DENVER, Colo. (AP - A 41-
hour search by police and FBI
agents for a kidnaped baby end-
ed happily Sunday with the safe
return of the 3-day-old child to
his parents.
The husky son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Bacon of Denver
was abducted early Saturday
morning from a • fourth-floor
nursery at Colorado General
Hospital.
Police are holding Susan
Douglas, 29, of Denver, for in-
vestigation of kidnaping. Detec-
tive Jack Groginsky said the
woman, after being advised of
her rights, admitted taking the
child.
No charges have been filed.
Police will discuss the case
with Denver Dist. Atty. , Bert
Keating today.
Bacon, 29, and his wife, Re-
becca, were overjoyed with the
return of their son. Hospital
physicians said the 9-pound, 13-
ounce baby was in good condi-
tion, but had "a touch of a
cold."
Detective Dick Rennick at-
tributed the discovery of the
child to "good old legwork." In-
vestigators pored through near-
ly 700 trip tickets from taxi
companies before they found
one that indicated a trip was
made from the hospital area
about the time the baby was
missed.
Scott Werner, agent In charge
of the Denver office of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation,
said Mrs. Douglas apparently
lost a baby by a miscarriage
recently.
"Apparently Friday she
decided to go to a hospital and
get a baby," Werner said. He
said Mrs. Douglas entered the
nursery that had two babies in
it while the nurse on duty





SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) ~ A
tanker, its captain and a motor-
man dead from a time bomb
explosion, made Its way up the
Columbia River to Astoria,
Ore., early today while a search
was made for other bombs.
A Columbia River pilot taken
aboard outside the mouth of the
river reported another device
resembling a bomb had been
found in the master's cabin, and
the crew thought there might be
more aboard.
The US-foot Llberlan vessel,
the Grand Integrity,, was off the
Oregon coast Sunday, headed to
South Korea from Longview,
Wash., when the bomb which
killed the captain, Ho Licn-siu,





WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court refused today to
get into the argument over pro-
priety of extra-long hair pro-
beards on students.
Three men students of the
Richmond* Va., Y Professional
Institute asked the highest tri-
bunal to strike down an institute
order that they get shaves and
hair cuts before being regis-
tered for a new term.
Refusing to get the bartering,
the three said they were denied
constitutional rights of self-
expression and to be left alone,
and insisted the institute ban
amounted to cruel and unusual
punishment
Judge John W. Knowles of
Richmond Circuit Court refused
the three an injunction against
the ban, stating:
"The court finds that the rule
is reasonable and in no sense
arbitrary. Plain common sense
dictates that every educational
institution, public or private,
must set up and require observ-
ance of standards of conduct for
its personnel — administrative,
faculty and students. To argue
that 'appearance' is not includ-
ed within the terms 'decorum'
and 'conduct* in these circum-
stances is to ignore the fact that
orderly management of an insti-
tution necessarily includes the
preservation of discipline there-
in."
Youth Under Psychiatric
Care in Arizona Killings
MESA, Ariz. WI - A quiet
young man who felt nobody
cared for him was under psychi-
atric care today, after the pistol
killing of four women and a lit-
tle girl because he "wanted to
see the headlines with my name
in them before I die *
Robert Benjamin Smith, 18,
who told police his violent out-
burst Saturday morning in a
local beauty college was in-
spired by recent mass killings
in Chicago and Austin, Tex.,
remained in Maricopa County
jail, scheduled for Intensive psy-
chiatric study and treatment
before his Dec. 15' preliminary
hearing on five counts of mur-
der.
Mesa police continued to flU
in missing pieces of the youth's
bizarre explanation for the slay-
ing of strangers. A justice of the
peace hoped to impanel a coron-
er's jury today.
The dead were patrons or em-
ployes of the Rose-Mar College
of Beauty, where Sjmlth ordered
five women and two children, to
lie in a circle on the floor, heads
together, then walked around
the circle, laughing and firing
repeatedly with a .22 pistol at
the backs of their heads.
Dead are Joyce Sellers, 27, a
customer and the wife of an eld-
er of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints ( Mormon) ,
the dominant religion in this
city of 50,000; Deborah Sellers,
3 , her daughter; Mary Margaret
Olsen, 18, beauty college student
and fiancee of Mrs. Sellers'
brotyer-in-law ; Glenda Carter,
18, also a student beautician;
and Carol Farmer, 19, a cus-
tomer and wife of an Air Force
man stationed in Alaska.
The two survivors are Bonlta
Sue Harris, 18, a third student
beautician, who suffered head
and arm wounds, and Tamara
Lynn Sellers, 3 - month - old
daughter of Mrs. Sellers. Tam-
ara, victim of a minor arm
wound and a skull fracture, was
found sobbing under her moth-
er's body. Both Miss Harris and
Tamara were reported in sat-
isfactory condition.
ACCUSED OF MASS •EXECUnONS"
. . . Robert B. Smith, 18, a Mesa, Ariz.,
high school senior, had these expressions
after his arrest following the mass-killing
of four young women and a child at Mesa
Saturday. Police said Smith told thorn he
had planned for some time to kill a group




ST. PAUL (AP) - Sydney W:
Goff, prominent St. Paul attor-
ney and Democratic - Farmer-
Labor party fund-raiser, was
found innocent today of charges
that he violated the Minnesota
Corrupt practices Act.
Goff, 56, had been indicted for
allegedly receiving a $2,000 po-
litical contribution from St. Paul
corporation early last year.
Goff said/ after the decision
had been announced, that he
was pleased with the verdict,
"which very completely and
clearly vindicates me."
"I think I vfas the victim of
the worst and dirtiest frameup
in the history of Minnesota poli-
tics," he added.
Retired District Judge Artirar
AY Stewart said in his decision
that the evidence "does not
prove beyond ' ¦ '&¦:¦: reasonable
doubt" that Goff knew the mon-
ey had come from a corporation.
Stewart said the evidence did
show beyond any doubt that cor-
porate funds were involved, but
said the state had failed to prove
Goff kneW this at the time be
accepted a $2,000 check in Jan-
uary 1965.
The check went into the cam-
paign coffers of Gov. Karl F,.
Rolvaag and Sen. Walter F.
Mondale, but the money was re-
turned 16 months/later to the
corporation, Allied Realty of St.
Paul, Inc.
Goff had testified he consid-
ered the money a personal con-
tribution from Philip Kitzer Jr.,
an official of Allied Realty.
The check itself did not specifi-
cally identify the firm as a cor-
poration.
The contribution had been
made a campaign issue prior to
last week's general election -
Four days of trial ended Nov.
7 and final arguments were pre-
sented last Thursday before
Judge Stewart, who heard the
case without a jury.
The charge against Goff was a
Sross misdemeanor. He had
een free without bond.
Kitzer lg charged with a fel-
ony in the same case but his
arraignment has been twice de-
layed and now is scheduled for
Nov. 22. Allied Realty also was
indicted by the Ramsey County
Grand Jury on a similar charge.
It is illegal under Minnesota
election laws for a corporation
to contribute to a political cam-
paign. Goff had been charged
specifically with aiding and abet-
ting such a contribution.
Goff and his attorney, John
Daubney, and Paul Lindholm.
assistant Ramsey County attor-
ney, were present when Judge
Stewart read the three-page de-
cision in his chambers.
The case was a facet of the
American Allied Insurance Co.
case, which became a central
issue in the election campaign.
American Allied, a high-risk
auto insurance firm, was de-
clared insolvent last year, and
17 persons — including Kitzer —
subsequently were indicted on




CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
— Spacewalk champion Edwin
E. Aldrin Jr. thrust head and
shoulders out of a Gemini 12
door today and coolly clicked
pictures of the sunrise. Milky
Way and earth — the last ad-
venture by a U.S. astronaut out-
side a spaceship until 1968.
The photo session — most of
which was performed out of
range from earth tracking sta-
tions with a minimum of con-
versation heard on the ground
— lasted slightly longer than the
40 minutes originally planned,
"We've got a little leg room
here for a change," command
pilot James A. Lovell Jr. said,
referring to the fact that Aldrin
had dumped unneeded equip-
ment overboard while the hatch
was open;
"Keep space clean," mission
control center said.
"NORAD will have a fit keep-
ing track of all those bits and
pieces," Lo v e l l  .quipped.
NORAb is the North American
Defense Command, which keeps
track of all orbiting objects.
The pilots used more fuel than
expected during Aldrin's time
outside, cutting off plans to re-
main outside over the United
States to photograph terrain;
"That was a pretty expensive
EVA-extra vehicular activity
•— in the way of fuel," reported
Lovell.
/•We used 20 to 25 per cent/'
The space agency said Al-
drin's hatch opened about 0:53
a.m. (EST) and closed 52
minutes later.
While outside, however, Al-
drin successfully photographed
stairs and terrain features'. The
"space stand" boosted his
record space exposure time to
5% hours.
The - next. U.S. space walk is
not scheduled until 1968 on the
fourth manned earth-orbital
flight planned in America's
Apollo man-to-the-moon pro-
gram.
Making like a gymnast, Al-
drin first did a series of exer-
cises to evaluate how difficult it
is to work in a stiff space suit,
as Gemini 12 sped at 17,500
miles an hour over Australia.
"I can't get my arms down
too far," he said.
The astronaut then began
shooting pictures of some stars.
"That's Jupiter," Lovell said.
They then turned their atten-
tion to shooting scientific pic-
tures of the sunrise.
Although the hatch was
opened earlier than planned in
the reshuffled flight plan, it
was one, orbit later than, origi-
nally planned, a postponement
caused by problems with control
jets and two attempts to photo-
graph a high-flying yellow cloud
over the glaring Sahara Desert.
As Command Pilot James A.
Lovell Jr. wrestled with prob-
lems caused by two dead Gem-
ini 12 maneuvering rockets, Al-
drin first dumped overboard a
bag of debris crammed with the
25-foot lifeline and chest pack
used in his record-breaking
stroll Sunday.
With split-second timing by
control centers on three conti-
nents, the Gemini 12 pilots tried
twice to photograph—but could
not see—a wind-whipped vapor
stream spewed by two French
Centaure rockets high over the
Sahara.
"We saw no cloud," Lovell ra-
dioed the second time around.
"Pictures taken but no observa-
tion."
"They've had visual observa-
tion from the ground," flight
controllers radioed after a sec-
ond rocket blasted off about
8:07 a.m. (EST).
"Wish we could say the
same," Lovell replied.
"That's where we ought to
be," chimed in Aldrin.
The stand in the spacecraft
door was initially set to begin




LINE UP FOR ACTION . . .  A squad
of soldiers from the 1st Battalion, 16th -In-
fantry, U.S. 1st Division, lines up in a
jungle clearing after debarking trom heli-
copters in war Zone C, some 65 miles north-
west of Saigon. The unit was taking part
in Operation Battlecreek last week. (AP
. . Photofax) '. ¦•
¦
B52s Strike Back
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) Y— B52 bombers struck
back today at North Vietnamese
troops which inflicted heavy
casualties on a U.S. infantry
company near the Cambodian
border.
The giant Stratoforts, in one
of three raids, hammered at
North Vietnamese concentra-
tions 16 miles northwest of the
Plei Djereng U.S. Special
Forces camp. This was near the
area where an estimated 500
North Vietnamese regulars at
tacked a company — 178 men —
of the U.S. 25th Infantry Divi-
sion Sunday.
A U.S. spokesman said the
infantry company suffered
heavy casualties to the initial
Communist assault of a battle
that lasted Vh hours. He said 26
North Vietnamese were killed.
Elsewhere, only small and
sporadic skirmishes were re-
ported as the ground war lapsed
into a lull. Over North Viet
Nam, bad weather limited U.S.
air blows again Sunday.
American pilots flew only 71
bombing missions, well below
the daily averageY The strikes
all were in the southern portion
of North Viet Nam and five mis-
sions hit at Communist positions
inside the demilitarized zone.
The battle around the Plei
Djereng Green Beret camp, 230
miles north of Saigon, was one
of three clashes Sunday involv-
ing U.S. 25th division troops.
In the first, a company of in-
fantrymen engaged a platoon of
North Vietnamese 18 miles west
of Plei Djereng and reported
killing eight in a 25-minute fire
fight. Two hours later, the same
company engaged an enemy
battalion in the biggest encoun-
ter of the day.
The North Vietnamese broke
contact only after the U.S. force
brought up ground reinforce-
ments and called In air strikes
and heavy artillery barrages.
Although the U.S. company took
heavy casualties in the initial
contact, a U.S. spokesman said
over-all casualties for tho full
engagement were light.
In the third clash, lasting only
five minutes, another company
of the 25th reported killing five
North Vietnamese 12 miles
northwest of Plei Djereng. The
company had no casualties, the
U.S. spokesman said.
Units of the U.S. 1st Infantry
Division reported capturing 27
Viet Cong Sunday in scattered
skirmishes in War Zone C dur-
ing Operation Attleboro.
While contact was light in this
operation 65 miles northwest of
Saigon, the U.S. infantrymen
uncovered 358 tons of rice 15
miles east of Tay Ninh City Sun-
day and 31 tons today.
Tay Ninh Province has long
been a Viet Cong stronghold and
U.S. troops in the past week's
fighting have identified the ene-
my force as the 9th Viet Cong




TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) -
Israeli forces attacked three
Jordanian villages and clashed
sharply with Jordanian ground
and air forces Sunday in a raid
retaliating against guerrilla at-
tacks from Israel's Arab neigh-
bors. Shooting also erupted
again across the Israeli-Syrian
border.
Both Jordan and Israel
claimed they inflicted heavy
losses.
U.S. observers obtained a
cease-fire about four hours after
the tank-led Israeli forces swept
two miles across Jordan's bor-
der. The Israeli troops with-
drew. Firing across the Syrian
border ended about 6:30 p.m.
Premier Levi Eshkol of Israel
said the attack was a "warning
raid" against Jordanian centers
he charged were used by "El
Fatah" commandos as bases for
sabotage Inside Israel. Israel
claims the El Fatah raiders are
Jordanians acting under Syrian
instigation.
Israel made an aerial attack
last July on a Syrian installation
in retaliation for El Fatah sabo-
tage, but tho terrorist raids
have continued.
The Israeli attack , in brigade
Strength, was made on the Jor-
danian villages of Samu, Hlrbeit
Karkaz and Jimba. The villages
are about 30 miles south of Jer-
usalem in a bulge of Jordanian
territory west of tho Dead Sea.
Israeli and Jordanian Jets
clashed In dog fights. Israel
claimed it downed one Jordani-
an plane. Jordan said it bagged
two Israeli jets.
At the United Nations, Jor-
dan's Ambassador Muhammad
H.El-Farra said the Israeli
troops killed 26 Jordanians *- 13
Eoldlera and 13 civilians —
wounded 54 and captured three
soldiers.
In Amman, a Jordanian mili-
tary spokesman said 50 Israelis
were killed or wounded and 10
tanks destroyed.
An Israeli spokesman gave
Israel's losses as one killed and
IO wounded in the Jordan
fighting and said no casualties
were suffered in the seven hours
of sporadic shooting across tha
Syrian-Israeli border near the
Ashomora settlement north of
the Sea of Galilee.
Bargain Hunting?
Check the




The hardest job a man has
ls to convince his wife , when
she wants to eat out, what a
great cook she is . . , Hap-
piness is based on trust —
for instance, how much the
credit card people trust you
. . .  A man should have two
alms in life — to make some
money, and then to keep it
from his wife . . . Take it
from the average husband-
one mink is worth ten thou-
sand words . . .  We heard
of a rock V roll singer who
broke in an entirely new act
— he changed his hairdo.
(For more laughs see




WINONA AND VICINITY -
Mostly fair tonight with little
change in temperature. Partly
cloudy and a little warmer
Tuesday. Low tonight 14-20 ,
high Tuesday near 40.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sun-
day:
Maximum, 35; minimum, 23;
noon 28; precipitation, none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 51; minimum, 23;
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUBEN
DEAR ABBY: Last week a friend and his wife came
over to visit us. My husband was discussing sports with
the man, and I was helping the wife with some stitches
she was having difficulty crocheting. Out of the wide blue
skv mv husband cot un out of his chair, walked over to
where I was Sitting, and kicked me! I was
so shocked my dentures nearly fel l out.
1 was too stunned to say anything, and of
course, our guests didn't know what to say
or think, so they pretended they didn't see
anything. Later on, when our guests left. I
asked my husband what his idea was in
kicking me He said. "You were sitting bad-
ly, your dress was hiked up over your
knees " For crying out loud, is this any way
for a husband to act when there are guests
around? KICKED IN K-C.
DEAR KICKED: Certainly not. Nor Abby
, Is it any way for a husband to behave when there are
no guests around. He needs to be taught a lesson.
Serve him hay. It's a fitting diet for the kind of animal
who doesn't speak--but kicks.
DEAR ABBY Y Someone signed WORRIED wrote expres-
sing concern because her birth certificate carried her moth-
er's maiden: name. She assumed that her mother had had '
her before she was married.
Abby, In most states (and perhaps in ALL of them,
for all I know) this is the way all birth certificates are
made out. Only the mother's MADDEN name appears on the
child's birth certificate. Never her married name. A very
humane practice if you ask me, \ .  M.D.A.
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday mom had SO cents î ĥer,
dresser, and this morning it was gone. We have a large*
family and no one will own up, so my father has placed
all us kids on restriction until the guilty party confesses. We
can't use the phone, radio or TV, and we've lost all our
privifeges for a whole month. I considered saying I took the
50 cents to get the other icnocent ones off restriction, but
that would include the gulity one, too, so miyfce that's silly.
I think I know who took the money, and I think my parents
know, too. but they are waiting fOr her to, own up to it.
Do you think this is fair? What should I do? UNHAPPY
DEAR UNHAPPY: If your parents knew who the
guilty party is, but are punishing all of you, they ara
being very unjust. Don't claim guilt you don't deserve.
You innocent ones,j*ould go to yout psrents and de=._
Clare your innocence bice ttoreY By this time the guilty
party should 'fess up. Good luck. .
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GINNY": If you mra wise, that
"certain something" you'll look for in a prospective hus-
band wiU be "something certain."
~ Problems? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, .




NEW YORK (AP) — Those
who think inflation Is strictly a
phenomenon of Western civilixa*
tion haven't had to ante up cow-
rie shells lately to buy an Afri-
can bride. ; ' ¦¦
Time was a young twain
needed only two of these small,
colorful shells to complete a
deal with a bride's family. Now,
in the Cameroon*, it takes 15,000
to 50,000 cowries.
On Santa Cruz, in the British
Solomon Islands, the price of a
bride has gone up to at least 10
feather coils and specialists
have taken control of the whole
business from the bird catching
to putting a price on a coil.
In primitive areas of the
world, principally remote re-
gions of Africa and Oceania,
brides are still purchased with
ages-old mediums of exchange.
And just about everywhere ihe
price has gone up — and up.
A study of this practice , along
with a collection of money, goes
on display today in an exhibit
called "The Price of a Bride'' at
the Chase Manhattan money
museum at Sixth Avenue and
50th Street.
For the most part wife-buying
lis now symbolic and the cowrie
shells, feather coils, porpoise
teeth, Yap stones and all the
rest becomes status symbols for
the bride's family, said Caroline
Harris, director of the money
museum.
"We were curious to know Me
amount the young 20th century
tribesman must pay to secure a
dutiful, hard-working wife,"
said Mrs. Harris. "We found
that practices are not strikingly
different from what they have
been in the civilized parts of the
world.
"The price of a bride depends
on the wealth of the suitor. Nat-
urally, the more he has, the
more he pays."
Mrs. Harris said the families
don't regard themselves as sell-
ing a child.
"When they lose a daughter to
marriage, that means one less
person to do the work, so they
must be compensated for that
loss," she said.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery-
Stops Itch— Relieves Pain
Advertliement .
ti~> v.rk, N. y. (Sf..i.i)-For the
fir»t time ecience hn found ft new
tiealine lubstanct with the iston-
lihinc ability to »hrink htmor-
rholde , itop itching -, *nd rclieva
j»in — without IUTIery.
I In cue after tale, while rently
' relieving pain , actual reduction
(ehrinVate ) took place.
Most amatlnr. of »ll-r»iu!u wera
to thorough that euffereri made
astonlihing aj itementi like "Pllei
have ceasrd to be a problem!"
The eecret ti m. new healing iut>-
itance (Bio-Dyne *)—discovery of
a world-lam oui research inatitute .
Thli eubstencc ' ii now availabl e
In luppo ex t e ry  or ointment f e r n
under the name Prtparat ien U*.
At all drug counters
_'l&} i—̂ l_ _̂k_i'!_iii!iJ _ _̂K£i'—Hi *• •*.' - __ m _ _̂H_L% ' '' ' ''n^ _̂u__ _̂ _̂ _̂ _̂ _̂^B_̂ ' ^̂ E_HI
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"OUP bird ate the cat ,̂„.,,„.,«.,."
HALF OF WHAT YOU SAY GETS LOST If you have a
radio playing nearby as you phone. One conversation
at a time is plenty-give your caller a break and turn
down tha volume of your /adio. Qlllortlitvts&trii B<\t
ffl
I want to share a happy mo-
ment with you. It happened In
Minneapolis, Minnesota, involv-
ed were a big burly policeman
and some young boys during the
5:00 o'clock rush hour.
I can remember when child-
ren were taught that policemen
were theif friends. Perhaps this
is still being taught, but it
seems an ewer-growing hostility
toward authority coupled with
our troubled times in doing little
to enhance the desired image
of uniformed lawmen.
It takes « devoted soul to
stand for what he knows is
right at the risk of being mis-
understood, unappreciated, and
even scoffed at. Yet, many a
Soodl man is firm in wearing
ie uniform of his city, county,
or state that bears the badge
of law as he backs It up with
an honest effort to serve his
public well.
THIS FACT was tronght
home to me as I approached
an intersection on Waahington
Avenue in Minneapolis, Minne-
sota where I had been visiting.
It was during the rush hour
at the end or a working day.
Traffic was bearing down with
every lane filled to capacity.
To effect a Smoother flow, a
policeman had been assigned
to this particular corner to di-
rect the hundreds of drivers
on their way. As I recall, three
boys with two bicycles were
at the curb to my far left.
Haying only two bicycles, two
of the boys were preparing to
take off on one of them. I
think they were between twelve
and thirteen years of age. Too,
these fellows had acquired a
cigarette and were in the pro-
cess of lighting it. I suspect
they felt quite alone In this
maze of traffic and excitement.
Certainly no one would ever
notice.
Then it happened. Almost
rhythmically that very large,
manly policeman, while con-
trolling the traffic, let out an
attention-getting yell, First he
instructed the boys to dis-
mount, that only one lad at
a time could ride on a bike.
Then, with the potency of a
rifle crack, he said, "Throw
down that cigarette and stomp
it out," and finally he instruct-
ed them to move.\.
I SUSPECT those youngsters
sputtered and complained at
this authoritative manner, but
they did just what they were
told, as the policeman con-
tinued to operate the traffic as
if it were a well-oiled machine.
Why? Why would a busy guy
like that take time to discipline
some lads about their attempt
at smoking? Perhaps he was a
father himself , just basically a
nice guy, though firm. I don't
know, but I do know this. He
chalked up some points for the
good guys in my book. I had
the feeling this was the kind of
a fellow an outlaw would least
like to encounter aiid that a
kid could most depend upon to
help get a stranded pet. The
people's friend, that's who he
really was, and typical of a
host of guys who earn their
living at a not so easy task.
Hats off to this Minneapolis
policeman and his contempor-
aries, wherever they are, who
are so strong, and yet so ten-
der, granting us better places
to live in. ¦
No matter how you look at it... j |fe
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HARL1NGEN, Tex, (AP) -
The commandant of the Marine
Corps presents colon today to
the first military school to be
designated a junior Marine
Corps officer training unit.
Gen. Wallace Green Jr. will
make the presentation in cere-
monies at the Marine Military
Academy, a private prep school
established last year. It has 150
cadets in four high school
grades. ¦
Save for the imperial wood-
pecker of Mexico , the ivory-bill
was or is the largest wood-
pecker In the world. It grew
about the size of a crow, and







PRESTON, Minn. — A 25-
year ôld man from Aloha, Ore.,
died moments after being
struck by a .22 rifle bullet Vh.
miles northeast of Spring Val?
ley near the city dump Sunday
at 7:30 a.m.
Mike Ryan died of hemor-
rhage of the lung, Dr, J. P.
Nehring of Preston Fillmore
County coroner, said. The gun
was fired by Katbryn Rogers,
27, a friend of the victim.
The bullet entered Ryan-body just above the breast bone,
deflected and lodged in the left
shoulder. The bullet was re-
moved for the coroner by a
Spring Valley doctor.
YDr. Nehring ruled the death
accidental, but said an investi-
gation is pending.
Hyan and Miss Rogers, also
"TJf^AlohaY arrived at the Virgil
Blake home at Spring Valley
about two weeks ago with
Blake's son, Glen, who had
been in Oregon. Ryan and Miss
Rogers were hunting rabbits
when the accident happened.
Vila Service
Station Entered
An undetermined amount oi
goods were taken from a service
' station at Gilmore Avenue and
Vila Street Saturday night.
Sol Wasserman, 255 E. Broad-
way* told police that entry had
been gained through a rear
window. The break in is: under
investigatibnY
Vandals used soap Saturday
night to print several obscene
Statements on windows at St.
Stanislaus School, 602 E. Sth St.,
it was reported to police this
morning by the Rt. Rev. Msgr.




ROCHESTER, Minn. — Of-
ficers and committee members
were elected and reports heard
when the Gamehayen Founda-
tion, Boy Scouts of America,
at its annual meeting here. A
request for $6,000 worth of
capital projects for the 1967
season was approved.
Among officers re-elected
were Robert C. Roesler, Ro-
chester, president, and J. L.
Jeremiassen, Winona, second
vice president
Elected to the senior council
Of advisers were SY J. Kryzsko,
Winona, and George Murray,
Preston, and to the board of
managers for a term to expire
In 1971 were Russell Lang* Ro-
chester; Al Kremer, Harmony,
and Stanley Pettersen, Winona.
Among those appointed to
committees were Gilbert Gra-
bow, Winona, investment, and
Jeremiassen. nominating.
Camp Hok-Si-La for the fifth
consecutive year was award-
ed the par 100 rating from the
Boy Scouts of America. A to-
tal of 1,524 boys or 86 percent
of the Boy Scouts in the coun-
cil came to camp and 93 troops
representing 85 percent of the
total were in attendance. Cap-
ital Improvement projects fi-
nanced by the foundation to-
talled $2,365.
Projects for 1967 will include
the purchase of additional
equipment and building of three
more campsite latrines.
The Minnesota State Fores-
try Service has established a
long range conservation plan,
It suggested a program of tim-
ber harvest be started on the




FOUNTAIN, Minn. - Willis
Cambern, Fountain apparently
was the victim of his own gun
early Saturday morning when
the deer season opened.
"While Cambern was hunting
in the Fountain area, the shot-
gun backfired nnd the slug
lodged in his right cheek. It
was removed by a Preston doc-
tor. No damage was done ex-
cept to the flesh. The hunter,
described as in his late 20s,
hrtll have a scar.¦
Warm Readings
Seen for Week
Good weather news for Wino-
na and vicinity.
Temperatures will average
near normal through Saturday,
said the extended forecast, pre-
dicting daytime highs of 37 to
41 and nighttime lows of 20-25.
Little or no precipitation is
forecast for the five days.
MOSTLY fair weather Is ex-
pected tonight with little change
in temperature. An overnight
low of 14-20 is expected. Tuesday
will be partly cloudy and a little
warmer, perhaps with an after-
noon high Of near 40, said the
weatherman.
The temperature rose to 35
Saturday afternoon and got up
to 51 on Sunday. Low Sunday
morning was 33 while the low
today was 25. At noon the read-
ing was 36.
A year ago today the Winona
high was 29 and the low 16. Rain
amounting to .04 of an inch fell
at that time. All-time high for
Nov. 14 was 67 in 1918 and the
low for the day 1 in 1916. Mean
for the past 24 hours was 38.
Normal for this time of the year
is 35. Y Y
FREEZING weather prevail-
ed across the Northwest with a
low of 7 at Brainerd and 10 at
Minot, N.D. Other Minnesota
lows included Alexandria 13, In-
ternational Falls 17, Mankato 16
and St. Cloud 17.
At Rochester the morning low
was 21 after a Sunday high of
43. La Crosse registered figures
of 24 aiid 52 for the same times.
That bright sun was a bit de-
ceptive in WISCONSIN today.
Old Sol contained little warmth
for the state as temperatures
held to the 30s and low 40s.
Skies had cleared over Wis-
consin Sunday and Sunday night
but only after clouds dropped a
little light snow in northern seer
tions; Park Falls reported .02 of
an inch of precipitation and the
Superior region a trace.
Temperature highs Sunday
ranged:from 52 at La Crosse to
39 at Park Falls. Lone Rock re-
ported a peak of 49, Madison
and Beloit 46, Milwaukee and
Wausau 43, Green Bay and Eap
Claire 42, Superior 40.
The mercury skidded to 17 at
Park Falls during the night.
Superior had 18, Eau Claire 20,
Wausau 43; Green Bay and Eau
Crosse 23, Madison and Beloit
24, Green Bay 25 and Milwau-
kee 30.
BISMARCK, N.D., was cold-
est place in the 48 contiguous
states early today with 8 above
zero. Brownsville, Tex., and
Tampa and St. Petersburg, Fla.,
set the high of 84 Sunday.
Lawyer Arrives
In St. Charles
ST. CHARLES, i Minn. (Spe-
cial) — A  hew lawyer has come
to St. Charles.
Stephen J. Delano, affiliated
with the law firm of Peterson
& Challeeh, Winona, has offices
in the Dorey building.
He and his wife, Kathleen,
and children, Philip, 2, and
Jennifer, 1, are residing in the
Henry Wegman home.
Delano will be in the Wino-
na offices of Peterson & Chal-
leen mornings




M i n n  e s o-
ta in 1959 when
his father, Dr.
James Delano,
j o i n  e d the
M a y  o Clinic
staff. He grad-
uated f r o m
Middlebury Col- Delano
lege, Middlebury, Vt.Y in 1962
and from the University of Min-
nesota 'law school this year.
He likes sports and is interest-
ed in politics.
Area Deer Success About 1 in 5
The deer take in Zone S (the
Southeastern corner of the
state) in the first two days of
the three-day season was ap-
proximately one deer to every
five hunters, according to
George Meyer, Whitewater Wild-
life Refuge superintendent.
A check of about 25 percent
ot the refuge hunter, who had
hunted in some part of the
20,000-acre area, showed suc-
cess for a little over 20 percent:
A total of 1,311 hunters checked
had 196 deer.
This average is about the
same as for the past 10 years.
Best results per hunter prob-
ably was in Houston County,
outside oi the Mississippi River
bottomlands, where many par-
ties filled. One party of 11 hunt-
ers from Houston got 11 deer
hunting in the Immediate Hous-
ton area. Another party of nine
got nine deer in the Mount Prai-
rie area. Locker plant operators
in the area placed the success
ln the county around 35 per-
cent.
Hunting pressure was very
heavy over the entire zone Sun-
day, when hunters from almost
every community in southern
Minnesota and many from the
Twin Cities were checked by
wardens. Most of southern Min-
nesota wa_ closed to deer hunt-
ing this year/
''About 75 percent of the
hunters I checked were from
outside Wabasha County," Wil-
lis Kruger, Wabasha warden,
said.
Drives In some areas were
quite successful. A group of nine
hunters, including three from
Winona, got four bucks and five
does ih the Mound Prairie area.
In this group were Dean Radtke
and Ralph Schultz, Minneapolis,
j Harry Kuhlman, Peter Kuhlman
and M. J. McCauley, Winona,
I Bill, Hugh and Bud Lynch,
Houston, and Norman Feuer- j
helm, Hokah.
A lot of deer were hanging !
I today in garages in Winona,
indicating a near normal shot-
I gun season in the area.
SUCCESSFUL HOUSTON HUNTERS . . . Eleven Hous-
ton hunters had 11 deer hanging Sunday afternoon. From
left, James Loken, John Dahle, Kenneth Loken, Milo Ol-
son, George Madark of St. Paul, Paul Klein, EUert Mind-
rum of Caledonia, Palmer Halverson, Merlin Austin of
Caledonia and Frank Do Vito of Minneapolis. Others are of





A Winona man, Duane M.
Peterson, has been named id
a six-member special commit-
tee that will investigate means
of rebuilding" state DFL party
strength.
Peterson, 1st District chair-
man, was named by State
Chairman George Fair. Peter-
son was _ key man in the
drive last summer to endorse
Lt. Gov. A. M. Keith for the
governorship in preference to
Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag.
MEMBERSHIP of the com-
mittee is divided between back-
ers Of the two, something
which Peterson thinks is a
good thing. In this way, he said
today, factional disagreements
can be talked out in face-to-
face meetings.
Committee members may
begin meetings as early as
next week. Peterson empha-
sized, however, that the com-
mittee's function is that of a
study group and that it cannot
do -the rebuilding job that pro-
perly is that of the state execu-
tive committee.
Peterson discounted the Rol-
vaag-Keith split as an impor-
tant factor in last week's
election losses for the DFL.
Only those actively in party
work were strongly affected or
aligned, he said, and these
constitute only a "faction": of
the voting public.
Now that the elections are
past, said Peterson, unified
party planning is more near-
ly possible. Before the intra-
party fights were quelled by
the voting results, few policy
proposals could get anywhere
since they immediately were
identified with one faction or
the other, Peterson noted.
OTHER members of the spe-
cial committee are: Wayne
Olson, the unsuccessful DFL
candidate for attorney gener-
al, a Rolvaag man; Robert
Hess, state AFL-CIO executive
vice president, a Keith man;
Norval Swager, Minneapolis
Teamsters local president, a
Rolvaag man, and William E.
Wrignt, University of Minne-
sota associate professor of his-
tory, a Keith man.
Also named to the commit-
tee in ex officio capacities
were Mrs. Betty Kane, state
chairwoman; Mrs. Geri Joseph
and Cong. John Blatnik, na-
tional committeewoman and




The valuation of building per-
mits issued here this year has
mounted past the $10 million
mark on the strength of six
permits issued last week for
work estimated to cost a little
more than $77,000.
The current total how is $10,-
075,663 and includes tbe cost
figures for 30 hew houses for
which permits were taken this
year.
AT THIS time a year ago the
figure was $5,946,626 and there
had been 26 new house permits
written. "~~~
Largest among the new per-
mits last week was one taken
by Winona State College for
extension of its service lines.
Estimated to cost $48,346, the
work will be done by Howard
Keller and involves extension
of the service tunnel to the new
high-rise dormitory building





If Pfc. Robert Gauvey
gets an airmail package at
Long Dinh, Viet Nam, some-
time in the next 48 hours,
he will be pleasantly sur-
prised;
So will employes of Mari-
gold Dairies here who pack-
aged a gallon of ice cream
this morning for Pfc. Gau-
vey 's uncle, M. Kirk Gau-
vey, 1330 W. Wincrest Dr.
Taking an admitted long
shot, Gauvey had the local
firm encase the ice cream
carton in 18 pounds of dry
ice and a double-insulated
box; He planned to airmail
the 25-pound package from
Minneapolis today. His
nephew, whose home is
Beaver Falls,. Pa., is with
the 576th Ordnance Com-
pany, a unit which oversees
a large Army ammunition
dump at Long Dinh.
Marigold Manager Irvin
Blumentritt said 10 pounds
of dry ice will keep ice
cream solid for about 24
hours under normal condi-
tions. No one here is cer-
tain how long delivery will
take.. ,Y ' -':Y
Gauvey is Midwest serv-
ice representative for War?




ALMA, Wis. (Special) — The
license of 17-year-old Richard
A. Friedericks, Mondovi Rt. 1,
was suspended hy Buffalo Coun-
ty Judge 'Gary B. Schlosstein
here Thursday after a jury of
six found - him guilty of illegal
passing and driving too fast for
conditions.
The suspension will start aft-
er a suspension : on a previous
charge is completed. Defend-
ant, in court with his parents
and represented by Randall
Morey, Mondovi, was involved
in an accident July 14. He was
ordered to pay court costs.
DISTRICT Attorney Roger L.
Hartman prosecuted. Witnesses
were Andrew Rutschow, 73,
Town of Naples, whose car was
struck by defendant's vehicle;
Henry Zeichert, Buffalo Coun-
ty traffic officer who made the
arrest, and young Friedericks.
The case opened at 9:30 a.m.
and testimony was completed at
12:20 p!m. Following lunch the
jury went into deliberation at
2:45 p.m. and returned the ver-
dict 45 minutes later.
The accident happened On
County Trunk HH as Frieder-
icks was returning home from
Mondovi. Friedericks said he
saw Rutschow coming onto the
highway from the Delbert Lind-
say farm. He saw the front
wheels of Rutschow's 1949 car
over the center line of the
road, he said, and a gravel
truck approaching. He testified
be slowed from 58 m.p.h. to 55,
applied his brakes and swung
right, passing the Rutschow ve-
hicle with two wheels oh the
blacktop and two on the shoul-
der.: ^
With a ditch to the right, he
said he increased his speed to
avoid it and caught Rutschow's
back right bumper.
RUTSCHOW testified his driv-
er's license had expired June
29 and he had neglected to re-
new it. He said as he proceed-
ed onto the highway from the
Lindsay place where he had
stopped en route home, he Saw
the gravel truck but not the
Friedericks car.
Zeichert said there were a
few knolls in the highway along
the stretch where the accident
happened. He testified that
there were 68 feet of skid marks
from the Friedericks car west-
erly from the Lindsay drive-
way, and the Rutschow car was
almost in the middle of the road
after the impact.
Serving on the jury were Mrs.
Ralph Grob, Mrs. George
Evans and Alan Kirchner,
Alma; Mrs. Eugene Bagniew-
ski and Leonard Losinski, Foun-
tain City , and James Waters
Jr., Cochrane.
1966 Dollar Volume $10,075,663
Commercial . . . . . . .  1,222,582
Residential ........ 689,907
Public (non-
taxable) . . . , .;. . .  8,163,174
Volume same
date 1965 . . . . . . . . . .$ 5,946,626
Huff and West Howard streets.
Wayhco, Inc., drew a permit
for an addition to its new build-
ing at 1265 E. Sanborn St., cost-
ing $18,000. The firin, which
manufactures precision instru-
ments, in August received a
permit for erection of a $50,000
manufacturing buildirte ând the
permit taken lajt̂ jfreek is for
a one-story, 60- oy^ 60-foot addi-
tion to be used for office pur-
poses.
SCHULER Chocolates, Inc.,
976 W. 5th St., received a per-
mit for construction of three
new additions costing $8,000 as
a part of the f i r m's continuing
expansion and improvement
program. The additions, to be
erected by Ralph Schariner, are
to be 42 by 20 feet, 20 by 50
feet and 20 by 22 feet.
Nathe's Wholesale Meats, 164
E. 2nd St'., took a permit for
construction by Bruce McNally
of a 40- by 50-foot storage and
loading area costing $2,000.
A permit was issued to Don-
ald Thompson, 1525 W. Howard
St., for construction of a 16-
by 22-foot garage; Cost was
listed at $1,000 and the con-
tractor is Wesley Larson.
Oliver Oates, 469 Zumbro St.,
was Issued a $25 permit for
enclosure of a carport.
Permits for GAS-FIRED In-
stallations went to Henry
Harders, for Lorentz W. Han-
sen, 1172 W. 4th St., and Land
O' Lakes Creameries, Inc., 162
E. 2nd St., and the Winona
Plumbing Co., for Erickson Oil
Co., 217 Johnson St.
Building in Winona
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—The Rev. James Treu, pastor
of the Assembly of God Church,
will leave Galesville Tuesday.
He has received a call to serve
a congregation at Superior, but
for the time being he will have
charge of a congregation at
Sparta.
The Rev. George Gay, grad-
uate of North Central Bible Col-
lege, will be temporary pastor
at Galesville. He is a native of
Indiana.
Rev. Treu came here eight
years ago to establish the pres-
ent Assembly of God Church.
The congregation purchased
the former Catholic Church,
then owned by the American
Legion. First service was held
in the building in May I960,
There are now 55 members in
the congregation, according to
Rev. Treu.
Rev. Treu, also in the insur-
ant business, said that a re-
placement from the Fanners
Insurance group will be an-
nounced in the near future.
He and his wife have sold
their home here. They were
given a farewell party by
friends and neighbors.
LAKE CITY CHRISTMAS
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— The retail committee of the
Lake City Chamber of Com-
merce planned Christmas activ-
ities at a meeting Tuesday.
More .decorations will be put
up in the business district this
year. A residential holiday light-
ing contest will be conducted,
judging to be done during
Christmas week. Prizes of $15
and $10 will be awarded. Mer-
chandise prizes will be given
away each Friday night be-
tween Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas.
DAKOTA PATIENTS
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) -
John R. Theslng and Mrs. Hen-
ry Papenfuss, Nodine, were re-
leased from La Crosse hospitals
Saturday where they had been
patients five weeks and were for
a time on the critical list. Al-
fred Linzenraeyer, surgical pa-
tient at St. Francis last week. Is
convalescing at home. Theslng
was taken to St. Francis Hos-
pital after suffering a heart at-
tack. Mrs. Papenfuss received
treatments for head, foot arid
back injuries received in a car
accident and now is wearing a
back support. Linzenmeyer and
his wife own Tiny Tavern, for-
merly Jergle's Place overlook-
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About $800 in damages to
three cars was received hi an
accident Sunday at 4th and
Center streets.
Bobby Danzeisen, 823 W. Wa-
basha St., was going west on
4th Street and hit the right rear
fender of a car driven by Dar«
ryl A. Sveum, 20, 928 W. 5th
St. ; Sveum's car was spun
around, with its left side hit-
ting the rear of a parked car
belonging to Armand E. Krue-
ger, 176% Center St. Sveum was
going north on Center Street.
Krueger's car was pushed ahead
24 feet by the impact. The ac-
cident happened at 1:05 a.m.
Damage was $200 to the front
of the Danzeisen vehicle, $500
to the right and left sides of
Sveum's car and $100 to tho
rear of the Krueger vehicle.
CARS driven by Margaret L.
Wohlert, Dakota, Minn., and
Peter F. Kilkus, 22, Chicago,
collided at the intersection of
Highway 61 and Pelzer Street
Sunday at 7:52 p.m. Mrs. Wohl-
ert was making a left turn onto
Highway 61 and struck Kilkus
in the left side. She wag going
south on Pelzer^ turning east.Kilkus wa_ going east on High-
way 61.
The collision caused $300
damage to the left side of Kil- '
kus' vehicle. The Wohlert car
was not damaged.
A previous accident on High-
way 61 occurred at 6:35 pm.
at its intersection with Orrin
Street, Thomas W. Lueck, 22,
367 W. Mark St., was going east
on .Highway 61 and told police!
he was unable to stop when
David M. Todryk, 19, Stevens ;
Point, Wis., who was going
south on Orrin Street, drove
across the east-bound lane of
traffic.
Todryk's vehicle continued
across the intersection and stop-
ped on the west side of Orrin
Street. Lueck stopped east of
the intersection on the south
side of the highway. Damage
was $200 to the Todryk vehicle
and $25 to the Lueck car.
SATURDAY iight Alvin Ron-
nenberg, 451 E. King St., was
injured as he crossed north
across 3rd Street 80 feet east
of Market Street, He receiv-
ed a knee injury and is in sat-
isfactory condition today at
Community Memorial Hospital.
He was struck at 11:40 p.m.
by a car;driven by Alois J. Bre-
za, 225 Chatf ield St ., as ha
drove west on 3rd Street. The
police report said Ronnenberg
was not crossing at an intersec-
tion.
WHITEHALL, Wis . (Special)
—Mr and Mrs. Louis Boehm
havo purchascd Riverside Trail-
er-Tel from Mr. and Mrs. C,
Andrew Kuhn. On Highway 53
at the southeast city limits, the
area has 15 trailers, a laundry,
and park and playground equip-
ment. Tho Kuhns operated it
three years.
Whitehall Trailer
Court Sold to Boehms
ALMA CENTER, Wis. - Sen.
William Proxmire will speak ot
Lincoln High School gym here
Friday at 1 p.m. Tho public
Is invited. ¦
Sen. Proxmire to Talk
At Alma Center Hi gh
Mental retardation will be the
subject discussed by Charles
Roraig, psychologist at the
Psychological Services Center,
Winona State College, when the
Winona County Association for
Retarded Children meets Wed-
nesday at 8 p.m. at the Red
Cross Chapter House, 5th and
Huff streets. A question- and
answer period will follow.
Romig spent 10 years as
school psychologist in Denver,
Colo., before coming to Winona
tM»;past year. H_ did his un-
dergraduate work at Pensylvan-
ia State TJniversity, his mas-
ter's at University of Denver
and course work for doctor of
education at Colorado State
College.
Members are asked to bring
six Christmas cards and stamp-
ed envelopes with a simple
message written on each, such
as "from a friend in Winona,"
and also a small gift with pa-
per and ribbon separate. Cards
and gifts will go to the Fari-





ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe-
cial) — St. Charles Chamber
of Commerce is proceeding
with work on a brochure that
consolidates and coordinates
the information obtained in a
statistical survey conducted by
the organization. Tentative
date of issuing several thou-
sand copies of the brochure
has been set at Dec. 1.
St. Charles Brochure
HART, Minn. — Roger Tf es-
ter, St. John's Lutheran Church,
Hart, was elected to a two-year
term as president of the Winona
Circuit League of Lutheran
Churchmen at its annual meet-
ing here Sunday evening.
Elected to the two-year term
of secretary was Earl Wach-
holz, Silo. The Rev. Merle Kitz-
mann, pastor of Immanuel Lu-
theran Church, Silo, and Grace
Lutheran, Stockton, will be pas-
toral adviser for one year.
Appointed to committees for
one-year terms were; Everett
Rupprecht and- Herbert Lueh-
mann, both of Silo, and Martin
Rehse, Stockton, joint reforma-
tion; Norman Eggert, Hart;
Ralph Benicke, Stockton, and
Gerhard Rupprecht, Silo, out-
door service, and Carl Peter-
son, St. Martin's, Winona, Ed-
win Burfeind, SUo, and Edgar







ARCADIA, Wis. — Arcadia
city council adopted its propos-
ed budget of $183,025 Thursday
night and voted a tax levy of
$80,424, which is about $1,000
more than last year, according
to Warren Shankey, city clerk-
treasurer.
It is expected the rate will
be lower than last year, how-
ever, because equalized valua-
tion is up.
The budget is slightly under
$5,000 more than last year.
Revenue other than property
tax is anticipated at $102,600 —






donia legislator. Rep. Lloyd L.
Duxbury, will seek a third term
as House speaker as a result
of last week's elections which
strengthened Conservative con-
trol in both houses.
Rep. Duxbury dismissed as
mere rumors stories that Twin
Cities Conservatives wou 1 d
launch a concerted drive to
elect a speaker from the metro-
politan area. He predicted the
Conservative bloc will ; enjoy
overall harmony and unity of
objectives. Rep. Duxbury called
outstate highway improvement
one of the major needs to be
faced by the legislature.
He also said it appears un-
fair that Twin Cities residents
can send their children to col-
lege while living at home where-
as many outstate students face
additional expenses of lodging
and food. Some equalization
might be effected by means of
extra .income tax deductions for
rural area parents of such stu-
dents, he said.
In the coming session Con-
servatives will occupy 93 of the




In Fillmore Co. '
RUSHFORD, Minn- - Re-
cordings for servicemen over-
seas will be made free of
charge by the Red Cross dur-
ing the visit of the bloodmo- •
bile in Fillmore County Nov.
28 to Dec. 2.
The units will be In Spring
Valley Nov. 28; Harmony Nov.
29; Rushford Nov. 30; Lanes-
boro Dec. 1, and Chatfield Dec.2.
On each of these days, tha
recorder will be set up Irtrthe
bloodmoblle center from S\o
7 p.m. so that servicemen
abroad may hear "Voices
From Home" for Christmas.
Discs with three-minute record-
ings and envelopes will be fur-
nished by the Red Cross so .
families may send them to their
servicemen outside the U.S.
Persons wishing to take advan-
tage of this opportunity are to
have their timed and rehearsed
messages written or in note
form with them:
The bloodmoblle will receive
contributions . of blood at tha
S p r i n g  Valley elementary
school gym from 1 to 7 p.m.
the 28th, Mrs. Kenneth Brlggs,
chairman; during the same
hour at Greenfield Lutheran
Church, Harmony, the 29th.
Mrs. Everett Anderson in
charge ; at Rushford Lutheran
Church between ,1-7 p.m. Nov.
30, George Highum, chairman;
at Lanesboro Community Hall
Dec. i between 2 and 7 p.m.,
Mrs. Laird Adams in charge,
and at Chatfield Lutheran
Church Dec. 2 between 9 a.m.
and 2 p.m., Mrs. Gordon lxie,
chairman.
ETTRICK INDUSTRIES
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) -
The seventh annual stockhold-
ers meeling of Ettrlck Indus-
tries will be held Wednesday at
7 p.m, at the community hall ,
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Y By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Now is the time for all good columnists
and true to come to the aid of the Thanksgiving dinner that's
being planned by giving their favorite recipes for turkey stuff-
ing such as their mothers-in-law make better than anybody.
My own Gorgeous Mother-in-Law makes the dressing so
delicio'usly that the Beautiful Wife and I eat it alonei ' if neces-
sary, without the turkey.
The secret is that it's made outside the turkey and that
there are no measurements,"
required.
"I don't pay any attention
to measurements," my mother-
in-law says.
This is the way 'she gave; it
to me:
"You break a loaf of dry
bread into small pieces in a
colander, soak them and set
aside to dry . ; . Now the on-
ions . . . .  DON'T forget the
onions! Oh, now about soaking
the bread ;¦¦¦" ;• . just damp
enough to handle arid mix . .  .
yes, the onions, , don'ty forget
the onions! One large or two
medium . . , I don't pay much
attention to measurements.
"You take the onions, sev-
eral stalks of celery, medium
green peppers . . . .. dice those ;
drain off some turkey juice
into a fry; pan and put the dic-
ed onions, celery and green
peppers into it to be sauteed
(don't burn them!) . . . Most
people put the dressing in the
turkey but I do not. You've
placed the soaked bread in a
mixing bowl . . . you add your
sauteed vegetables, and sage,
salt and pepper to. taste.
"MIX together — and pat It
in a pan around the turkey,
not in it, so you get the flavor
of the turkey while it's cooking.
Continue cooking this " way for
the last hour . '.;- . that's it"
With the 3 R's in (Rockefel-
ler, Reagan and Romney) or 4
R's if you want to add "Re-
publicans," it's the season to
kid the pollsters. Harry Hersh-
field tells of the poll-taker who
informed a candidate* "The
people are 98% for you." The
candidate was snowed under.
He asked for an explanation.
"It's a funny thing," said
the pollster, "but the only peo-
ple who voted were the other
2 Cf  *» .ir>. . :
One candidate claimed to be
glad he lost: "Now I don't have
to break all my campaign
promises."
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH :
Joan Rivers says she met
Queen Elizabeth, "and she's
better-looking than her pictures
on stamps. For instance, she's
not just one color."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Mor-
occo, the bellydancer, claims
she's discovered the average
bachelor is a fellow with sev-
eral bad habits he enjoys.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"Don't learn the tricks of the
trade — learn the trade."
EARL'S PEARLS: Allen
Swift tells of the comic whose
tombstone was blank, "because
he'd fired bis writers."
Mild, soft-spoken Wally Cox
took judo lessons by mail, but
insists they never helped him:
"I never had the strength to
tear open the envelopes."
That's earl , brother.
Price of Farms
To Continue Up
WASHINGTON (AP) — Farm
real estate prices are expected
to continue rising through early
next year, but not at the same
rate that pushed farm land
prices to record levels in 1966.
The rising income of farmers
and their desire to acqure more
land combined with a declining
number of farms for sale to
boost agricultural land prices,
which the Agriculture- "Depart-
ment estimates reached a na-
tional average of $157 per acre
this year, And the average
value of land and buildings for
each farm operating unit
reached $57,100.
The major factor likely to
slow farm land purchases and
land prices in 1967 is high inter-
est rates on loans and less mon-
ey available for lending.
The increased value of their
land raised the value of farmer
assets this year. But it also con-
tributed to a slight reduction in
the ratio of what they took In
measured against their total in-
vestment. High labor and man-
agement costs also contributed.
And the government gees a
further decline in the average
farmer's return on his real es-
tate investment in 1967. Farm-
ers are expected to continue to
seek additional credit, even at
high interest rates, to acquire
more land. Equipment needed
•to work that land is going to
cost more, too!
Watchmen in Singapore often
place their beds across the
doorways they guard and thus
sleep while they work.
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Elected by Legal Fratefiity
OUT-OF-TOWN COLLEGES
LEOF STRAND, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Strand, 359
Huff St. , was one of 17 fresh-
men in the College of Law at
the University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, who were elected to
membership in Delta Theta Phi,
professional legal fraternity.
RICHARD JACOB, son of Mr.
and Mrs . A. L. Jacob , ,616 terry
Lane, and a 1963 graduate of
Winona Senior High School; at-
tended the annual fall encamp-
ment at Grinnell College, Grin-
nell, Iowa. The encampment is
a retreat for students, faculty
and administration of the col-
lege to offer members of var-
ious campus groups an oppor-
tunity to meet in informal dis-
cussions away from the pres-
sures of campus life." ¦
CARL W. SORENSON, 909 E.
King St., a 1962 graduate of Wi-
nona Senior High School, was
a member of the cast of "The
Diary of Anne Frank" present-
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ALTURA, Minn. "-. Shirley L.
Glende, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. MDlard Glende, has been
accepted for membership in
Tau chapter of Phi Upsilon Omi-
cron at Stout State University,
Menomoiiie, Wis. She's a sen-
ior majoring in home econom-
ics. Phi Upsilon Omicron is a
national honorary .home econ-
omics society.
ALMA, Wis. -' — , David J.
Schaub, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilferd H, Schaub , Alma Rt. 1,
received his bachelor of science
degree at the end of the sum-
mer session at the University
of- Wisconsin, Madison. '
ARCADIA, Wis. {SpecialT Y^
Barbara Bisek, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas A. Bisek,
rural Arcadia, has been select-
ed by the music faculty at Riv-
er Falls (Wis:) State Univer-
sity to receive the first Edwin
H. Shern scholarship. Miss
Bisek is a junior trombonist,
a member of the university
symphonic band, brass choir,
brass quartet, trombone en-
semble, jazz: band and past
treasurer of the local chapter
of the Music Educators National
Conference. Last summer she
was a teaching assistant at
Arcadia High School.
CALEDONIA, IVilnii. — David
Schultz this month represented
Luther College, Decorah, IOwa,
as a member of its debate team
which met a team from Univer-
sity of Dubuque.
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
- Karen Hanson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Orvie Hanson,
Whitehall, former Galesville re-
sidents, has been appointed
chairman for the five-day home
economics career day program
at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
Barbara Rohde, daughter of
Dr; and Mrs, E. P. Rohde, is
project assistant at the coop-
erative children's:  book center
at- the state capitol in Madison,
Wis. She isr doing graduate
work in the Library School of
the University of Wisconsin
from which she was graduated
last June with a bachelor of
science degree in education^
During the summer she was en-
rolled in pre-library studies.
PRESTON, Minn. - Joan F.
Gartner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Gartner, Preston Rt.
4, has received a Mead John-
son & Co. scholarship of $500
for dietetic internship. She re-
ceived her bachelor of science
degree at Viterbo College, La
Crosse, and in July began a
one-year internship .at St.
Mary's Hospital, Rochester,
Miim. '
OSSEO. \»s. (Special) —
Rachel Hageness, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hageness,
was one of seven Eau Claire
State University journalism stu-
dents who attended an annual
convention of the Associated
Collegiate Press in Philadelphia.
She's a sophomore at the uni-
versity and co-editor of the
university newspaper, The Per-
iscope.
PETERSON, Minn; — Arne
Boyum, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Boyum, a sociology
major at Augsburg College,
Minneapolis, is practice teach-
ing at Hutchinson^ Minn.
; Camilla Asp, daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs, James W. Asp,
has been selected as a member
of the choir of Augsburg Col-
lege, Minneapolis. She is a grad-
uate of Peterson High School








Ileett Marxhausen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lenhard E. Marx-
hausen, is a freshman major-









RUSHFORD. Minn. -_ jUne
Jameson is one of six students
at Luther College, Decorah,
Iowa, who this month partici-
pated in the Oral Interpretation
Workshop sponsored by La















TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) -
Robert Strand, son of Mr. and
Mrs; Gaylord Strand, served is
student chairman for Career
Day on the campus of White-
water (Wis.) State University,
The event was sponsored by the
Society for Advancement of
Management, of which Strand is
president. He's a graduate of
Taylor High School and a sen-
ior in business administration
at Whitewater.
WABASHA, Minn. - Paul
Stegemann, a 1966 graduate of
Wabasha High School, has been
selected as the Wabasha County
winner of a $300 Minnesota
Bankers Association scholarship
to attend the University of Min-
nesota College of Agriculture.





By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Accidents on Wisconsin high-
ways during the weekend
claimed at least nine lives and
brought the state's toll for 1966
to 952, compared with 886 on
this date a year ago.
The grim count was 945 on
this date in 1964 when a record
1,059 persons lost their lives on
Wisconsin roads.
Richard Marmolejo, 21, of
Milwaukee was killed early
Sunday when his car struck a
light pole on the city's North
Side.
Paul s. Bcrnarde, 18. of ru-
ral Pulaski , Brown County, and
Gary A. Fabry, 20, of Cecil,
Shawano County, were killed
Saturday night in a collision on
Highway 29 about three miles
south of Angelica , Shawano
County .
Mrs. Frances Stmnel t , %, of
Milwaukee died Saturday night
in a Beaver Dam hospital of in-
juries suffered a few hours pre-
viously when her car left High-
way 33, about six miles east of
Horicon, struck a culvert and
overturned.
Mark Stockhausen, 9, of Gcr-
mantown was killed Saturday
night when he was struck by
a car as he rode a bicycle
across Highway 41 In Menom-
onee Falls.
Hans Tschan, 82, of Oconomb-
woc was injured fatally Satur-
day night in a collision at High-
way 67 and Waukesha County
Trunk C.
Jeffrey A. Geier, 2. of rural
Mauston was killed Friday
night when a car skidded off In-
terstate 90-94 and rolled down
an embankment four miles east
of Tomah , Monroe County.
John .Toast , 70, and Michael
Kittel , 17 , both of StY Paul,
Minn., were killed Friday evtv
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Soup & Sandwich
Only 85c
Piping hot , "homemado " Chili
with a scrumptious Hamburg-
er on a golden toasted bun
with onion and pickle. Plus
Cork n-Doorllo-Doo CO FI PP .
Cock-a-Doodle-Doo
I " ' . - ' • ' '- . . ¦ - -, . - ¦ :- ' ¦
¦ '
1 AITKIN, Minn. ( AP) - Harry
Elstad was sitting in his farm
home Sunday when a stray bul-
let — apparently fired by a deer
hunter — ripped through the
outside wall of the home. The
bullet went through an interior
wall,. then hit Elstad's belt.
He received a severe bruise




LAKE CITY. Minn. (Special)
— Mrs. Lawrence Brinkman,
rural Lake City, recently a pa-
tient at Methodist Hospital, Ro-
chester, now is a patient at
Lake City Municipal Hospital.
j Aitkin Man Hit
l̂n Own House
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LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— How do fertilizers move in
the soil? What effect does the
use of lime and manure have
on phosphorus utilization and
fixation? How do corn stalks
and other residue - use nitro-
gen? . . . ' :
These are some of the ques-
tions that will be discussed by
Dr. Robert Munson Tuesday
night in the second session of
Lake City's crops - soils - fertil-
izers dink. Dr. Munson; a aoHa
and v crop sp«ciaUst with theAmerican Pot_sh Institute, ia
a graduate of the University of
Minnesota and Iowa State.
All interested farmers wer«
invited to attend the session,
starting at 8:30 p.m. in the
agriculture department, Lake
City School. Henning Swanson.Y
adult agriculture Instructor, is






may be the rarest bird in the
United States if it is . not al-
ready extinct.
Fertilizers Topic
For Lake City Meeting
of all
III ages...
I f  
n/oy the jjood food at J
reasonable prices here.
I
l l  Quick service , too! j
UTH'S
ESTAURANT
m Eatf Third Str«ef
II Located in the Heart oj Downtown Winona.
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10S ANGELES - The U.S. Supreme Court has become
a highly controversial branch of government and is able to
muster an over-all vote of confidence from less than half the
American people. The public, whatever constitutional principles
may be involved, is most critical of two key decisions: The ban-
ning of prayers in public schools and the refusal to accept
confessions made by suspects before they can obtain legal
counsel.'
In a special survey of a cross section of the American peo-
ple, the public gives a nega-
tive rating to the job done by
the nation's highest court by
5248%. This is largely the re-
suit of the court's extreme un-
popularity in the South, al-
though the Midwest approxi-
mates the national average of
disapproval.
"Popular" decisions by the
court include three landmark
cases decided in recent years.
For example, by 3 to 1, every
group in the population speci-
fically supports the "one-man,
one-vote" decision which re-
quired many states to reappor-
tion legislative districts on a
population basis. Furthermore,
with the exception of the South,
the decisions to outlaw segre-
gation in the schools and in
public accommodations meet
with close to 2-to-l public ap-
proval.
A sixth decision — that which
forbids the Senate Department
from denying passports to Com-
munists — splits the public al-
most down the middle.
A CONSISTENT pattern in the
results reveals that younger
people, Negroes and the better
educated tend to back the court
while white Southerners, older
people and the less well-edu-
cated tend to be the court's
severest critics.
The special cross section of
the public was asked;
"How would you rate the job
the U.S. apreme Court has been
doing _ Excellent, pretty good,














Nation-ivlde . . . . . . .  48 52
By region
¦ East : , . ;. . . . . . . . .  52 48
Midwest ..v. ;..Y 48 52
South . . . . . . . . . . .  35 65
West . . . . . . . . . . .. 55 45
By- age''
Under 35 . . . . . . . .  58 42
35-49 . . . . . . . . . . . .  51 49
50 and over Y . . .  42 58
By education
8th grade or less 44 56
High school . . . .  46 54
College . . . . . . . . . .  53 47
A young husband in Columbia,
Miss., summed up his position
in this way: "I have two school-
age childrenY Therefore, I don't
like what the court is doing —
period." Said an Illinois house-
wife: "I'm disturbed about
this bending over backward to
take care of the single indi-
vidual. What about the majority
who want the opposite?"
The court, however , is not
without supporters. "They're
trying to eliminate some of the
bigotry," said a 64-year-old
woman from Los Angeles.
"They have put the churches
on their toes," added a neigh-
bor; "They've stuck their necks
out and taken stands when they
could have avoided it."
Here is the roster of approval
and disapproval by the public


















In the Southj only the re.
apportionment decision meets
wit h public apppioval. The pub-
lic accommodations decision,
upholding th". Civil Rights Act,
is opposed better than 2 to 1,
It is significant , however, that
tho 1054 court decision on
school Integration is now sup-
ported by 44% of all Souther,
ners, indicating that opposi-
tion tends to dwindle with time.
By contrast , Negroes heartily
support five out of six of tlie
key decisions. They arc heavily
influenced by the forthright pos-
ition of tho court on racial
equality, but they arc opposed
to the school prayer ban by
3 to 1, Indicating the strong
religious feeling that exists in
the Negro community.
Young people appear to bo
far more aroused about indi-
vidual Civil liberties than their
elders. This is undoubtedly a
reflection of the feeling of this
younger generation that non-
conformity Is vital to a free
society. C'carly, the lusuo ol
dissent has split the genera





WASHINGTON (AP) - Barry
Goldwater says it's "not true"
that he and Richard M. Nixon
are collaborating t6 try to block
any bid by Michigan Gov.
George Romney for the 1968
Republican presidential nomi-
nation.
But Goldwater, though not
closing the door on Rornney,
said tbe.governor still has "a lot
of homework to do" with party
leaders, to atone for not endors-
ing Goldwater in the 1964 presi-
dential race. ¦" ¦
Romney, meanwhile, said he
still hasn't decided whether to
run for president. Y
Goldwater was asked Sunday
on ABC's "Issues and Answers'
if he were collaborating with
Nixon to stop Romney, as the
questioner said, "it has been
written and reported."
"No that is not true," said
Goldwater. "I happen to be a
Nixon backer, but I haven't
seen Dick Nixon in person in
over three months.
Nixon is regarded as another
likely candidate for the nomina-
tion. '¦: ¦¦ . ' ¦' ¦ ¦
Romney, appearing on NBC's
"Meet the Press," continued his
move to gloss over old differ-
ences with Goldwater.
Though saying "I just haven't
made a decision" on whether to
run for.president, Romney was
his most candid so far in ac-
knowledging he is thinking
about runningY
He and Goldwater did join in
attacking Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara in the
wake of McNamara's announce-
ment that the Soviet Union is
deploying an antimissile sys-
tem/ , . : Y
"Just another incident of
where McNamara is not level-
ing with the American people,"
said Goldwater,
"Perhaps we have a gap in
this (antimissile) respect now
as a result of mismanagement
of these Democratic administra-
tions," said Romney.
On GOP politics, Romney
said, "I am not interested in
going back and taking a look at
the past."
But Goldwater was interested,
saying: "Romney is a Republi-
can. He calls himself one. But it
has only been in this campaign
that he has publicly done this.
Now this may not mean any-
thing to the rank and file Amer-
ican, but it means a lot to those
people who work in Republican
politics. He has a lot of home
work to do and a lot of spade
and groundwork to do jn the






Authorities gave up all hope
today of finding any survivors
of the crash of a Japanese-made
airliner with 50 ahoard into the
sea Sunday night.
Six planes had searched the
area in the hope some might
have reached land, and 60 boats
picked up 21 bodies. There were
45 passengers and five crew
members on the propjet that
went down during a rainstorm.
Twenty-two of the victims were,
honeymoonersY
It was the fourth major air
crash in Japan this year and the
second of a_ All-Nippon Air-
ways plane. A total of 321 per-
sons died in the other three.
Y The newlyweds aboard —
Sunday is considered auspicious
for marriages in Japan — were
heading for seaside resorts.
The plane overshot the run-
way oh its first attempt to land,
bounced on the runway, climbed
into the night sky, veered sharp-
ly and fell seconds later about
1.5 miles off shore.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- Long-
abandoned Peter's mine in Guy-
ana, South America, may have
a gold production potential of
more than. $5.5 million; accord-
ing to a study made public to-
day by the Interior Department.
A. E. Weissenborn, who studi-
ed the abandoned site and wrote
the gold occurred in a system of
large quartz veins but that the
"pay streaks were erratic."
"Although some surface sam-
ples assayed as much , as 7
ounces of gold per ton of rock,"
he said, "most were disappoint-
ingly low."
Weissenborn said, however,
"analysis of vein structures and
drill core data indicate that one
block of ground may have a
production potential of about
1160,000 ounces of gold." This




WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Interior Department says 40 per
cent of the world's electric pow-
er capacity will be linked to*
gether early next year in a test
of a coast-to-coast interconnect-
ed power grid.
Secretary of the Interior
Stewart L. Udall said Saturday
the hookup will combine 209 ma-
jor public and private power
systems in the United States
and Canada with a capacity of
nearly 245 million kilowatts and
265,000 miles of main transmis-
sion lines.
"When the closure is com-
pleted," Udall said, "generating
plants from coast to coast will
automatically respond to power
system emergencies in any part
of the country, thereby improv-
ing service standards.
"Ultimately, large blocks of
power may be exchanged be-
tween zones,, taking advantage
of differences in power demands
between times zones and sea-
sonal loads across the country
as. well as available water tor
hydroelectric power production
and differences in power
production costs.
"A major benefit," Udall con-
tinued, "will be a reduction in
the standby capacity which op-
erating utilities must main-
tain."
Another spokesman said the
test is being approached "step
by step" to avoid any chain
reaction blackout such as that
which developed a year ago
ato'ng the East CoastY
OTIS AIR FORCE BASE,
Mass. (AP) — The Air Force
has given up its search for a
radar picket plane that crashed
in the Atlantic Friday and has
declared the 19 crew members
dead.
A burned flight jacket and
other debris were found in the
search area about 125 miles
southeast of Nantucket Island
near Cape Cod.
Nine Air Force officers ar-
rived at Otis during the week-
end to investigate the crash of
the Constellation.







SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) - Thejbattle of Tay Ninh
Province set back a major U.S.
effort to clean out Viet Cong
guerrillas near Saigon.
Nearly half the combat battal-
ions Of the 1st Infantry Division
had been wheeled into position
for the big pacification cam-
paign. Some operations had been
mounted just outside the Viet-
namese capital.
Then elements of the Viet
Cong 9th Division, a main force
Outfit, opened major attacks in
Tay Ninh Province about 50
miles northwest of Saigon. The
1st Division had to rush to the
critical battleground.
Only a few hoars before the
Tay Ninh battle erupted Nov. 3
senior officers of the 1st Divi-
sion told a newsman the VC 9tb
had been "pushed back into tha
briar patch" along the Cambo-
dian border.
The 1st Division could concen-
trate on "grinding up the guer-
rillas" as close as five miles
from Saigon, these officials
said. ¦' .
The VC Sth crossed up tha
American plans.
The U.S. plans — which proba-
bly will be carried Out after tha
Tay Ninh battle ends — calls for
four battalions of the 1st Divi-
sion to do pacification work.
The object of the intensified
drive is to break down the Viet
Cong' organization or infrastruc-
ture in the villages near Saigon
and lessen the enemy's hold on
the peasants.
During its search-and îestroy
sweeps against regular VC
units, the 1st infantry operated
in battalion and brigade
strength.
In switching emphasis to pa-
cification, the intention is to
break down the American infan-
try forays to squad, platoon and
company scale.
"We'll be going into the vil- _
lages 24 hours a day and we'll T
be. patrolling every night," said
a senior officer.
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ALMA, Wis. (Special) — A
board meeting of the Buffalo
County unit of the American
Cancer Society will be held at
tlie American Bank social room
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Mar-
vin Fuglna, Fountain City,
president, will preside.
Mrs, Erwin Gehrke, rural
Alma, accepted for the county
the volunteer of the year award
Kresented at the annual mtiet-
ig of the state organization.
Women from the unit attended
nurse's conferences on the jpsy-
chologlcnl and sociological as-
pects of nursing the cancer
patient Inst week. The county
nurse and Mrs . William Park-
er attended the meeting at Eau
Claire. Mrs. Thedu Hester, Mrs,
Charles Wunderllch and Mrs.
Carl Heitman, Fountain City ,
attended the Lu Crosse meeting.
LAKE FARM BUREAU
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
- The Lake Unit of the Wab-
asha County Farm Bureau will
meet on Friday evening at the
City Hall ln Lake City . Speak-
er will be Ralph Lentz, FFA
adviser and agriculture teach-
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Thoughts at JUndom -̂
From Editor's Notebook
WHEN "THE SHOWMAN was caught
lifting 4 chicken's slipper and ended up
in a birdbath at the darfchouse after a cat-
tle feeding" hardly anyone knew what
happened — especially the Kalian police.
Now, however, the Italian Interior
Ministry is preparing a dictionary of crim-
inal slang to give to police in the hope they
will be able to understand the jargon that
serves the underworld as a private code.
Armed with his dictionary, a cop would
have known that the business abdut the
showman meant that "the pickpocket was
seen stealing an Italian's wallet and placed
in' a prison cell after getting the third de-
Veteran criminologists say that once
tte dictionary is but that the underworld
will change its tune, leaving the police
right where they sorted, "in the hatband"
4- which is currently translated as "in the
dark." :" ' - ' / ':
:
¦ ¦;:;. ;¦;• ,Y Y ". . . *' ,; 
¦ ' • - , * ¦ -^z
REP. WILLIAM EY Minshall < R*Ohio)
has called for an investigation of charges
by pilots in Viet Nam that they are order-
ed to bomb "valueless" targets to improve
the statistical records of their units.
One disillusioned flyer reportedly told
of three planes attacking "two smaU Ywa-
terwheels on a stream in the middle of no-
where" in a letter read into the Congres-
aional RecordY Y
' - ': ' The former Navy pilot said that ia the
targets-destroyed report, the waterwheels
might well have been listed as an irriga-
tion plant.
Other pilots complain that as .many as
200 lightly-loaded: planesY are often sent
out to do a job that would require only 40
or 50 with full loads so that commanding
officers can list a higher number of
sorties.
Returning pilots say their comrades
have developed a play-it-safe attitude when
attacking targets they consider not worth
"any of our lives of planes."
Y ::- . Y Y ; ;*Y ¦ ; ' .;  
¦ ¦•¦¦¦. '.
¦ ¦• 
Y — * ;.
; ' ¦ Y
HIGH FRENCH SOURCES say that
President de Gaulle and Russian leaders
have informed President Johnson that
they are willing to enter into a joint treaty
along with "anybody else who might want
to join," to guarantee the independence
of Viet Nam, both North and South, from
any outside aggression.
The conditions of the treaty would de-
mand that the United States - cease bomb-
ing and announce its intention of withdraw-
al from South Viet Nam over a two-year
period. ; " . , ¦/ ' Y
The offer, the report says, may prove
Irresistible to the President because it
would dramatically, reaffirm the U.S.rSo-
viet detente and would serve to contain
China.
It would also! provide an honorable end
to the war before the all-important 1988
presidential election,
Another French offer reportedly in the
works is YT bilateral mutual defense pact
with the U.S. to replace the broken NATO
link. De Gaulle has long favored this idea
and apparently feels _ that recent friendly
talks between his Foreign Minister, Couve
de Muirville, and President Johnson; indi-
cate a possible U.S. interest.
A new treaty would give De Gaulle a
chance to reinstate France's traditional
bonds with the West and allow him a more
positive influence on U.S. policy. On the
U.S. side, a treaty would reopen the pos-
sibility of bringing France into nuclear
disarmament talks, of getting its signature
on the Moscow test ban treaty and of end-
ing French harassment of the dollar.
• • •
ON SEPT. 1, 1966, tha House pauai tho
HemisFair Bill. This bill provides 10 mil-
lion dollars in federal funds to construct a
building to house a United States exhibit
at the San Antonio Fair in 1968. The fair is
to commemorate the founding of San An-
tonio, Tex.
In San Antonio 140 acres of land have
already been cleared in tbe central part
of the city for the fair. Twelve million dol-
lars in federal money have been given un-
der the Urban Renewal Program to clear
this land. This will make a total of 22 mil-
lion dollars in federal funds for the fair and
no doubt more to come.
It is ironic that in the Rules Committee
immediately before it considered the
HemisFair Bill , heard testimony on the
Military .Construction Bill. All funds in the
Military Construction Bill for the construc-
tion of housing for military families had
been deleted due to the tremendous cost of
the Vict Nam war. That reasoning did not
prevail in considering the 10 million dol-
lars to be spent in the HemisFair build-
ing, which is strictly a local affair in San
Antonio.
¦
The Ge/nini 11 flight had one interesting
result; it gave rise to a new theme song
for space - walking astronauts , "Sweat
Gets in Your Eyes, "
¦
Things move fast In our time , Margaret
Sanger, who Just died at 82, was once in-
dicted by the federal government for ad-
vocating birth control views that the fed-
eral government ia now advocating.
And when he bad sent (he multitude, away
he weal up into a mountain apart to pray:
And when evening wa* come he was Uhere
•tone.—Matthew M:a.
House Control
TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS
By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Despite the mathematical
majority of 30 seats above the 218 jnark which
ther Democrats have retained, the truth is that
President^ Johnson has really lost control of
the House of Representatives on many pivotal
issues. His party's margin of 30 could be wip-
ed out by anywhere from 50 to 70 Democrats
from southern states who have usually voted 1
against the administration not merely on "civil-
rights questions, but on government spending
and issues involving the "great society."
There are, to be sure, from 10 to 20 Re-
publicans in the: House who; regularly move
over to the so-called -"liberal" , side, so the net
deficiency would be 40 to 50, votes. — enough
to keep the President from getting a major-
ity. To put tt another wayy Mr. JOhnson may
be able always to count on 185 Democrats and
possibly 15 Republicans for a total of 200 votes.
But the opposition could at tunes muster 235.
PRECISE FIGURES are not available be-
cause many of the Democratic members of the
House avoided voting altogether in the last
session on certain issues that are : politically
perplexing. So some congressmen stayed away
from Washington, and frequently as many as
100 members were absent. The reason for this
was that many of the Democrats did not care
to be recorded as against the President, and
yet they did not want to see passed some of
the legislation he was proposing.
. The situation ih the Senate is somewhat
more favorable to the President but, again, aii
actual majority on highly controversial issues
is in doubt.
Most of the opposition to the President in
the last session of Congress was related to
the spending programs. Members did not want
to antagonize the White House, but they avoid-
ed voting on issues which would commit the
government to larger expenditures. Incidental-
ly, much of the legislation for the "great so-
ciety" program is in the form of "authoriza-
tions," and the actual appropriation of the
funds has hot yet been made. It is in this cate-
gory of legislation that the President will find
it hard to command a majority in the House
or Senate. -
. UNION LABOR, top, is finding itself in dif-
ficulties. iSome estimates show that labor has
lost nearly 50 of its supporters in the House.
A United Press International survey reveals
that at least 184 members of the House en-
dorsed by.. '.the AFirCIO committee won elec-
tion. But this is 34 votes less than a majority.
The labor unions supported 332 candidates for
the House, including 14 Republicans; but 148
lost. Y .
IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1956
Donald BY Clark was elected president »f
the Winona Boat Club, Ernest Mahlke, vice
president, and Robert Meier, secretary-treas-
urer. Named to the board of directors were
E. H. Beynon, Carl Hengel and Richard Mil-
ler.
Miss Elaine Getche, YWCA program direc-
tor is in Washington, D.C, attending the first
national Y-Teen conference being" held to rec-
ognize youth as a part of the YWCA for 75
years, and to provide an opportunity to dis^
cuss the contribution of youth in national and
world affairs.
Twenty-Five Years Ago . Y .  1941
A. A. D. Rahn, past Imperial Potentate of
the Ancient and Accepted Order of the Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine, was guest of honor at
the annual game dinner of the Winona Shrine
Club.
G. M. Robertson was elected to the presi-
dency of the Kiwanis Club for the coming year.
Dr. R. B. LeMay was elected vice presi-
dent, H. J. Busdicker, re-elected treasurer.
Fifty Years Ago . . .  1916
Edgar Riley has accepted a stenographic
position in the North Western offices, succeed-
ing Clarence Barth who was promoted to the
accountants office.
Humane Officer Charles Averill left for St.
Paul to attend the state meeting of the Hu-
mane Society.
Seventy-Five Years Ago ... 1891
Benjamin Hoyland has resigned as organist
and choir master at St. Paul's Church and
will be succeeded by Mrs. Yale.
George Northrup has purchased an equal
Interest with Mr . Campbell in the Winona
Leader.
One Hundred Years Ago . . .  1866
Prof . V. C. Taylor , late organist in the First
Presbyterian Church, also Strong Place Church,
Brooklyn, N.Y. , and author of Taylors "Sacred
Minstrel, and various musical works , is In
town for the purpose of holding a class for
the evenings, in cultivation of the voice and
the higher, departments of music.¦
Senator Dirksen says there's a definite
swing toward the Republican party! If he
keeps on saying it long enough he may be
right some year, too ,
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:WASHINC-TON - There is
one all-important lesson to
be learned from the recent
election: The time has come
for the public to look ahead
the sloganY The time has al-
so come for Congress to lim-
it the millions of dollars spent
to spread slogans and create
images.
Electing a governor or a
senator has now become a
question of selling' a candi-
: date with the same Madison
Avenue techniques as you
sell underarm deodorants.
The secret of political suc-
cess is not in letting the pub-
lic know what a candidate
stands for, but in hiring the
right public relations firm.
And that PR firm may de-
cide that the easiest road to
victory is to hide what a can-
didate stands for , not ad-
vertise it.
BOB DRESSER and Hal
Evry; partners in one very
successful Los Angeles PR
agency, won't take a politi-
cal client who doesn't score
at least 120 on I.Q. tests, but
his party principles are of
no concern to them. "Politi-
cal party doesn't mean any-
thing at all any more,"
Dresser told us. "One half
of one percent of the people
are bound by the parry. We
go after the other 99% per-
cent."
The partners also won 't
permit the clients to do any
political stumping.
"The days are gone of
those tedious rounds of kof-
fee klatches attended by 12
people who are already on
your side," said Dresser.
"We believe In exposure, but
on our own terms."
THIS MEANS a candidate
may buy a million dollars
worth of television but never
debate. As Evry put it:
"Clients who campaign
least win the most votes."
The agency won a state
Senate seat for one client
with no more campaign than
the constant billboarding of
the slogan, "Three cheers for
Pat Mllllgan. "
"In 30 years." Dresser pre-
dicts, "our method will be
accepted by everyone. Until
the others catch on we'll keep
beating them."
Next year , Dresser and
Evry will promote an un-
known Democratic business-
man, David Trapp, for gov-
ernor of Kentucky. They ex-
pect the campaign to cost
$3 million, of which they will
take a 20 percent cut.
The new election technique
is to poll the voters to find
out not what the country
needs but what the people
¦want. - - 'Y ;Y' . ,
THIS IS LIKE running a
school by taking a poll of
students as to which cours-
es are the easiest, then fixing
the curriculum according to
the students' wishes. Or its
like taking the TV ratings
which find westerns, crime
thrillers, and rock 'ri' roll to
be the most popular, then
gearing the entire network's
program to please the low-
est common denominator of
the public taste.
In California, where the
majority of voters have us-
ually rejected extremists, the
Spencer-Roberts agency care-
fully steered Ronald Reagan
toward the middle of the
road. The movie actor, who
had swung from the extreme
right during his erratic poli-
tical career, was presented
to voters as a moderate.
The Baus & Ross Agency,
which handled Gov. Pat
Brown's campaign, found
Reagan's good guy image
"one hell of a problem."
William B. Ross explained to
us: "I called the troops to-
gether and said. 'You can't
make this guy Reagan the
villain. You can't put the
black hat on him. You've got
to treat him as the guy who
never quite gets the girl —
a nice guy who just didn't
quite get her.'"
IT MOST more than S3
million to build up an un-
known millionaire electronics
manufacturer named Milton
Shapp to a point where he
had a chance to be governor
of Pennsylvania.
The man : behind Shapp's
buildup was Joe Napolitan,
a bespectacled, brusk and
brilliant ex-newspaperman
who used computer-analysed
polls to find out what Pen-
hsylvanians liked and dislik-
ed.
Then he spliced profession-
al movies, staged not-so-talk-
ative TV appearances, sent
out 16-page color brochures,
took full-page ads and rented
billboards to promote Shapp.
Napolitan rejects any sug-
gestion, however, that he is
a huckster. He accepts only
moderate Democrats, and
turns down clients who do
not seem "competent and de-
cent.1'
"In four or five years,"
he #ssured us, "every major
campaign will be managed by
a political campaign special-
ist."'
"Again , we regret this interruption to 'Ladies , Let's






WASHINGTON — In the big-city states where they must
win Presidential elections the Democrats are in sad disar-
ray. This says more about 1968 in the aftermath of the con-
gressional election than anything that happened in that
rather confused and uncertain exercise of the franchise. . - "
Mayor Richard J. Daley can only survey the ruins on his
once-powerful organization and wonder whether not only his
own future but the future of his party in Illinois holds any
promise. White backlash, the uproar of demonstrations and
counter - demonstrations, or
merely a surfeit of (the too-
familiar past, an era has
come to an end.
The story of disaffection
and discontent, bickering and
backbiting w i t h i n  party
ranks, is similar in one form
or another in . Minnesota,
New York, Michigan, Cali-
fornia, Ohio and Pennsylvan-
ia: The Republicans are tak-
ing oyer in those states and
a question mark on the hori-
zon casts a long shadow.
A year or more ago ser-
ious political observers were
suggesting that Lyndon John-
son might not run for . re-
election to a second full term.
He would find a way — pos-
sibly in the drain on his
health of another four years
in the Presidency — to with-
draw. This possibility can-
not be idly dismissed with
the party structure cracking
up and with the prospect
ahead of two years of con-
tention with a Congress dom-
inated by a Republican-South-
ern Democrat coalition. John-
son is unaccustomed to that
kind of adversity.
With the northern cities
shifting allegiance the elec-
tion showed another aspect
ominous for Democratic pros-
pects two years hence. The
South is in revolt. This is
not merely opposition to in-
tegration as ordered from
Washington. There is confir-
mation for the reports of a
widespread hatred of the
head of all evill of a troubled
time.
EVERY DEMOCRAT re-
turned to Congress will be
under compulsion with '68
ahead to prove a bigger, foe
than the next man of what-
ever the White House wants.
The focal point for the
South's opposition will be
GeOrge Wallace of Alabama,
a zealot thirsting for re-
venge not alone on the poli-
tical establishment of the
North, Republican as well
as Democratic, but on the
whole appapratus of power
with special emphasis on the
mass media of press and tele-
vision. He can count on be-
ing generously supplied with
funds by rich ultra-conserva-
tives who see him as the in-
strument to balk the Great
Society.
Checking the rot in the
Democratic structure in the
Northern cities is a large
order. The President has
shown little aptitude for that
kind of task. One reason is
his obsession for keeping all
the controls ir. his own hands,
foreclosing all options, mak-
ing all the decisions, The
Democratic National Commit-
tee has been reduced to a
pale skeleton that scarcely
performs even the routine
functions of political liaison.
IN THE big-city states fac-
tional infighting makes even
a show of unity all but im-
possible. California is a prime
example, Amateur Machiavel-
lis, contending for power,
looked on as the unJiapppy
Pat Brown tried to keep
5float in a sea of troubles,
esse Unruh, the Speaker of
the House, seemed to be act-
ing on the assumption that it
was just as well to let Ron-ald Reason come in and then
in the wake of the Reagon
blundering in Sacramento a
new wave of Democrats, led
by Unruh, would be restored.
This ignores the powerful
men who furnished Reagan
the advertising know-how for
his successful campaign and
who will now be master-
minding his every move
This is in part at least the
psychology of the Kennedys
and their devoted followers.
Forming a sort of govern-
mentrin-cxlle they plan for
the day when the rightful
ruler will be restored to pow-
er. The prescription Is for
personal popularity, youth,the glamour of a name,
WITH THE primary Impor-
tance of television that may
be enough, But , given the
state of the party around the
country and the shift to the
right, there is no guarantee
it will he. As a contender
for the hatred of the ; South
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy must
be acknowledged a close sec-
ond to the President, and he
might even in a trial heat
come out ahead.
Democrats taking the hope-
ful view can dismiss the out-
come as merely reflecting
the discontents of another
off-year election in the midst
of an unpopular and little
understood war. The same
thing happened In 19<i2 and
again in 1946 when all but
a few prescient observers
were suprised by Democratic
losses on the scale of those
of Tuesday. In 1944 and again
in 1948 the Democrats came
back to win national elections
and control of the Congress.
That can happen again.
The factions can patch up
their ouarrels, the desire for
the privileges and perquisites
of office can triumph over
the petty feuds looming so
large today. Given the divi-
sions within the Republican
party , that is more than pos-
sible. Yet viewed In another
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To Your Good Healths
By JOSEPH "G. MOLNER,¦ M. D. . - .. - : -
Dear Dr. Molner: What
are the symptoms of a
goiter? Does it impair,
hearing? Is there difficul-
ty in swallowing, or
seeming to be unable to
get a full breath of air?
Does it cause phlegm? if
caught in the early stag-
es can it be treated with-
out surgery? — MRS.
O. T. ; ;¦ '
¦ ' ¦
Impairment of hearing is
most unlikely but the other
symptoms can occur.
Goiter is an enlargement of
the thyroid gland in the neck,
but there are different types:
It may show swelling mainly
on one side, or on both; it
may be nodular or smooth;
it can be toxic or nontoxic;
the swelling may be just in -
the necki or some of it may
be out of sight below the
upper part of the breast bone.
The swelling can impinge
on the esophagus, or gullet,
giving a sense of difficulty
in swallowing; It may also
exert pressure on the wind-
pipe, interfering somewhat
with breathing, and causing
irritation and hence phlegm
in the throat
A nontoxic goiter iriay
cause no symptom except a
bulge. A toxic goiter, though,
usually presents such severe
Symptoms (extreme ner-
vousness, rapid heart: beat,
loss of weight, excessive
sweating, possibly Ypromin-
ence of the eyeballs) that
the patient loses no time in
going to his doctor.
Usually large goiters have
to be removed surgically
both because of size and an-
noying symptoms. Some
types of goiter, however,
can be controlled and slight-
ly reduced in size by medi-
cation.
In doubtful cases, medica-
tion may be tried for a time
to see whether it promises
success ; in severe cases it
is usually best to go right
ahead with surgery without
wasting time.
Gena , Al . . '¦ Y -
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able this year for Land and
Water Conservation Act pro-
jects (LAWCON) to advance
outdoor recreation in Wiscon-
sin are down about 30 percent,
according to a report from the
state Conservation Department,
Madison. . . -
For the 1967 fiscal year, the
state's share of the federal fund
is $1,273,434, of which $25,469
will be for administration and
$5,000 for comprehensive state
outdoor recreation plan main-
tenance.
OF the available remainder,
40 percept will be the political
subdivision share, and 40 per-
cent for state agencies, or $497,-
186 •_«_, and the remainder,
$248,593, for the statewide con-
tingency reserve.
Of the political subdivision
shares, 60 percent will be based
on population, 30 percent will
be shored equally, and 10 per-
cent wiB be available without
other state aids.
The west central area will
share $47,933.55. Of this total,
BUFFALO COUNTY'S share
will be $3,085.86; JACKSON
COUNTY, $3,145.52; P E PIN
C O UNTT,' $2,608.56 -TREM-
PEALEAU COUNTY, $5,456.-
57; PIERCE COUNTY, $5,458.-
57. -: Y-
LA CROSSE COUNTY in the
southwest area will receive
$9,066.14. :¦ • ¦
¦
.. ¦ '; ¦ :
Projects for 1967 funds must
be received by the Conserva-
tion Department by March 1.
By Oct. % 134 projects! were
submitted by counties, cities,
villages and towns. Of these,
126 were accepted. Of those ac-
cepted, 33 were for acquisi-
tion of new or additions to park
sites and 93 were for develop-
ment of park areas.
Total cost of the 126 projects
was $2,730,181, with 50 percent
cost*-wring requested.
Since the funds requested far
exceeded money available , for
this year, it will be necessary
to fund many projects over a
period of several years.
In addition to the 126 local
unit projects, 45 state projects
were received and are being
processed.
By Oct. 1 BUFFALO COUN-
TY had applied for six develop-
mental projects at a total cost
of $34,291; TREMPEALEAU
COUNTY, one development pro-
ject at $4,411; JACKSON COUN-
TY, one at $6,265, and PEPIN
COUNTY, two at $3,475. EAU
CLAIRE COUNTY had applied
for three acquisition projects
at $17,412; and LA CROSSE
COUNTY, six developmental
projects at $25,500. Pierce,
Monroe (ind Vernon were among




By LESLIE JY NASON, Ed. D.
University of Sonthern Calif.
Pity the reluctant under-
achlever.
His parents : know that he is
not even trying to work up to
capacity — and so do his teach-
ers. He is out of favor with all
of them.
The counselor is no comfort
to him; he says that tests show
the student has plenty of abilty
that he is not using. But the stu-
dent feels he IS working up to
capacity and there is no use try-
ing to do the impossible. He
neither knows better methods pf
study nor bow to use to better
advantage what he does know.
In this situation counseling
that is hurried, casual or trir
vial is of no help to the student.
It merely adds to his discour-
agement
It's no wonder that students
often become reluctant even to
near still more suggestions for
the improvement of t h e i r
scholarship.
Before a itadent wHl listen to
any plan he must, somehow, be
made to realize that it is, in-
deed, an approach that he has
: not heard before. Let me illus-
trate with an actual case.
Jim was an underachieving
high school Junior out of favor
with his teacher and his par-
ents. ' ¦;
His parents had tried en-
couragement and, at times, re-
strictions in their attempts to
Inspire Jim to better scholar-
ship. Jim's response was nega-
tive, His parents were at their
wits end. At this point I was
asked to help.
As Jim and his father came
up the walk for their first ap-
pointment Jim lagged several
steps behind. I heard his father
say, "We are fortunate to get
this appointment; Dr. Nason is
a busy man and since it is cost-
ing me money you'd better lis-
ten to him!" I didn't catch
Jim's reply but he had « sul-
len, stubborn look oh his face.
They entered my office and
chose seats, on opposite sides
of the room.
Reports from school which his
father handed me Stated that
Jim was making no effort. I
realized that before any pro-
gress could be made Jim must
be convinced not only that he
could succeed in school but that
the conflict at homo could also
be eliminated.
I started the conversation by
reviewing case histories of high
achool students who had been in
similar situations, and how, wit-
well planned study and test
taking procedures, they had
solved their problems.
I suggested to the father that
from this point on Jim and I
would be responsible for his
success or failure in school.
Since he and pirn's mother
would not now be concerned
with his frustration in school,
home could again be a happy
place for all concerned. The
parents w ê to remove any re-
strictions that may have been
imposed because of Jim's low
grades in school. Mr, K. gave
his immediate approval and
left Jim and me together te
lay plans for our part of the
program.
Jim was just getting started
to trigonometryYand 'a-'test :. was
to be given in three days. We
set up a study plan for the
mastery o( tbe essentials of the
subject. I expplained that trig-
onometry, being an invention,
the basic ideas must be learn-
ed so well that their recall
takes no effort. They cannot
be "reasoned out'! at examina-
tion time.
To help flr these ideas In his
mind; he was to work one or two
problems of each type, starting
at the beginning of the texbook.
He was to practice writing ALL
ot the steps ot each solution
since this would give him time-
advantage on the examination,
(It is faster to write all the
steps than to try to do some of
them in his head).
Just before the test he was to
make a last minute review of
his list of problems.
Jim was to think, "What Is
the key in the way this ques-
tion Is asked that tells me HOW
the-problein-is-to-4)e-splved?̂ -
On entering the test he was to
put his full attention on the
first probjeni, deciding what
kind of a problem it was then
write out the solution neatly
and completely.
He was to work rapidly
enough to keep his mind com-
pletely centered on each prob-
lem in turn. Having completed
the test he would go back and
give bis full attention to "A
search for errors in arithme-
tic.; ¦
¦¦'
On his next visit Jim reported
a better than usual score on the
math test. He was now ready
and willing to continue the plan-
ning that would lead to his be-
coming « good all 'round stu-
dent- / , - '






changes In . Roman Catholic
practices in the United States —
perhaps including abolition of
the "fish on Friday" rule — are
up tot decision.
Prelates numbering some 250
are convening today for an
extraordinary episcopal confer-
ence, continuing through Fri-
day.- ' - ¦ ¦ ' ¦: ' ;. '
¦ '¦'
Their massive agenda reflects
the ¦ history-making Vatican
Council, 1962-1965, designed to
attune church customs more
closely to modern needs,
For the first time the cardi-
nals and bishops will elect a
president and vice president
from among their number. Hith-
erto the settlor ranking prelate
has automatically presided at
these annual meetings, and
Francis Cardinal Speflman of
New York has held the post
since 1858.
The change is in line with a
worldwide decentralization pro-
gram going on within 'the
church. National bodies will
now share in some of the pow-
ers hitherto reserved to the
Pope/- . - .
U.S. cardinals have taken
themselves out of the running
for the presidency or vice presi-
dency in this first election. Un-
official speculation centered on
three archbishops/ John P. Cody
of Chicago, John J. Krohl of
Philadelphia and John F. Dear-
den of Detroit.
As for the question of abstain-
ing from meat on Friday, re-
garded as the day of Christ's
Crucifixion, the Pope has au-
thorized national bodies in the
church to substitute other forms
of penance, such as charitable
works and prayer.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
. Five hunters died during open-
ing weekend of Minnesota's deer
season and five others suffered
bullet wounds.
Three of the victims, including
two teenagers, were shot to
¦• death. -; ;v ¦- . • • .. ¦ :.;:..:. :-;
David Chase, Bena. Minn.,
was killed and Mike Wold, Min-
neapolis, was wounded in the
shoulder by the same bullet
Sunday.
Cass County Sheriff's deputies
said Joseph F. Pertler, 49, Min-
neapolis, picked up a SO-OS caii-
ber rifle Ih his car when it
discharged. The bullet struck
Wold, sitting in the back seat,
passed through the car's rear
window and struck Chase in the
chest as he stood behind the
«ar._ .i_-: YY. - "''/ ' ' -̂- ¦ .- .
Wold was reported In fair
condition at a Deer River hospi-
tal. The accident happened near
Bena. ; --. - ' '' .
Scott Hesse, 13, rural Thief
River Falls, was fatally wound-
ed Sunday near Grygla when
his hunting party was shooting
at a deer.
Timmio Hetteenv 13, son ofMr. and Mrs. ¦' .; Alan Hetteen,
Roseau, was hit by a stray
bullet Saturday while driving a
snow mobile some 10 miles
northeast of Roseau.
Robert J. Cook, 15, was
asphyxiated Saturday by a char-
coal burner as he tried to warm
himself with a charcoal burner
in his father's car about 18
miles northeast of Park Rapids.
He was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger W. Cook, Robbinsr
dale.
A sheriff's search party found
the body of Earl . "'Hanson, 68,
Minneapolis, Sunday morning
about nine miles east of Remer.
He apparently fell from a tree
stand Saturday night and'- suf-
fered. ' a heart attack, according
to a coroner.
The wounded hunters includ-
ed:
Richard Helley, 15, son of
H. A. Helley, Brainerd, shot in
the hip while hunting neat"- War-
road. Y
Clifford Klamar, Gatke,
Minn., accidentally shot himself
in the heel near Roseau.
Eugene Insiey, 40, Aitken, suf-
fered a chest wound as hunters
shot a deer bounding past him.
He was hospitalized in fair con-
dition.
Henry J. Anderson, 11, Minne-
apolis, was shot in the left -
and abdomen when he tried to
clear the jammed weapon. He
is hospitalized at Bemidji in
fair condition.
Meanwhile the State Conser-
vation Department reported
opening day success was down
from last year.
A sampling of 1,000 hunters
showed 24 per cent overall suc-
cess. Highest suqcess area was
25 per cent northwest, 35 per
cent in the one - day shotgun
zone, 21 per cent northeast and




AP Bustnm News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - Cloud-
have formed and a few lightning
bolts have struck ip that once
sunny friendship between Amer-
ican business and the man who
courted it, President Johnson.
Perhaps the romance was
doomed from the start, some
observers speculate. They say
the economy was becoming so
torrid under clear economic
skies that a little rain was need-
ed to dampen things.
Remember the months imme-
diately after Johnson's ascen-
dancy? More than one industri-
alist was quoted as saying, "We
have a man in the White House
who understands business."
Both Johnson and business
were in a euphoric mood. The
tax cut was having its warming
effect on both the seat of federal
government and the board
rooms. Incomes were rising,
including the governments.'
The relationship was referred
to as a partnership, and more
and more this partnership was
called "creative federalism," a
concept that envisaged the gov-
ernment joining with private
groups towjwd the goal ot im-
proving America.
Many businessmen, some-
times those with large govern-
ment contracts, devoted speech-
es to explaining this spirit of
cooperation;
But along with this, federal
activity continued to rise. The
Federal Trade Commission, the
Justice Department and the
President's Council of Economic
Advisors played active roles in
regulating business.
The biggest surprise to busi-
ness came when it realized the
voluntary guideposts '.' — limits
on prices and wages ¦'— had a
great deal of federal power be-
hind them. Consensus had be-
come control, they cried.
Price rollbacks occurred in
aluminum, copper and steel,
enforced by the administration
through a call to patriotism, by
threats to unload government
stockpiles, by the fear of further
regulation, by threats to rescind
government orders.
Many businessmen hollered
when their own companies were
denied price increases that the
government deemed inflation-
ary. But George Champion,
chairman of the Chase Manhat-
tan Bank, became a general
spokesman.
"In the name of consensus we
find government telling labor
and management what wages
are acceptable, telling alumi-
num producers what prices are
justified, telling banks what
rates are permissable," he said.
Strains shivered through each
position. Perhaps because of
their very natures, government
and business found themselves
often on opposite sides. And in-
flation threatened.
The big question by early 1966
was how to hande the inflation :
By cutting government spending
or increasing taxes? Either
would lessen demands on the
economy, which was showing
signs of overheating.
The administration did nei-
ther at first. This as many busi-
nessmen viewed it , forced the
Federal Reserve to step in with
a dampcner. It did so, by rais-
ing interest rates.
Later, the administration sus-
pended for 18 months a tax
credit that business had grown
fond of. And it promised to cut
federal spending. The tax issue
is still in the air , as are some
interest rates.
Businessmen now are de-
scribed as less decisive and cer-
tain. Many are waiting to see if
the administration feels it
should do something further
about cooling the economy.
A more subtle change has oc-
curred aLso. More and more,
businessmen turn their senses
towards Washington, although
they try also (o feel the pulse of
activity at the state and local
levels. This, some say, was
reflected in conservatives being
elected last week.
Government and business still
are searching for the proper
stance.
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Co-ops Advised
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— "Merger" is a word that con-
tinues to crop up more and




So that co-op personnel and
the general public may better
understand the complexities of
merging, tha University of Min-
nesota is sponsoring a series of
workshops for co-op managers
and directors. The viwkshop
here Thursday was one of this
series. ¦ ¦' ¦
WHY MERGE? ' That . . . 'ques-
tion invariably comes : first.
Martin Christiansen, a univer-
sity marketing specialist, gives
several reasons favoring merg-
er.;. . ;.- . -
First — lower costs <of oper-
ation, economies in accounting,
purchasing and marketing. Di-
versification of merged units al-
lows the new co-op to enter
new markete. and develop new
products.
Reduced risks are involved
when two or more small co-ops
merge into a large single unit,
Christiansen notes. Merger will
also help attract capital and
better management and techni-
cal assistance.
"Insofar as co-ops- art con-
cerned, greatest activity so far
has been at the regional level,
particularly among farm sup-
ply business." There has been
less merger activity at local
levels, he added.
Generally, he said, coopera-
tives have not used merger as
a means of growth, to the ex-
tent that non-cooperative forms
of business enterprise have
done so.
FRANK SMITH, also a mar-
keting specialist, said cost ele-
ments are the conditions that
influence local cooperatives
most directly. However, better
utilization of a given size of
plant, as well as taking advan-
tage of lowered production costs
because of increased size, are
the main ways of influencing
costs, he said.
Merger offers a positive meth-
od of taking advantage of cost
savings that flow from effec-
tive stabilization of plant as
well as scale economics, he
.said. ' .-Y' :.
E. E. Slettom, executive sec-
retary of the Minnesota Associa-
tion of Cooperatives, discussed
individual and community con-
siderations of mergers. Human
resources, which include the
members, directors, employes
and community in which the co-
operative operates, are as im-
portant as the physical and fi-
nancial resources, Slettom said.
"The 'people problem' is of-
ten more difficult to solve than
economic or physical prob-
lems," he said.
Good attributes, such as pride
in something they have built or
organized; status — their posi-
tion of leadership or power may
be at stake; security — they
want to keep their job ; confi-
dence in their local manager
and employes, and loyalty to
their community, can all hinder
a needed merger.
SLETTOM SAID certain con-
ditions must be investigated
and considered in a merger.
They are: Attitudes toward
merger, pros and cons of mer-




four steps in merging coopera-
tives : Idea stage, study stage,
proposal and compromise stage
and member approval stage.
Also speaking at the workshop
for Wabasha and Olmsted Coun
ty people were Gerald YW. Em-
mer, assistant vice president ol
the St. Paul Bank for Coopera-
tives, and Ralph J. Godin, direc-
tor of economic practices, Min-
nesota Department of Agricul-
ture. Emmer spoke about finan-
cial and operating considera-
tions; in mergers and Godin ex-
plained legal considerations in
mergers.
Wabasha County Agent Matt
Metz introduced the speakers
and acted as host.
MERGER STUDY . ."'¦., Discussing cooperative mergers
at a workshop at Plainview Thursday were, from left *
Alfred Drenckhahn, Walter McMillin, E. E. Slettom, Min-
nesota Association of Cooperative; Lester Christison and
Milton Wehrs. All but Slettom are Wabasha County resi-
dents (Mrs. Donovan Timm photo)
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LEWISTON, Minn;>- The Wi-
nona County library committee
ha a informational material
ready for distribution following
a recent meeting at Cly-Mar
Bowl here, Mrs. Alfred Steuer-
nagel, lltica, chairman, an-
nounced; .
Mrs. Harvey Gordon, sec-
retary, has been notified that
the film, "The Bookmobile,"
from the library division of the
sfate department of education,
will be available.to interested
groups in the county Tuesday
through January. The Winona
Public Library will assist with
the bookings.
The county library service,
featuring the use of the book-
mobile, will result in an en-
riched and enlarged library
service to all county residents,
said Mrs. Steuernagel .
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JUST WAISTTNG AWAY . . . World
War il and Korean veterans braved another Y
effort to clothe themselves in military uni-
forms at the American Legion Memorial Club
Saturday evening in observance of Vet-
erans Day. The winners, from left, oldest
uniform, Francis Losinski; loosest '' fit; Dan-
iel Tushner; tightest fit, EdwardY Richter;
neatest, Leigh Bell, and newest , David Lueck
and Allan Osborne Jr. No one from World
War I made the effort, Some 200 attended
the dance.:.' David Morse was master of cere-
monies, (Daily News photo)
St. Anne s Administrator
Talks to Hospice Auxiliary
One hundred fifty men
meeting of St. Anne Hospii
Log at the Hospice. The i
politick supper in the mail
Speaking to the group
administrator commented, "
a heap of honey bees to ir
remarked that this is one o
bers attended the quarterly
e Auxiliary Thursday even-
eeting was preceded by a
dining room.
Sister Mary Jude, Hospice
t has been said that it takes
ike a home a colony." She
the most exciting times in
the history of the . world.
She explained the affects
modern science is having
in the work of the space
age in the field of medical
science. In relation to the work
of caring for the aged, she
commented that much has been
learned about the human toler-
ance in different stress situa-
tions.
"In our ' .field of work and
service, this increases our chal-
lenge to make the longer years
of life that people will have
more enj oyableY I do believe
that ID do this will take a
community effort."
Sister Mary Jude explained
that along with the great medi-
cal advances that have been
made, they have learned to let
a person use his own ability
and capabilities. She remarked
that they cah do more for the
integrity of a person by helping
him to help himself.
She stated that the questions
to Which serious thought must
be given are: How can we use
the talents and abilities of the
older person and how can they
be useful to themselves and to
the community 7
Sister Mary Jude said that the
volunteer can identify with the
guest in a way that has a dif-
ferent social dimension, and
that this is important. "No
warmer support can be given
one human being than identi.
fication of one with another,
This natural tendency toward
community and socialization is
to be encouraged."
SISTER MARY Jude^lso In-
vited the new members of the
auxiliary to attend a series of
coffee hours in the near future
at which time the members will
be orientated in the service in
which they are particularly in-
terested. Invitations will be
issued at a later date.
Committee reports were also
given and Mrs. Edward Valen-
tine, president, announced the
appointment of Miss Alma
Kemp as chairman of the call-
ing committee.
It war announced that the
auxiliary newsletter had gained
first place for the third con-
secutive year in the contest
sponsored by the Minnesota
Association of Hospital Auxil-
iaries. Mrs. Albert Miller is
editor.
MRS. V I N C E  NT Glomsld,
chairman, presented the pro-
gram. Mrs. Hubert Weir enter-
tained with songs and a dance;
Mrs. Gerald Sullivan, director
of the music department at St.
Mary's College, presented agroup from the St. Mary's Con-
cert Chorus; and Peter Kol-
lasch, sang a folk song with
guitar accompaniment..Mrs. Alvin Berber,' Rolling-
stone, was awarded the atten-
dance prize.
Mrs. Robert Northraiii was
chairman of the supper ar-
rangements and was assisted
by the Mmes. Edward Casper,
Lloyd Korder, R a y m o n d
O'Laughlin, Lester Harris, PatMaloney, and Miss Alma Kemp.
40TH ANNIVERSARY
RUSHFORD, Minn. - Mr.
and Mrs. Tilmen Jorde, Rt. 2,
will celebrate their 40th wed-
ding anniversary Sunday with
an open house at their home.
Hours are from 2 to 5 p.m.
Their three sons and their
wives will host the event. No
Invitations have been sent.
TRILLIUM GARDEN CLUB
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Members of the Trillium
Garden Club met at the home
of Mrs. Art Werner on Nov. 2.
Progra m was the making of
arrangements and spraying
dried weeds, flowers and
grain. Prizes were awarded to
Mrs. Henry Finney and Mrs.
N. E. Schwartz.
ROSARY SOCIETY
ST, CHARLES, Minn. (Spe-
cial) — The Rosary Society
of Catholic Church will meet
at 2 p.m. Thursday at the Nor-
man Helm home.
WSCS BAZAAR
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe-
cial) —r The Woman 's Society of
Christian Service of the Metho-
dist Church will hold their an-
nual Fall Bazaar and Luncheon
Wednesday beginning at 11:30
a.m, in the social rooms of the
church , Booths at the bazaar
will be bakery food, Christmas
novelitles, gifts dolls and doll
clothes and an attic treasure
and rummage booths,
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) -
The meeting of the Caledonia
Deanery was held at Holy
Cross parish hall following
Benediction at 2 p.m. Wednes-
day.
Two new officers took over
their duties: Mrs. William
Lathrop, vice president , La
Crescent; Mrs. A. C. Foegen,
sp.cretnry-treasurer, Dakota.
Mrs. George Kelly, president,
Houston, agreed to serve anoth-
er two-year term.
The Rev. Richard Loomis,
pastor of St. Joseph's Church ,
Rushford, and St. Mary 's
Church, Houston, spoke about
"Pealing With World Govern-
ment." He stressed strongly
that it is necessary to teach
children the reason for not fol-
lowing the crowds — for
being individual, because each
must answer to God. Teen-ag-
ers must also learn to work
alone, seeking a way to God,
family, parish, community and
to his country, always mindful
that the Christian way must be
emphasized to produce a ma-
ture person, he said.
Mrs. James E. Dandelet Sr.,
Dakota , was paid special tri-
bute and a spiritual bouquet
for her and for Mrs. L; L. Roer-
kohl, Caledonia, who has been
active in/WCCW and NCCW
work for 25 years, was sent
to the Madonna Plan in place
of a floral corsage;
The Rev. J. E. Dandelet,
Spiritual Director of the Holy
Cross NCCW, urged the ladies
to participate in open discus-
sion; to become more involv-
ed in the work of their parish;
to study to familiarize them-
selves with the preparation of
children and asked mothers to
take note of their children's
attire, at home, in public and
in church. -
Mrs. Kelly asked that trad-
ing stamps saved for the Mig-
rant Center. They are to be
sent to Mrs. Joseph Schneid-
er, YHollandale, Minn.
Ladies of Holy Cross parish,
using the Sliver Anniversary
theme, served lunch. Mrs.
George Bilskemper Served as
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Residents of the Paul Watkins
Memorial Methodist Home will
be entertained at 2 p.m. Sun-
day in the Great Hall by the
Jim CaseV orchestra.
The concert of modern and
old-time music will be open to
all senior citizens of the area.
The afternoon program is the
first of a series of Sunday con-
certs that will be given for
residents and friends of the
home.
Musicians for this occasion
are provided by a grant from
the trust funds of the recording
industries obtained by the coop-
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AAUW to Discuss Educatibn
As Antidote, to Poverty
Members of the Winona
Branch of the American Asso-
ciation of University Women
will attend scholarship dessert
parties oh Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday of this
week. Monies realized will
provide scholarships for a _) -•
at Winona State College and
another at the College of St.
Teresa. • ' - .
Program topic will be "Ed-
ucation: An Antidote to Pover-
ty" and will be presented at
each of the events. Dr. Verdi
Ellies; Madison School princi-
pal , will speak on the "Madison
School Summer Program" at
1:30 p.iri. Tuesday at the home
of Mrs. Roger Brosnahan; 152
W. Mill St;
Keith Larson will discuss the
"Reading Improvement Pro-
gram at Public and Parochial
Schools" at 8 p.m. Tuesday at
the home of Mrs. James
Spear, 717 Main St.
MKS. E. D. Whiting will
present the topic "Title H, Pro-
gram for Library and Books"
at 8 p.m. Tuesday at the home
of Mrs. Norman Baron, 800 W.
Mark St
O r e  i t  Ochfymowycz will
discuss "The Spanish House
Program for Students Study-
ing the Master's Level at St.
Mary's" at 1:30 p.m. Wednes-
day at the home of Mrs. Roger
Hartwich, 176 W. Wabasha St.
Dr. Carroll Hopf will present
the topic "Music, Art and Lit-
erature at Lincoln School Sum-
mer Program," at 8 p.m. Wed-
nesday at the home of Mrs,
William J. Sullivan, 568 W.
Lake StY
MfRS. MARVIN Gunderson
will speak on "Preschool Sum-
mer Program at Central
School" at 8 p.m. Thursday at
the home of Miss Margaret
Stevenson, 326 Grand St.
"Title I, Outdoor Education"
will be the topic under discusr
sion at 8 p.m. Thursday at
the home of Mrs. William Fer-
guson. Name of the speaker
will be released later.
DOVER-EYOTA PTA
DOVER-EYOTA, Minn. (Spe-
cial) — Mrs. G. Theo Mitug,
member of the St. Paul school
board, will explain the ramifi-
cations of federal participation
in education at a meeting of the
Parent Teacher Association at
Dover elementary School at 8
p,m. Tuesday. Topic under dis-
cussion will be Elmentary and
Secondary Education Act.
DAKOTA^ Minn. (Special) -
Dr. T. DY Olin, a Winona psy-
chologist, will be the principal
speaker at the Parent - Teacher
Club meeting at 8 p.m. Wed-
nesday in tha Dakota School.
He will tell of the Hiawatha
Mental Health Center , Winona.
Members of the PTC are re-
minded that the social hour is
also a fund raising party.
Hostesses for the party are
Mrs. Leroy Jahnke, La . .Mqille.;-
Mrs. Roland Wilson and Mrs.
Arlyn Albrecht, Dakota. Other
women whom members and in-
terested persons may contact
are fhe Mmes. Daryl Witt , Otto
Dobrunz , Roland Smith, Walter
Bartz , and Joseph Brown.
Additional information on the
bookmobile under consideration
for Winona County should be
ready - by the meeting. There
will be no meeting in Decem-




PRESTON, Minn. (Special) —
Mary Ann Kramer, daughter of
Mrs. Gladys Kramer, .and Allen
K, Pingerson, son of Mr and
Mrs. Kermit Fingerson, Foun-
tain, Minn., Were married Sept.
10 and are at home in Cresco,
Iowa.
The ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Walter E. N. Wahl
at Christ Lutheran Church.
Attendants were the Mmes.
Lowell Larimer, Preston ; Ron-
ald Breuer , Lakota, Iowa, and
Miss Ann Amdahl, Minneapolis.
The groom's attendants were
Tillman Fingerson, Fountain;
Howard Amdahl, Decorah ,
Iowa ; Ronald Breuer, Lakota.
Iowa ; Lyle Kruegel, Spring
Valley, Minn., and Davis Gil-
bertson, Albert Lea, Minn.
A RECEPTION was held In
the church Fellowship Hall. The
groom's parents were hosts at
the rehearsal dinner at Har-
mony House, Harmony, Minn.
Both bride and groom were
graduated from Preston High
School.The bride also attended
Minnesota School of Business,
Minneapolis, and was a secre-
tary at IBM, Rochester. Minn.,
prior to her marriage. The
groom attended Luther College,
Decorah, and is employed as
a career underwriter for N.Y,
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MINNESOTA CITŶ Minn. -
Lutheran Church Ladies Aid
will meet for luncheon at 1:.30
p.m. Thursday in the church
basement.
Mrs. William Reps and Mrs.
Leo Richter will be hostesses
for the luncheon which was orig-
inally planned as a potluck
meal.
Members are reminded lo
bring their Mite Boxes and
clothing for Lutheran World Re-
lief which will be accepted un-
til Sunday when lt will be pack-
ed for overseas shipment.
GOLDEN AGERS
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)
— Unit four of St. Agnes Par-
ish will entertain the Commu-
nity Golden Agens at 2 p.m.
Thursday, in the parish hall.
Men and women, age 65 and




Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Flies Sr.,
will celebrate their golden wed-
ding anniversary Sunday, at
St. Agnes parish hall with open
house from 2 to 5 p.m. Host-
ing the event will be the cou-
ples children. No invitations
will be sent.
CATHOLIC UNITS
ST.. CHARLES, Minn. ( Spe-
cial) — StY Ann's Society of the
Catholic church will meet at fi
p.m. Wednesday in the school
hall. St. Francis, St. Rita and
St. Joseph units will meet after-
wards. St. Joseph Unit will be
in charge of the meeting.
. . ¦ •
¦ ¦ ¦;¦ .
Lutheran Ladies
Plan Luncheon
This country is in the grips
of a PETulation explosion.
American household pet popula-
tion is increasing at a rate far
exceeding that of people.
Dogs and cats always will be
popular, although right now the
emphasis seems to be on "ex-
otic" pets such as alligators,
chameleons, iguanas, white
mice aiid horned toads.
The biggest seller of them
all : Fish, probably because




DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) —
Group 2 of Holy Cross Discus^
sion Clubs will meet at 8 p;'m.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
William Buehler, Nodine. All
units of the parish are to con-
tinue meetings as scheduled
during November.
¦ ¦ ¦ ' . -






STOCKTON, Minn, — Mrs.
Clyde Girbd will present the les-
son when the Woman's Society
of Christian Service Of the Meth-
odist Church meets Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Roger Fakler.
Mrs. Benhard Swensied will
be hostess. Groups 1 and ; 2 are
to bring items for the bake and
produce sale., Members may
bring guests.
STY MARTIN'S CTRCLE
St. Martin's Lutheran Church
Circle D will meet at 8 p.m.
Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
James Carley, 119% Kansas St.
TEACHER TEA
LAKE CITY, Minn. CSpecial)
— The Auxiliry oi Louis Mc-
Cahill: American Legion Post
110 sponsored a tea for teachers
at the Legion clubrooms Thurs-




The program, "Mode rn
Trends ta Our Schools," which
¦was heard at 9 a.m. this morn-
ing, will be re-run at 7:30 p.m.
tonight on KWNO. Under discus-
sion will be the topics kinder-
garten, homework -and report
cards.
Appearing on the program
will be the Misses Norma
Grausnick, kindergarten teach-
er at Jefferson School; Arvilla
Ludwitzke, Central Elmentary
School sixth grade teacher; and
Elsie Sartell, who teaches third
grade at Central Elementary
School. Miss Sartell is also a
member of the revision commit-
tee on report cards.
This is the last program in




Big band sounds emanated
from the recreation auditorium
of the Sauer Memorial Home
Sunday afternoon when 10 area
musicians played old and hew
favorites for 100 residents and
guests during a one-hour pop
concert.
Musicians were: Jim Caseyv
Winona, leader and master of
ceremonies ; Fred Heyer and
Judd Henthorne, both of Winona,
and Charles B. Fox, Rochester,
who played saxophones and
c 1 a r i n e t s  ; Gfene Steffes,
Galesville, Wis., and Melvin
Ruehlnann, Mabel, Minn., trum-
pets ; Robert Stroetz, Roches-
ter, trombone ; Max Lewis, Wi-
nona, piano; Ralph .  Benicke,
Stockton, bass, and James Fos-
sum, Winona, drums.
The concert was sponsored by
the Sauer Home Auxiliary with
Mrs. . Donald Schaefer , presi-
dent, in charge of ; arrange-
ments.
Musicians were provided by
a. grant from the Recording
Industries Trust Funds obtain-
ed by the Cooperation of Local
453, American Federation of
Musicians.
GARDEN CLUB
LEWISTON, Minn. — TheGarden Club will meet at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Edwin Howe, Bethany.







ST. PAUL (AP) — John W.
Zwach, a whedhorse in the
Minnesota Senate for years, is
atarting a new career In Wash-
ington at the age of 59.
However, the Republican law-
maker looks upon the change as
"basically a transfer."









tion.; Z w a c h
won by about
*,00O votes overthe Democrat-
ic - Farmer -
zwacn MOOT incum-
bent tn the politically mar-
ginal district.
Zwach, who has a ffM-aere
cattle and hoe farm near Walnut
Grove, says he is interested in
comniittee assignments in agri-
culture; education and natural
resources, in that order.
One of his first goals, he said,
would be to attempt to separate
tbe U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture's consumer functions from
its farm programs. The USDA,
be said, "can't be both fish and
fowl. ' •¦
"If we need a department of
consumers—and perhaps we do
—another department probably
wouldn't crowd Washington over
mud_"
*T realize the limitations on
a freshman congressman," he
added at a news conference
Saturday.
The Senate majority leader
atace 1859 attributed his election
mainly to the 'farm revolt" in
hia district against federal poli-
derHe said he would seek to
prevent the use of farm sur-
pluses as a wedge to drive down
farm prices.
Zwach also said he wfll try
to attain a balanced federal
budget and do what be could to
get "more mileage out of the
people's budgets."
A state legislator since 1934,
Zwach said he plans to convene
the Conservative caucus later
this month but wiH remain neu-
tral In the selection of his suc-
cessor as majority leader.
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Minnesota sites -woe included
among 57 sites in 26 states rec-
ommended for Registered
National Historic Landmark
status, Secretary of Interior
Stewart L. Udall announced Sun-
day.
the Minnesota sites:
—St Croix Boom Site/ three
miles north of Stillwater, a
major log storage and handling
area from 1840-1914.
—P__*ury A. Mill, a flour
mill erected in 1880-81 in Min-
neapolis.
—Soudan Mine near Tower, a
deep underground iron ore mine
opened in 1884, the first on the
Vermillion Range, closed in 1962
and now a state park.
—Hull-Rust Mahoning open pit
iron mine, the world's largest,





ST. PAUL (AP)-A host of
political figures headed by Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey
will speak at the 29th annual
meeting of the Farmers Union
Grain Terminal Association this
weekY ,/ y /
An estimated 5,000 delegates
and GTA officials will also near
talks by several farm leaders.
Humphrey will be the main
speaker at the annual banquet
Thursday night, which concludes
the meeting. Other speakers at
the convention will be Seats.
Eugene McCarthy, D - Minn.,
George McGovern, DAD., Mil-
ton Young, R-N.D.; Walter -P.
Mondale, D-Minn., and Quentin
Burdick, D.NJV
Tony T. Dechant, president of
the National Farmers Union,
and Edwin H. Christianson,
president of the Minnesota
Farmers Union will address the
group Thursday/
It will be Humphrey's first
post-election farm speech, and
his 17th consecutive address at
the annual meeting.
The GTA annual meeting
opens Tuesday with reports by
Emil Loriks, Arlington, S.D.,
president of the board of direc-
tors, and Ervin Schumacher,
Drayton, N.D;, secretary-treas-
urer.
GTA General Manager M. W.
Thatcher makes his annual re-
port Tuesday afternoon.
Thomas H. Steichen, general
manager of the Farmers Union
Central Exchange, will speak
Wednesday afternoon.
GTA is the nation's largest
regional grain cooperative, mar-
keting and processing grain for
more than .600 local cooperative
elevators primarily in the Da-
kotas, Montana and Minnesota.
A widow's mite was a mighty help, indeed
In the 1930's, an educational organization in
western New York was saved by an elderly widow's
five dollars. The news of her gift , one she could ill
afford , spurred a philanthropic fellow-townsman to
say, "I'm not sure I've done my share." He then
t, increased his already generous gift by $35,000.
Few of us can save a college. But almost everyone
of us, by doing his share, can help keep one going.
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H. D. "Hal" Cory, former Wi-
nona and Galesville resident,
has been elected president of the
new Tropic Hills Home Owners
Association in Clearwater, Fla.
Tropic Hills Is a subdivision
of about 300 lots, half of which
are now occupied.
One of the committees named




DURHAM, N.C. (AP) - Dr.
Albert N. Whiting, dean of fa^
ulty at Morgan State College,
Baltimore, Md., has been elect-






ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe-
cial) — Shooting Insulators off
power poles and using trans-
formers as targets apparently
has become a major problem
for area power companies.
They explain that destroying
an insulator -will cause the pow-
er-carrying wire to drop, within
four or five feet of the ground,
and any human «• animal con-
tacting the wire would be kill-
ed instantly. If fallen wires are
not reported or found immed-
iately, they remain a deadly
hazard.
In the event that a hunter
hits and cracks an Insulator
instead of shattering it, tho
broken insulator will remain in
place until a side wind sways
the line and pole and shakes it
loose. The insulator can also re-
main, barely hanging, until a
lineman, unaware of the danger
of the cracked insulator, climbs
the pole. The movement of the
pole can shake the broken Insu-
lator loose, allowing the live
wire to drop across the line-
man's arms above his rubber
glove.
This action could kill the line-
man instantly or cause him to
fall off the pole. Linemen have
had anna burned off at the el-
bows because of broken insula-
tors.
In addition, such action can
cause a delay in furnishing
light and power and, of course,
replacement expense for the
power company.
Some power companies have
offered a standing reward of
$250 for information leading to
the arrest and conviction of any




cial) — Attaining the A honor
roll at Dover-Eyota High School
during the first quarter were
Terry Wingert and Karen
Schmidt, grade 12; Donna Heins
and Delores Nesler, grade 10;
Susan Bellman, Cynthia Glese,
Rita Pries, Robert Schumann
and Christian Van Wald, grade
9, and Ellen Boesen, grade 8.
CHRISTMAS AUCTION
Welcome Wagon member*
will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m.
at Lake Park Lodge. A Christ-
mas auction is planned for the
program.
JADWINSKI ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. John Jadwin-
ski celebrated their 50th wed-
ding anniversary Sunday with
family and close friends at the
Golden Frog and at their home
later.
The couple has three chil-
dren: Mrs. Paul Herrlck (Mar-




Rock, Slide or Slip?
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Our Services Ateo Include:
JOB or CONTRACT WORK
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
• Sheet/ Plate and Structural
Steel Work




163-167 West Front Street
WE ARE .«B ,̂;
Come In and Select Floor Cover- _H_T̂ ? JS l mf e vV
• ARMSTRONG W-W M̂ ^^Jm• KENTILE Ilil fcw^W^^ f̂rf̂
• FLINT KOTE |̂ M^̂ |̂B]J(N
• CONGOLEUM-NAIRN ' ________
¦ '' Wj % ^
- Expert Installation - JĤ 'i tf \
REINHARD'S
J. O. & KURT






Winona Fuel Oil Dealers
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way .to climb, as in e two-
story house. And it required
less land than a ranch with the
same amount of square footage
on the inside. As a result,
prospective home purchasers
began to ask for split levels
even on flat land.
These days—as in the case of
this house—architects are us-
ing Ingenuity to design attrac-
tive, distinctive exteriors for
the multi-level structures. Here
•we have a home that's nice to
look at and nice to live in, with
eight rooms, 2V_ baths and some
bonus features ordinarily found
in very high-priced homes.
Yet, it's actually a medium-
sized house—1893 square feet
on the living and bedrooms lev-
els and 972 square feet, hot
including the garage, on the
recreation room level. It's over-
all dimensons are 67 feet 8 in-
ches by 34 feet 4 inches. Since
the garage has a front entrance
and is within those dimensions,
only: enough space: is required
at the sides to conform with
local Ordnances.
By ANDY LANG
'. '¦ There's a crisp, contemporary
look to tho split level created
for the latest House of the
Week. It's a pleasing combine,
tion of vertical V-joint redwood
' siding, red cedar shingles and
ledge stone veneer with trim
hipped roofs.
Planter boxes on both sides
of the entrance platform are
among the exterior features.
: OWNING a house that has: a. pleasant appearance is, of
Ycourse, important to a family.' Yet, in the early days of the
split level, the popularity of
"this type of residence was due
principally to the fact that it
fitted so well on sloping land.
. Its popularity increased when
p̂eople discovered its other ad-
vantages: It eliminated much of
the waste space in basements
by utilizing this area for habit-
able ^ rooms and a garage.It separated the living and
sleeping areas with only a few
steps rather than a long stair-
A MOST impressive feature
of architect William Chirgotis'
design is the lV.-story circular
entrance foyer, with ceiling-
high windows and a large, open
winding wrought iron stairway
leading up to the bedroom hall
and down to the recreation room
arid garage.
The living room; directly to
the rear of the foyer, has a dis-
tinctive ¦" three ŝided: glass wall
at its own rear. At One side,
sliding glass doors lead from
the living' room -to the terrace
Design G-62, a split level,
has a foyer . living room,
dining room, kitchen and
family room on one level,
three bedrooms and two
baths on a second level, and
lavatory, laundry, recreation
room and garage on the
third.
There are 1.893 square
feet of habitable area on
the living and bedroom lev-
els', with 972 square feet on
the lowest level, not in-.;
eluding the garage. Over-
all dimensions are 67 feet 6
inches by 34 feet 4 inches.
and garden. Adjacent to the liv-
ing room is the dining room,
which has a separate , and con-
venient entrance to the kitch-
en.
With its . full complement of
cabinets and appliances, the
kitchen is completely open on
the family-njrona side, to ae^
commodate informal family liv-
ing, The family room is domin-
ated by a decorative fireplace
and wood-paneled walls. Both
the dining room and the fam-
ily room have sliding glass
doors to the rear terrace.
THE BEDROOM level has
three sleeping rooms, each with
cross ventilation and plenty of
wall and closet space. Should
only , two of the bedrooms be
needed, the smallest of the
three could be used as a den
or study room. The master bed-
room has a private , bath with
a tiled stall shower. The ball
bath is compartmentalized—a
full-wall mirrored vanity in
the outer section, at bathtub
and water closet in the other.
A lavatory and a laundry
room are located seven steps
below the main foyer , adjacent
to the wood-paneled recreation
room and a few steps from the
garage and full basement.
For those who prefer a split
level to a ranch or a two-story,
and who have the land which
can handle this house, the de-
sign provides everything for
modern, comfortable living.
G-62 Statistics
How fo Build, Buy
Or Sell Your Home
PLEASANT SPLIT LEVEL . . . There's
a world of "curb appeal" to this multi-level,
three-bedroom house. The architect has
tastefully combined redwood, cedar and
stone veneer under interesting roof lines to
produce the kind of residence with an invit-
ing appearance.
. ¦ Full study plan tntormation on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
hand you can-ob âln a contractor's -estimate.
You can order also. for $l, a booklet called "YOUR HOME-
How to Buil_ > Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small repro-
ductions ot 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design G-G2 ?
Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet ?
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. ,v ELECTRICAL Jjj
3^W^NL PROBLEMS I
Relax, friend. Electrical Installations and alteration work
can be a snap If you land a qualified electrical contractor
in tht first place. Your problems are over when you dial
that easy number — 4878. Our licensed bonded electrlcans are
fully qunllfied to handle any size electrical operation from
the smallest house installation to the largest Industrial prob.
lem. Like we said, relax and phone 4578.
BAUER ELP
225 last Third Stroot Tolophono 4571
All new wood surfaces must
be primed with linseed oil or
varnish before caulking will
adhere effectively, and should
be allowed to dry fully before
the filler is applied.
*
INTERCHANGEABLE?
Latest decorator touch for
bathrooms are faucets with in-
terchangeable colored handles.
The handles can be matched to
the bathroom's color scheme
or used to add a bright note
too all-white fixtures.
CAULK TALK
mmmmm mm" ¦_ -¦«¦ _¦__-_m—————m—mm-—m i . . —-m-t-mm-mmm-mm *mmmm——mm
"»AVt *f WITH JENSS"
SENSE \j^ELECTRIC SERVICE S >\
173» Wo«t Phono *-37ti _£ /̂__v_l><aFifth St. Anytimo ŷ r ^M̂ j l V
• Industrial • Commercial y ^$W?l/6 '
• Farm and Roiidontial ^̂ ^B'
Electrical Work __ 
WARRANTY DEBD
Martin Koenlg «t ux to Robart P.
Koenlg—Lots 3 and 4, Block 7, Btlmont
Add. fo Winona.
Earl D. Fort rt ux to Kennem Carl-
ton et al-Pert of NE'/i ot NE'A, Sac.
3*107-7.
Winona Nations! and Savings Bank
to County of Winona—Strip of land over
JE'.i of NWM and SW of NE'.i exctpf
parcel Sac. 3M07-7.
Halen V. Bundy to Leo E. McCor-
mick ; tt ux—Part of Lot 10, Block 1.
Village Of Lewiston.
Reata Nl. Tata at mar to Herbert t.
Harlotr-Lota 3, 4, 5, a, Block 7, W|.
toka. ¦
¦
Paul Kronebuseh et ux f« Edward
Neeb et ux-Part of Lot 3, Mike's 3rd
Add. to Altura.
Lorraine Linden at al to Clarence A.
Block et ux-W. 36 ft. of Lot J and
E. 51 ft. of Lot 4, Block J, Zuehlka's
Add. to Lewiston.
LeRoy Beyer tt ux to Wealiy Beyer
at ux—SE'A of Sec..7-106-9. ' .
Beulati L. Sheehart to Frank A. Shee-
lian—Lots 1 and 2, and E'ly IS ft. of
Lot 3, Block 1, Plunwr's Add. fo Wi-
nona.
Everett M. Wiskow at ux to R. Henry
Cocker et ux—Lot 1, Block 3, Stone's
Add. to St. Charles, except W. 45 ft.
thereof.
Leonard A. -Slagjle at ux to Felix
IWxIleskl et ux—N7ly ¦ „ of Lot a. Block
lit, OP Winona. /Leonard A. Sloggl* at ux to lone 'T.
Pahnke—S'ly 14 of Lot 4, Block 119,
OP Winona.
, Emil F. Leak it ux to Roger H. Em-
mons—Part of Lots 3 and 6, Block 5,
Taylor & Co.'s. Add. to Winona, S'ly
of CMSP&PRR Co. .
Edward P. Whltten tt tx to Eugane
B. Stachowltz el ux—Lot 10, Westdele
Subd. to Winona.
Patrick John Mullen at ux to LeRoy
R. Moore ef ux—Lof 2, Block 6, Cum-
mlngs, Vila and Gould's Add. to Wi-
nona. . - .
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦'
Mary Chuchna to Gafa City Agency,
Inc.—WVi ot Lot 4, Block 5, Hubbard's
Add. ; to Winona.
Anna Hennessy at al to Roland L.
Mueller et ux—EVa of NEVi arid SW'/4
of NE'A, Sec. ' MOM.
Robert J. Jacoby et ux to Wayne L.
Spldahl et ux—Part of Gov't Lot 1, Sec.
1*108-?.;
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Hans Odegaarden et ux to Raymond
W. Grossell et ux—Lof 10, Block «,
Plat of Resurvey of Block t, Belmont
Add. to Winono, also part of "excep-
tion piece."
Olivia Beyer to Wesley Beyer et ux—
SE'/4 of Sec. 7-104-9.
Gem A. Fuller et uX to Lloyd Dun-
cariaon et ux—N. 2 rods of Lot 83,
limits of City of. - St. Charles.
First National Bank, St. Charles, to
Viola Mae Eckles et mar—Lot 10 and N.
40 ft. ot Lot 11, Bachelder'a Add. to St.
Charles.
Woodrow T. Naflie et ux to Ralph J.
Carlblom—Lof 10, Block 12, Curnmlnas,
Vila and Gould's Add. to Winona.
John A. Plechowlak et al to John G.
Meyers ef ux—Lot 10, Block 10,
Chute's Add.-to Winona.
Harold J. Libera et ux to John G.
Meyers et ux—Lot id. Block 10, Chute's
Add. to Winona.
Clarence H. Schaffner et al to Audry
M. Anthony et al—Part of Lot 17, Subd.
of Sec. 20-107-7.
Alice C. Meyers ef ux to Harold J.
Llbera-Lot 10, Block 10, Chute's Add.
to Winona,
PINAL DECRIE
Ley F. Cola, deceased, fd Lillian A.
Cole-Nft of SE',4; SWVii of SEW. and
NE'/4 of SW'A, Sec. 33; SV4 ol N'/i of
NW'/i of SWV4 and NW of S% of NWV4
of SWi/4, Sec. 32-105-10.
PROBATE DlfD
Delia Heublein, deceased, by execu-
tive, to Ardell Rasmussen et ux—Lot
5 and. SVi of Lot 4, Block n, Village
of Stockton.
PAINT FROM "BRICK
A water rinsable paint re-
mover should do the job if you
wish to reduce painted bricks
to their natural surface. The
National Paint, Varnish and
Lacquer Association suggests
you allow the remover to stand
for 10 minutes or so, and then
rinse the area with rags soak*
ed in clear water.
Property Transfers
In Winona' County
^̂ ^5flii_^__Hi_3 FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
_^_B____{__l^HB|n PLUMBING A HEATING CO
_________________BL__\in E. 3rd St. Phone: 3793
mm\W_i\\\iiam
MDOCO nm MUS .. .HO DOWN MTMMr.; : - jS^S
- . MO corny «a>AM4 : ' " m« TOUMS " j__WA___\
MO PAINTIMO . ITtAJttTO PAT __%$Bj____\
nm WTIMATW - aSg^̂ BB.; : WWWLW
¦'¦ ' . COMM B WCIA - Ug ĵflfll
. -.^fN*wRBESEH_i_ _̂_lH_ _̂HI ___B_H _̂E_B_H _̂9I_ _̂ _̂ -̂' Ĵ y ' t_ _̂ _̂ _̂m_ _̂m
_______ vM
. - -*VDOmn-.-: - mU 9t0mM m t ^ u HBBBP
iwpu»Tm>L .. ¦ llllBHMHi
' ¦ ¦'. "r« Micr of r« ««I«T- ' 
^̂ ^̂ ^ED KARSTEN
DEALER-CONTRACTOR
126 W Wabasha St., Winoiw Phoiw 53«
M §I 1̂> _B ^ m̂\ W _H___k
' mm_$m$g£& & W J_HH W. M ^̂ ŴMr
^tt^;' - :- . . plus 200 more Jjm
_WM_W distinctive lighting creations in \__Wgmj_
JF f̂l Winona's first COMPLETE light- ^W****-**,
 ̂
ing showroom . . a galaxy ot W'
unique fixtures to enhance ANY
room or entry . . a  collection .
of samples with unlimited decora-
ting possibilities. In addition to
our own handcrafted line, we are
pleased to display crystal and
other lights of the country's lead-
ing manufacturers. Come visit
us.
Browse in our new showroom any af ternoon — ? to 5
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Amm • Cabinet Work v f*
















¦ '. '¦ ¦ '_ **-' ' . - ' . .«?
''W»sl' - '' . ' -
^ ^̂ L . kW M̂ B*ll«vi«w
^WtW Phono «41M
Ciiitojf iL Built.
a Kitchen cawneti • aamiKa leae
• WartrobM • Ttppsit Appllancat
• Store Fixtures -.
' • OasM • VaaHlea
FREE BSTIMATBS
See Us For a ___^*___tl
Mh/\ GARAGE DOOR f̂l̂ B̂
^̂ ^̂  ̂
OPERATOR 
ij^̂ l i p
^
r _ __ . r—-~___,__~~~?0mWMM
• Has automatic reversing feature as well as
safety clutch.
• Light turns on and remains on for several
minutes when door opens and closes.
Sao u» for tha Most Complete Garag* Door Lino In tho area.
WE HAVI A LARGE STOCK OF . . .
•fa Ceiling Tile ^r Paneling  ̂P'
00r Tile
ic Paint ic New Oil Stains
Ivan tho Do-lt-Younolfor can mak* a job look profatsional.
KENDELL-0 BRIEN X%




Visiting hoitu: Medical ana surgical
patlanl* J lo « and 7 to 1:30 P.m. (No
children undtr 12.) L : 
¦ 
j  -:.
Maternity patients: 2 t» 3:30 «*a 7 to




¦ :-; Wis. ' '¦:
BIRTHS
MrY and Mrs. Kenneth Kueh-
el, Ettrickv Wis , a sonY
SUNDAY
ADMISSIONS
Jeffrey Huwald, 713 E. Sah-
bOrn St.
JMrs. Gertiart Schewe, 1825
Gilmore Awe.
Roland Speltz, Minnesota
Y- ' City. -. :;/ ¦
Leo Wessel, 70S E. Sanborn¦¦¦.'si. ;- ¦ ¦ •":
Vern Papenfuss. Winona Rt.
Y' i: ' ' . '
Mrs. Helen Kluzik. 717 E.
• . 2nd St '
¦
William Loerch, 252 E. 3rd
: St.- ¦ ' ¦ ¦: . -. ¦ ¦ ¦
Richard Sorenson, 860 E. 2nd
¦
-
¦¦¦'SL .  ¦ ?- ¦ '
¦¦:¦ ¦ ¦
Mrs. Leland Doehbert, Wino-
ito Rt. 1 ¦
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Melvin Benter and
baby, 578 Harriet St,
Mrs. Marvin Nelson, 618 E.
- King St 
¦' . .
Mrs. Jerry Hensley and baby,
Winona Rt. 1.
Mrs. Darrell Annis and baby,
613 E. 2nd St;
Mrs. Paul Karls and baby,
Winona Rt: 3.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. James Brug-
ger, 252 Mankato Ave,, a
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Roach,
1065 E. Wabasha St:, a sen,
WINONA. DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 14,800 cubic feet atj
I a.m. today. i
Saturday
7:20 p.m. — Stephen F. Aus^
tin, 10 barges, down.
Small craft — 2.
- ¦
¦
- ', . ' Sunday' . ¦ ¦'
2:25^ a.m. — Beverly Ann, 1
barge, up.
6:30 a.m. -- Shoo Fly, 1 barge,
..¦
¦¦ 'up. ' . |
9:30 a.m. — Prairie State, 12
barges, down.
3:45 p.m. — Dan Luckett, 12
barges, down.
Small craft — 2.
Today
2:10 a.m. — Emma Bordner,
15 barges, down.
4:50 a.m. — Beverly Ann, light
boat. down.
5:55 a.m_ — Nelson M. Broad-
foot, 9 bargeSj down.
FRES TB X-RAYS
Last we* , ; . . . . . , . . . ,  '31 . .-




Albany, clear :;. ', . .  44 19 .
Albuquerque, clear 63 34 .
Atlanta, cloudy . . . .  62 44 ..
Bismarck, clear .. .. 34 8 .
Boise, cloudy . '. . . . . . .  60 50 .
Boston, clear . . . . . .. 48 32 .
Chicago, clear ..... 49 41 .
Cincinnati .. . . . . . . .  51 30 .
, Cleveland, clear . . .  46 28- :
Denver, dear . . . .  Y 62 27 .
Des Moines, clear . . 5 9  29 .
Detroit, clear . . . .  47 34 .
Fort Worth , clear .. 72 45 .
Helena, clc-udy , . . . .  41 28 .
Honolulu, cloudy . . .  83 72
Indianapolis, clear . 51 28 . .
Jacksonville, clear . 70 50 .
Kansas City, clear .65  34 .
Los Angele-S. fog . . .  78 54 .
Louisville, clear . . .  55 31 , .
Memphis, clear . . . .  56 40 .
Miami, clear 81 S8 .
Milwaukee, clear . 43 40 .
Mpls., St.P., clear . 4 0  17 .
New Orleans, cloudy 72 GO .
New York , clear . , .  50 33
Okla . City, clear ..  68 41
Omaha, clear 54 28
Phoenix, clear . . Y 82 47
Pittsburgh, clear . .  46 26
Ptlnd, Me;, clear . . .  42 26 . ,
Rapid City , clear . . . . 32 27
St. Louis, clear . . 53 30
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 62 45 .
San Fran., cloudy .'. 62 57
Seattle , clear . 51 47 1.92
Washington, clear . 5 3  32 .




Red Wing; ¦ . H 2.3 — .1
Lake City 6.1 —
Wabasha 12 fi.9 —
Alma Dam, T.W. 4. 1 — .1
Whitman Dam 2.3 — .1
Winona Dam, T.W . 3.3 —
WINONA 13 5.3 —
Trempealeau Pool 10.2 +.1
Treinpealeuu Dam ..  4.2 —
Dakota 7.6 -
Dresbach Pool .. .. 9.R t- .l
Dresbach Dam . . .  , 17 —
La Crosse 12 4.5 —.1
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at Durand 2.5 -f.l
Zumbro a1 Thcilman 28.0 -|- .l
Trempealeau at D. 1.5 — ,1
Black at Galesville 1.6 — .3
La Crosse at W. S. 3.3 —
Root at Houston . . . .  5.3 —
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Guttcnberg )
A 5.5 stage is predicted for
Winona Tuesday and Wednes-




tures Tuesday through Saturday
will average near normal high
of 30-37 north, 37-41 south and
normal low 15-20 north, 20-25
south, Mild in south, cool north
beginning of period , with warm-
inn thereafter. Little or no pre-
cipitation likely in south, up to
one-tenth of an inch in north in
one of two brief periods of light
snow.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
are expected lo average about
3 decrees below normal except
near normal extreme northwest
Tuesday through next Saturday.
Normnl highs 31 to 42 and nor-
mal lows 17 to 26, Warmer
about Tuesday and colder about
Wednesday or Thursday mod-
crating about Friday or Satur-
day. Precipitation is expected
to total around one-tenth of an
inch in rain or snow north por-
tion about Tuesday or Wednes-




HAVANA, Cuba (AP ) — The
Armed Forces Ministry said
today "an unidentified airplane
flying from the north" dropped
three American-made bombs on
the Ccpero Bonilla chemical
plant in Matanzas, on Cuba's
north coast , before dawn Sun-
day.
A brief communique pub-
lished by the Communist party
paper , Granma , said one of the
bombs caused damage "of little
importance to the roof of a
warehouse. " The plane then
flew north , the report said.
In a similar attack made by
Cuban exiles on the port of
Nuevitas in northeastern Cuba
late in September, a plane
dropped three bombs and one
exploded , causing minor dam-
age, according . to- ' t îe Cuban
governm ent.
ln Miami , spokesmen for the
anti-Cas tro group Revolutionary
Insurrectional Recovery Move-
>ent-MIRR—s aid the attack
NyVas carried out by thi- organi-
zation
The group is headed by Dr.
Orlando Bosch , a IB-year-old
former Cuban physician. Bosch
has been charged frequently
with weapons and exp>psive-law
violations .
The MIRR has claimed sever-





ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) -
Leo J. Rieth, 63, a former resi-
dent fcere, died Sunday at 2:10
a.m. at Sacred Heart Hospital,
Eau Claire. He had been a res-
ident of Mount Washington
Sanitarium, Eau Claire, many
years. ".
He was born Sept. 5, 1903,
to John and Sophia Pampuch
Rieth in St. Charles, Minn., and
is survived by several cousins
in the Arcadia area. One broth-
er and one sister have died:
Funeral services will be at
9:30 am. Tuesday at Our Lady
of Perpetual Help ; Catholic
Church, the Rev. John P. Trant
officiating: Burial will be in
Calvary Cemetery.
Friends may call at Killian
Funeral Home after 2 p.m.
today. Rosary will be said at




Funeral services for Bernard
(Barney) Freese, 76, Brecken-
ridge, Minn., who died of cancer
Nov. 3 at St. Francis Hospital,
Breckenridge, were held there
last Monday at St. Marys Ca-
tholic Church. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
He had been ill six months.
He was born Jan. 27, 1890,
to Clemen and Sophia Grass
Freese and attended school
here. He left Kellogg in 1910
when his parents moved to
Breckenridge. Y
He married Thekla Hofkes
there Oct. 5, 1915. They farmed
at Kent, Minn., until retiring in
1950 and moving to Brecken-
ridge. He served 20 years oh
the Nordick Township board,
was treasurer of the school
board and member of the Ca-
tholic Order of Foresters. He
and his wife celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary in
1965, "Y"
- Survivors are: YHisi; wife;' one
son, Francis, Kent; nine grand-
children, and three brothers,
Lawrence, Minneapolis; Albert,
Plainview, and James-, Wynd-
mere, N.D. His parents, five




—Alfred Colbenson, 88, died
Sunday at 10 a.ta. at Good
Shepherd Lutheran Home after,
a six-week:illness. , ', "/ . '
He was a farmer most of his
life and had never married. He
was born April 1, 1878, in Rush-
ford to Nels and Stena Colben-
son. He was a member of
Rushford Lutheran Church.
Nephews and nieces survive,
His parents, five brothers and
four sisters have died.
Funeral services will be Wed-
nesday at 10:30 a.m. at Rush-
ford Lutheran Church, the
Rev. Owen Gaasedelen offici-
ating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church Wednesday from 9:30
a.m. Jensen Funeral Home is
in charge.
Frank A. Schuh
DURAND, Wis. (Special) -
Frank A. Schuh, 83, died Sun-
day morning at Mt, Washington
Sanitarium, Eau Claire, where
he was a patient three years.
He was born Nov. 25, 1882, in
the Town of Lima to Mr. and
Mrs. Anton Schuh. He farmed
near Lima until 1920 when he
moved to Durand, He married
the former Mary A. Bauer in
January 1917. She died in Sep-
tember 1963.
Survivors are: Three sons,
Anton and Victor, Durand, and
Leo, Trempealeau ; three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Martin (Marion ) Pow-
ers, Durand, Mrs.. Leslie (Mil-dred) Christiansen, Winona, and
Mrs. Alex (Beatrice) Kadinger,
Menomonie; 26 grandchildren,
and three sisters, Mrs. Theresa
Brenner and Mrs. Julia Mulry,
Durand, and Mrs. Mary Bren-
ner, Sacramento, Calif,
Funeral services will be Wed-
nesday at 9:30 a.m, at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Stephen Anderl officiating,
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the Rhie]
Funeral Home from 2 p.m. Tues-




—George Steurnagcl, about 58,formerly of Lewiston, died Sun-
day morning at his home in
Minneapolis. He had lived there
for 12 years,
Funeral arrangements are be-
ing completed.
Thomas M. Donovan
LEWISTON, Minn . - Thomas
Michael Donovan, 69, a former
resident here, died today at 6:30
a.m, at St. Anne Hospice, Wi-
nona, where he had been a resi-
dent since Aug. 18, He had been
ill two years.
He had worked for the Vulcan
Manufacturing Co., Winona, re-
tiring four years ago. He was
born here June 2, 18D7, to John
and Katherine Deveraux Dono-
van. He married Katherine
Degnan in 1938 at Ss. Peter &
Paul Catholic Church, Hart. He
farmed his lifetime in the Lew-
iston area with the exception
of the four years he worked and
lived in Winona. He was a for-
mer road supervisor of Winona
County and served during World
War L
Survivors are: One son,
Thomas, Minneapolis; t w o
brothers, Frank, St. Paul, and
John, Rochester, and two sis-
ters, Mrs. Anna Hennessy, Ro-
chester, and Mrs. Thomas
Hennessy, Milwaukee. His wife
died in 1947. Two brothers also
have died.
Funeral services are tenta-
tively set for Wednesday at 10
a.m. at Ss. Peter & Paul
Church, Hart. The Rev. Paul
Nelson will officiaite. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Jacobs
Funeral Home Tuesday from 5
to 9 p.m. Rosary will be said
at 8.
Sylvester Vathing
HOUSTON, Mian. (Special) —
Sylvester Vathing, 61, died Sun-
day evening at a La Crosse hos-
pital where he bad been a pa-
tient since Friday night.
He was born Nov. 23, 1904, in
Yucatan Township to Mr. and
Mrs. John Vathing. He married
Hilda Monk Oct. 5, 1936, at the
Stone Church. He was a Houston
school bus driver and was a
member of Cross of Christ Luth-
eran Church.
Survivors are : His wife; one
son, Gale, Portales, N.M.; his
mother, of Houston; one broths
er, Elmer, Houstoa; two sisters,
Mrs. Nordine (Sehna) Peterson
and Mrs. Tilman (Gudrun) Stor-
lie, Houston, and one nephew
and two nieces. His father and
one brother, Edward, have died.
Funeral services will be Wed-
nesday at 1:30 p.m. at Cross of
Christ Lutheran Church, the
Rev. Richard Lee officiating.
Burial will be in the Stone
Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at Hill Fu-
neral Home Tuesday afternoon
and evening, and at the church




— Funeral services for Mrs.
Otto Knospe, who died Satur-
day afternoon at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital , Wabasha, will be at
2 p.m. Tuesday at Colby Fu-
neral Home, the Rev. Gene Kru-
f;er officiating. Burial will be
11 Buffalo City Public Ceme-
tery.
Pallbearers will be Werner
Ghanz , Albert Siewert, Robert
Miller, Lyle Knospe, Louis Eng-





APPLETON, Wis. Wl — An
Appletoh man killed bis es-
tranged wife and then fatally
wounded himself early Sunday
at her home in the town of
Grand Chute, Outagamie Coun-
ty Sheriff Cal Spice said.
They were Kenneth Schwiŝ
ter, 26, and his wife, Donna, 22.
Barbara Neubert, 19, Mrs.
Schwister's sister, was at home
at the time and told authorities
that Schwister came to the
house, unlocked the front door
with his key and began arguing
with his wife. Miss Neubert said
that after Schwister ripped the
telephone off the wall he went
into a bedroom where a shot-
gun was stored, with his wife
following.
The sister Said she heard one
shot, saw Mrs. Schwister stum-
ble into the hallway, and locked
herself in the bathroom. She
said she heard two more shots
before crawling out of a window
to notify neighbors.
Spice said Mrs. Schwister had
been shot twice and her hus-
band once. He said Schwister
had served a 30-day sentence
in the county jail in June on a
charge of disorderly conduct re-




SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) -
President Johnson returns to
the White House today, optimis-
tic about the surgery he faces
Wednesday- and philosophies
about Republican election gains.
"I don't, think the country is
going to the dogs" Johnson told
a news conference Sunday in
the modernistic municipal cen-
ter at Fredericksburg, 15 miles
west of his Texas ranch.
Johnson announce! he will
enter the Naval Medical Center
at Bethesda, Md., late Tuesday
and be operated on there early
Wednesday. Doctors will re-
move a growth from his throat
and repair a hernia along the
incision from bis 1965 gall blad-
der-kidney stone surgery. •
Saying the 1 twin operations
"will take perhaps less than an
hour," Johnson predicted he
would remain in the hospital "a
very few days," then return to
Texas to spend much of the
time until Congress reconvenes
Jan. 10,
Republicans made bigger-
t h a  n-expected congressional
gains in last Tuesday's national
efection. But, after citing nota-
ble Republican support for '• ad-
ministration measures in the
past three years, the President
concluded this did not mean the
country was going to the dogs.
"I think that after an election,
our mettle is tested," he said.
"We have to look at our weak-
nesses and try to patch them
up, try to develop our
strengths."
He forecast a more united
Democratic party and a
strengthened GOP.
Johnson did indicate he would
be very mindful of increased
Republican strength in readying
proposals for the 1967 Congress.
"I would anticipate we will be
very careful in our preparation
of our recommendations," he
said, '̂anb* we will try to enlist
the support of both parties. I
don't anticipate any great trou-
ble.". • .".
The President, meeting with
newsmen after attending Sun-
day services at St. Barnabas
Episcopal church in Fredericks-
burg, announced in a separate
statement that Bethesda was
selected for his surgery because
it is a "central location for the
many consultant doctors who
are located in Minnesota, New





Leonard M. Merchlewitz Jr.,
21, 202 High Forest St., $25 on a
charge of using obscene lan-
guage Saturday at 11: .15 p.m. at
Steve's Cocktail Lounge, 107 W.
erd ;St. . Y
Johnny E; Adams, Roches-
ter, Minn., $25 on a charge of
speeding 45 in a 30 zone Nov.
5 at 9:22 p.m; on Gilmore Ave-
nue west of Edgewood Drive.
William W. Broad, 18, Farin-
ington, Minn., $ic on a charge
of disobeying a stop sign Sun-
day at 5:30 p.m. at Sioux Street
and the Milwaukee Road tracks.
Thomas: J. Thriine, 21, 184 NY
Baker SL, $25 on a charge of
speeding 40 in a 30 zone Sat-
urday at 3:55 ' p.m. at West
Broadway and Grand street;
Carroll S. Efilde, 561 W.
Broadway, $25 on a charge of
speeding 45 in a 30 zone Tues-
day at 7:40 a.m. at West Broad-
way and Grand Street;
Agnes R. Jore, La Crescent,
Minn., $10 on a charge of dV
obeying a stop sign Thursday
at 3:45 p.m. at West 5th and
Orrin streets.
Eichard F. Ames, 20, 855 E.
King St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 41 in a 30 zone Sun-
day at 10:09 p.m. at East
Broadway and Laird Street.
Kathleen E, Martens, 356 Oak
St., $25 on a charge of speed-
ing 42 in a 30 zone Saturday at
4:40 p.m. at West Broadway
and Grand Street
Bruce A. Collins, 24, 1670 W.
5th St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 44 in a 30 zone Sat-
urday at 8:20 p.m. at West 5th
and Lee StreetsY
James S; Pelowski, Utica,
Minn., $25 on a charge of speed-
ing 42 in a 30 zone Sunday at
8:.09 p.m., at G-ilmore Avenue
and Sunset Drive
Myron T. potter, 31, Roches-
ter, Minn., $25 on. a charge of
speeding 43 in a 30 zone Sun-
day at 8:26 p.m. at Gilmore
Avenue and Sunset Drive.
; James ft. Gotnbril, is, Olymp-
ia, Ht., $15 on a charge of not
having an exhaust muffled Sun-
day at 12:26 a.m. at Washington
Street and Broadway.
James J. McConaghy Jr. , 18,
Coilingswood, N.J., $25 On a
charge of speeding 40 in a 30
zone Friday at 8:50 p.m. on Gil-
more Avenue from Sioux to
South Baker streets. ¦<
Cornelius E. Monahan, Sugar
Loaf , $25 on a charge of speed-
ing 45 in a 30 zone Nov. 4 at
8:29 p.m. at West 5th and Lee
streets.
Dwaine M. Radsek, Alma,
Wis., $lo on a charge of dis-
obeying a stop sign Friday at
4:45 p.m. at Sioux Street and
the Milwaukee Road tracks.
Louis M. Molander, 20, Rock-
ford, 111., $10 on a charge of
disobeying a stop sign.Nov. 6 at
2:05 p.m. at Main and King
streets. Minnesota Highway Pa-
trol made the arrest.
Sheryl L. Loeding, 21, 1416 W.
5th St., $10 on a charge of dis-
obeying a stop sign Nov. 6 at
6:40 p.m. at Main and Sanborn
streets, Minnesota Highway Pa-
trol made the arrest.
Ambrose T. Schwartz, 929 E.
Sanborn St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 44 in a 30 zone Satur-
day at 9:30 p.m, at West Sth
and Lee streets.
Arnold T. Glenna, '425 E.
Howard St., $15 on a charge
of making an improper right
turn Wednesday at 7:06 p.m. at
Franklin and East Howard
streets.
Michael J. O'Laughlin, 18, Wi-
nona Rt. 1, $24 on a charge
of speeding 45 in a 30 zone Fri-
day at 10:20 p.m. on Gilmore
Ave.
John W. Broderick, Mankato ,
Minn., $25 on a charge of speed-
ing 45 in a 30 zone Thursday
at 7:55 p.m. at Gilmore Avenue
and Sunset Drive.
APPEARA NCES:
Charles Cooper, 150 W.
Wabasha St., pleaded guilty to
a charge of parking too close
to a fire hydrant Friday at
8:45 a.m. at West Wabasha and
Johnson streets. He paid a $10
fine.
Mrs. Robert Grande, 25, 1008
E. Broadway, pleaded guilty
to driving without a valid driv-
er license Saturday at 2 p.m, at
Gilmore Avenue and Cummings
Street. She paid the $15 fine.
Grant W. Lee, 51, La Crosse,
Wis., pleaded guilty to drunken
driving and to violating tlie
open bottle law Friday at 11
a.m. at East King and Winona
streets. He paid fines of $100




10:12 p.m.—256 Jefferson .St.,
Whetstone Auto Wrecking, car
on fire, booster line used, re-
turned at 10:43 p.m.
Retrorocket
Builder Happy
ELKTON, Md. (AP) - The
thrill isn't what it used to be for
H.G. Jones, general manager of
the Thiokol Co.'s propellant
plant which made the retro-
rockets for the Gemini series
spacecraft.
"It's sort of routine by now,"
says Jones. "After the first
flight, you expect it to go well."
Jones spoke with pride about
the four 13-inch, solid-fuel rock-
ets to be used by astronauts Ed-
win E. Aldrin Jr. and James
Lovell Jr. to bring the Gemini
12 back to earth Tuesday.
He said the celebration among
the plant's, 550 workers would be
limited to a public address an-
nouncement when the astro-
nauts are back safely.
"You've got to have a sort of
quiet jubilation in a propellant
plant," he said, "You can't let




MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
six-man committee has been
named to rechart a - , victory
course for Minnesota's Demo-
cratic - Farmer - Labor Party-
heavy losers in last Tuesday's
general election.
The committee will study the
election results and make rec-
ommendations for strengthening
the party, DFL State Chairman
George Fair said at a news
conference Saturday.
"The function of this commit-
tee will not be to assess blame
for losses incurred during the
last election, nor to vindicate
anyone's actions of predictions,"
said FairY
The latter remark was an
apparent reference to a dispute
within the DFL between sup-
porters of Gov; Karl F. Rolvaag
and backers of Lt. Gov. A. M.
Keith.
Qaiming that Rolvaag could
pot win re-election, Keith won
the DFL's state convention en-
dorsement for governor in a
bitter 20-balIbt endurance test
last June.
Rolvaag, however, decided to
buck the \iarty hierarchy and
won a smashing two-to-bne vic-
tory over Keith in the Sept. 13
primary to gain the DFL nom-
ination:
Keith did not take an active
part in the general election
campaign.
The DFL suffered perhaps its
sharpest losses in its 22-year
history last Tuesday when Re-
publicans captured the gover-
norship and most other state
offices.
Some observers blamed the
losses on intra-party squabbling
which became public after DFL
leaders in July 1965 decided
Keith should be the candidate
for governor.
The committee named by
Farr is believed to have four
Keith backers and two Rolvaag
adherents.
Recommendations will be for-
warded to the DFL's State Ex-
ecutive and Central Committees.
Named to the committee
were:
Wayne Olson, unsuccessful
candidate for attorney general;
William Wright, University of
Minnesota professor; Robert
Hess, administrative assistant to
Rep, Joseph Karth; Duane Pe-
terson, 1st District DFL ehair-
lnan; Warren Spannaus, cam-
paign manager for Sen. Walter
F. Mondale, and Norval Swager,








NEW YORK (AP ) - George
Weiss retired Monday as presi-
dent of the New York Mets and
-was replaced by Bing Devine,
iormer general manager of the
iSt. Louis Cardinals.
Weiss, longtime general man-
ager for the New York Yankees
»who came to the Mets when
they were formed for the 1962
tseason, thus ended a long exec-
utive career in baseball dating
})ack to l917.
Weiss will remain with the
Mets in an advisory capacity
until Dec. 31, 1971.
Devine, 49, came to the Mets
irom the Cardinals during the
1964 season as an assistant to
-the president, having been hand





WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court left standing to-
day a Maryland Court of Ap-
peals decision that three Mary-
land grants to church-affiliated
colleges were unconstitutional.
In a one-sentence unsigned or-
der the court denied a request
by Maryland officials that it re-
view the Court of Appeals rul-
ing. Two justices, John M. Har-
lan and Potter Stewart, said the
appeal should have been re-
viewed.
Involved in the case were
state grants to help construct
classrooms, dormitories and sci-
ence building at the colleges.
The Maryland court, in ruling
the grants unconstitutional, said
three institutions to which they
were .made were sectarian in
form, administration and coiri-
munity image. The Maryland .
court upheld a fourth grant, to
Hood College in Frederick, Md.,
on the ground the college's ties
to the United Church of Christ






The best plan to protect
that new home of yours ia
a State Farm Homeowners
Policy... the low-cost pack-
age of protection that pro-
vides broader coverage for
your home and belongings
and for you, in case of law-
suits. So call me / -\
today and find '"Z"]
out how you can Wm Iprotect your new »„,„,,„ I
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NEW YORK (AP) — House
Republican YLeader Gerald R.
Ford said today the goverh-
mi e n t '  s Office of Emergency
Planning has a standby pro-
gram of wage arid price controls
ready if needed, but added: "I
don't think if will be needed."
He said the agency wouldn't
be doing its job if it didn't have
such a contingency plan on
paper. Such controls wotdd re-
quire congressional approval.
Ford told the Grocery Manu-
facturers of America that the
Johnson administration had
done little to fight inflation, but
called wage and price controls
I "a last-resort measure."
LAS VEGAS, N.M. (AP) - A
New Mexico Highlands Univer-
sity student, Robert Tussing Jr.,
19, was wounded in the hand 10
days ago while cleaning a rifle.
He was killed Sunday by a
shot in the head, police said,
while he and another student
were cleaning a rifle. Officers
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In municipal court today
Budd Todd, 49. 279 W. 2nd St.,
was ordered to make support
payments of $27 a week to his
wife and two minor children.
His wifeY Helen, had issued
a complaint stating he left
home Oct. 21 and had not sup-
ported his family since then,
Todd said he is now employed
for $40 a week and promised
to make payments.
Municipal Judge John D. Mc-
Gili ordered him to appear in
court again Dec. 14 to check
on his payments and suspend-




— Jackson-O'Meara Post, Amer-
ican Legion, Lewiston, will hold
a poultry party at the clubrooms
Saturday from 8:30 p.m. to




cial) — Two new groups added
to the extracurricular activities
at Dover-Eyota schools this
year are wrestling squad cheer-
leaders and a drill team. The
wrestiing squad cheerleaders
are Dawn Raddatz, Jane Henry
and Barbara Jo Ihrke. The drill
team, which will provide half-
time entertainment at basket-
ball games, Includes Pat Ihrke,
Pat Johnson, Ruth Ann Marter,
Diane Kocer, Delores Nesler,
Debbie Hamm, Debbie Brobst,
Cinda Gricbcnow, Sue Ann Law-
renz, Barb Curran, Pat Sera-
beck and Sandy Hain, with
Debbie Johnson as alternate .
Mrs, Janet Mueller, physical
education instructor, is the di-
rector.
Earliest Ukrainian immi-
grants came before the Amer-
ican Revolution. The largest




A hand-operated postage me-
ter and other broken, uniden-
tifiable objects were found near
a cabin on the South Branch of
the Whitewater River near
Crystal Springs Sunday by two
Austin, Mfhri,, residents. They
reported their find to Sheriff
George Fort Sunday afternon,
Sheriff Fort said he will try
to find fingerprints on the ma-
chine, but doubts that any re-
main because the machine has
apparently been open to weath-
er conditions since spring. The
meter was found about 300 feet
from a cabin. Further investi-
gation was conducted this morn-
ing, but no other items were





Veterans Day program was pre-
sented at the Ettrick elemen-
tary school Friday morning.
All eight grades participated
with marches, readings, songs,
choral readings, poems and a
cornet duet. Piano accompani-
ments were furnished by Mrs.
Paul Link, vocal instructor. The
Bev. Harold Aasland offered
prayer. Roy Scouts carried tbe
colors. Dale Anderson sounded
"Taps." Present from the Ett-
rlck American Legion Post were
Commander Robert Brush, Rob-
ert OfsdahlY Kenneth Truax, C.






CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) —
The defense rested its case in
the Samuel H. Sheppard mur-
der retrial today without put-
ting the 42-year-old defendant
on the stand;
Sheppard testified for three
days during his first trial.
The end of the defense pre-
sentation, begun last Wednes-
day j came abruptly at the lunch-
time recess. The trial is begin-
ning its fourth week, although
selection of a jury took from
Oct. 24 through; Oct. 31.
Dr. Charles Elkins of Tucson,
Ariz, was on the stand most of
the morning and told of exami-
ning the defendant a few houra
after Sheppard's first wife, Mar-
ilyn, was murdered on July 4,
1954. He said "it would have
been most difficult" for Shep.
pard to have inflicted on him-v
self the injuries Elkins found
that morning.
Elkins said whenhe examined
Sheppard at Bay View Hospital
a few hours after the slaying of
Marilyn Sheppard, he found
f -absence of reflexes, on the left
side primarily." ¦ • ; ¦ v
"I thought there was a small
chip fracture discernible on X-
rays" taken July 4 and inspect-
ed by Elkins July 6, he testified.
Elkins denied telling Coroner
Samuel R. Gerber he found
nothing wrong with Sheppard.
Gerber testified a week ago that
Elkins told him "he didn't think
Sheppard was badly hurt. . .  he
told me very definitely this man
Was not hurt. "
ETTRICK PATIENTS
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Mrs. Minard Stenberg is re-
covering from major surgery
at Tri-County Memorial Hos-
pital, Whitehall. . Mrs! Alice
Hardie, North Bend, is hos-
pitalized at La Crosse.
Mr». Arnold Foulkert
Mrs. Arnold Foulkert, 51, 1884
W. 4th St., died Saturday at 2
p.m. at Community Memorial
Hospital following a brief illness.
She had been hospitalized since
Nov. V
The former Julia Kowalewski,
she was born here Nov. 16, 1914,
to Mr, and Mrs. John Kowa-
lewski. She lived her lifetime
here. She was married Feb. 16,
1952, at St. Mary's Catholic
Church, of which she was a
member.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one soil, Richard, Goodview, and
six grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Tues-
day at 8:30 a.m. atYBorzyskow-
ski Mortuary and 9 am. at St.
Mary's Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Edward Klein officiating.
Burial Ml be in St. Mary's
Cemetery.- -
Frineds may call at the mor-
tuary today after 7 p.m. Rosary
will be said at 8.
Mrs. Edith Case
Mrs. Edith Case, 98, 420 Olm-
stead St. , died Sunday at her
home following a long illness.
The former Edith Hartson,
she was born in Chicago March
1, 1868. She was married to Wil-
liam YIYCase Sept. 30, 1888, in
Canton, S.D; She lived in Winona
30 years and prior to that in Wa-
seca and several other towns
where her husband worked for
the Chicago - North Western
Railroad. He died June 30, 1961.
She was a member of the
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart
and the American Legion Auxil-
iary and was a Gold Star Moth
er. She had been a member of
the Relief Corps at Waseca and
the Catholic Daughters of Amer-
ica in Mankato.
Survivors are: One son, : Dr.
Clyde F. Case, Chillicothe, HIY,:
one daughter, Mrs. Hazel Ohl-
and, Winona, and one grandson.
A son, Claude, was killed in
World War X Y
Funeral services will be Wed-
nesday at 8:30 a.m. at Burke's
Funeral Home; and at 9 a.m. at
the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Rt. Rev.YMsgr. Har-
old J. Dittman officiating. Bu-
rial will be in Calvary Cemetery,
Waseca. :' ¦- .';
Friends may call at the funer-
al home Tuesday after 7 p.m.




Funeral services for August
P.. Arndt were held today at
St, Matthew's Lutheran Church,
the Rev. A. L. Mennicke offi-
ciating. Burial was in Woodlawn
Cemetery. : .- Y
Pallbearers were Elmer Gott-
schalk, Clarence Miller, Hugo
and Victor Mueller, Bernard





MINNEAPOLIS UP) — in
the jubilation of the Piirdue
dresMiig room Saturday, Coach
Jack Mollenkopf summed up the
frustrations of past football
seasons.
"We didn't blow this one,"
Mollenkopf said after bis Boil-
ermakers had jarred Minnesota
164) to virtually clinch a trip to
th« Rose Bowl Jan. 2.
In hl« 11 seasons as head
coach at iPurdUe, Mollenkopf
has been close several times to
having a paid holiday in Pasa-
dena. Each of those times, he's
seen his team upset late in the
season to blow its chance.
This year it didn't happen—
the upset, that is.
The Boilermakers were ripe
for it Saturday.
Youthful Minnesota also had
a shot at the Rose Bowl, if it
could beat Purdue and then
whip Wisconsin this Saturday.
The Gophers, bouncing back
from a 49-0 thrashing at Mich-
igan three weeks earlier,,  had
maneuvered for a shot at the
roses by beating Ohio State and
Northwestern.
Purdue, beaten this season
only by No. 1 Notre Dame and
No. 2 Michigan State, still must
beat Indiana Saturday to lock
it up for good.
But even if the Boilermakers
blow Saturday's game and drop
into _ second-place tie with Il-
linois in the Big Ten, they most
certainly will go to Pasadena
because of the conference agree-
ment : that such cases the
team which has most recently
gone to the Rose Bowl will not
be selected.
Purdue has never gone.
"It sure has been a long time
coming," Mollenkopf agreed.
"We came to play.' '
Mollenkopf was asked if he
thinks Purdue will make the
Big Ten a good Rose Bowl re-
presentative.
"I sure at hell will be proud
to take this team to the Rose
Bowl," be relied. "And I don't
give a darn who we play. We'll
give a good accounting of our.
selves in Pasadena."
The Boilermakers gave a good
accounting of themselves to the
Gophers.
With Bob Griese confounding
Minnesota with his passing and
play calls, and the Purdue de-
fense slamming the door on just
about- every Gopher offensive
thrust, the Boilermakers won
convincingly. It really was hot
even close.
Minnesota's stalwart defense
blunted an early Purdue drive
at the Gopher 12-yard line by
stopping two plays cold when
the Boilermakers needed only
one yard for a first down-
But soon Griese had Purdue
back close, and Griese booted a
30-yard field goal for a 3-0 half-
time lead.
; Then Griese directed the Boil-
ermakers on a 69-yard touch-
down drive in the third quarter.
He hit 5 of 5 passes for 54 yards
in the drive, and pitched 13
yards to Jim Beirne for the
touchdown that made it 9-0.
Purdue's defense set up the
other touchdown, with Frank
Burke blocking a punt which
gave the Boilermakers the ball
at the Gopher 31. They scored
in five plays, Perry Williams
slicing, through for a 20-yard
gain and Bob Baltzell ramming
over from one yard'out.
VWe just got beat by a better
team," Minnesota Coach Mur-
ray Warmath said. "They cut
us off. I have to presume we
weren't getting any blocking.
"The big difference in a ball
game like this one was the big
boy (Griese). He made the big
third down plays when they had
to have them."
Griese wound up completing
12 of 17 passes for 124 yards.
He hit Beirne six times for- 62
yards. Purdue also established
a good running attack which
garnered 192 yards rushing. Wil-
liams gained 91 and Baltzell 83.
Minnesota never established
its ground game as Purdue
sealed off Curt Wilson's usual
rollout option routes and held
him to 29 yards on nine carries.
Dick Peterson added only 32
yards on ll tries.
Wilson and Larry Carlson
completed 11 of 22 passes for
Minnesota and gained 121 yards
ih the air, but the deepest Go-
pher penetration was to the Pur-
due 18 yard line and that threat
was killed by a 15-yard penalty.
Minnesota lost center Chuck
Killian, tackle Ron Kamzelski
and fullback Dennis Cornell for
the Wisconsin game, and tackle
Ezell Jones is doubtful. Killian
dislocated his hip, while Kam-
selski and Cornell both suffered
knee injuries and Jones lamed
an ankle.
Field Goals Figure
Big in Sunday Games
NFL REALLY PLAYS FOOT-BALL
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Washington Redskins
missed Upsetting the Dallas
Cowboys by a foot—Danny Vil-
lanueva's right bne-̂ -and the
Detroit Lions get their kicks
from . Garo, Yepremian*
In fact, National Football
League Clubs really played
FOOTball Sunday as 29 field
goals were kicked, the most of
any weekend this season.
VUlanueva kicked only one
field goal, but it came with just
15-seconds remaining and gave
the Cowboys a 31-30 victory, a 6-
2-1 record and moved them to
within ' one-half game - of first
place St. Louis in the Eastern
Conference.
On the other hand, Yepremian
booted six field goals for an
NFL single game record as the
Lions nipped Minnesota 32r31,
His eight attempts also tied a
single game mark set by Balti-
more's Lou Michaels when he
was with Pittsburgh.
Still another single game
record—U three-pointer tries by
two teams—was set in Pitts-
burgh's 30-9 upset of St. Louis.
Pittsburgh's Mike Clark made
three and Jim Bakken booted a
like number for the Cardinals,
7-2-1, playing their first game
without quarterback Charley
Johnson, who ls through for the
season because ot ah ankle inju-
ry.
In other gamei, Baltimore
tied idle Green Bay for first
place in the West with a 7r2
mark by taking a 1&-7 victory
over A11 a n t a; Cleveland
whipped Philadelphia 27-7 to
move within a game of St.
Louis; San Francisco tied Chi-
cago 30-30 and Los Angeles
snapped a four-game losing
streak by trouncing New York
55-14; .. : '. '
Although Villanueva's field
goal won't put him in the record
book, it could help put the Cow-
boys in the book as conference
or even league champions.
Dallas, with no time outs
left, started the drive for Vil-
lanueva's winning 20-yard boot
from their own three with only
59 seconds left. VUlanueva also
converted after four TDs—two
of them by the passing combi-
nation of Don Meredith to Bob
Hayes for 53 and 95 yards.
The. Redskins had gone ahead
on an 18-yeard pass from Sonny
jurgensen to Charlie Taylor.
Jurgensen alsr hit Taylor for a
78-yard TD, and Charley Gogo-
lak kicked three field goals.
"After • while, I think I'll be
a good kicker," Yepremian said
after breaking the old record of
five field goal; held by Ernie
Nevers ot the Duluth Eskimos,
Bob Waterfield of the Los An-
geles, Bakken of St. Louis and
Michaels of Baltimore.
Pittsburgh, w h i c h  upset
Cleveland last week and gets a
shot at Dallas next week, took
advantage of three interceptions
off Terry Hofsinger to beat SSt.
Louis. T h e Steelers' Clark
kicked three field goals and
quarterback Ron Smith and
halfback Don Hoak threw TP
passes. Bakken kicked for all of
St. Louis' points.
Baltimore's Michaels kept the
Colts within one point, 7-6, in the
first half with two field goals.
Then after Lenny Moore put the
Colts ahead on a one-yard run,
Michaels added two more three-
pointers.
Frank Ryan passed for two
scores, Ernie Green ran for one
and Lou Groza kicked a pair of
field goals for Cleveland, now 6-
3. - '".
A 44-yard field goal by Tom-
my Davis with nine seconds re-
maining—his third of the game
—gave San Francisco its tie
with Chicago. A bad pass from
center on a conversion attempt
after Ed O'Bradovich ran 11
yards with a fumble for a TD
cost Chicago a victory.
Bruce Gossett also kicked two
field goals for Los Angeles, but
the Rams didn't need them as
Roman Gabriel rushed for two
TDs and completed 24 of 35
passes for 298 yards and two
scores against the hapless
Giants. One of New York's
touchdowns came on a 100-yard




Pat Hopf, a Winona High
School senior, led city weekend
bowling by smashing a 214—568
in the High School Boys League
at Hal-Rod Lanes.
Hopf paced his Good Players
team to 831—2,262.
WESTGATE: R i c h  Stah-
mann's 214—559 for Stabmann-
Duellman paced the Guys &
Dolls loop. Peg Streng slapped
501 to, lead Streng-Kuhlmann to
2,169. Hope Dennis had 181 for
Niemeyer-Donahue, and Lubin-
ski-Lien counted 759.
Deuces Wild scattered 797-
2,198 ln the Jack & Queens
League as Winnie Drwall pac-
ed the way with 159-459, Frank
Adams belted 205 for Jokers,
and LaVerne Bucholtz rapped
544 for Four Aces.
Nord Overland'! 533 parked
league leading Double O's to 2,-
197 in the Kings and Queens
circuit, while Betty Mlynczak'a
176—476 helped Vaughn-Mlyn-
czak to 773. Ben Gorder had 202
for Lefts and Rights.
HAL-ROD: In the His 'N Hers
League Martha Richtman wax-
ed 162—465, leading Fountain
Cltians to 757. Jim Kauphusman
hammered 211—510 for KEK's,
and Braun-Konkel totaled 2,130.
Jane Wleczorck led Alley
Gators to 721—2,165 with her
109-456 in the High School Girls
League.
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Tobacco Too Good To Smoke




MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Min-
nesota straggled into fourth
place as Iowa's little Larry
Wieczorek set a Big Ten record
Saturday in leading the Hawk-
eyes to the 1966 conference cross
country title. - : >^'
' -
Wieczorek, a 127-pouhd run-
ner, paced five Iowans among
the first 13 places as the Hawk-
eyes outdistanced runnerup
Michigan State, Wisconsin
placed third over previously un-
beaten Minnesota.
Wieczorek was clocked In
19:02.5 to slash a full half-
minute off the Big Ten record
over the Odana Hills Golf
Course for a standard double-
loop course. He shaved even the
conference record for an un-
measured four-mile course.
The 5-foot-7junior from May-
wood, 111., outdueled Michigan
Staters Dick Sharkey in what
was purely a two-man race for
individual honors. Wieczorek
edged ahead in the third mile,
kicked out at the start of the
final leg and finished 15 yards
in front.
Doubled up with cramps after
the race, Wieczorek said, "I
never hurt so much in my life.
Shiarkey's the toughest guy I
ever ran against."
Three sophomores were
bunched behind runnerup Shar-
key. Mark Gibbens of Indiana
was third, Ray Arlington of
Wisconsin fourth, and Bob Gor-
don of Wisconsin fifth.
Wieczorek's time surpassed
the standard double-loop record
of 19:35.3 set by Michigan
State's Gerald Young in 1960
and erased from the books the
19:06 clocking by the Spartans'
Henry Kennedy for an unsur-
veyed course in 1955.
Team scores:
Iowa 41, Michigan State 61,
Wisconsin 68, Minnesota 73, In-
diana 161, Michigan 161, North-
western 181, Illinois 200, Ohio: State 224Y ' - . ",. - ¦ : . ¦
Individual:
1, Wieczorek, Idwa. 2, Shar-
key, Michigan State. 3, Gibbens,
Indiana. 4, Arrington, Wiscon-
sin. 5, Gordon, Wis. 6, Balthrop,
Mich. State. 7, Szaboy Iowa. 8,
LaBond, Iowa. 9, Hoag, Minne-
sota. 10, Heinonen, Minn. 19:02.5
(Big Ten record, old record
19:06, Henry Kennedy, Mich,
State, 1955, Unsurveyed four-
mile course; 19:35.3, Gerald





MINNEAPOLIS - ST- PAUL
(AP)—The Minnesota Vikings
had a wet sparkplug Sunday.
Fran Tarkenton coughed and
sputterel all afternoon, and the
Vikings stalled with him. The
same thing happened in Min-
nesota's first four games this
season—when the Vikings lost
three games, but managed one
tie; '..
Tarkenton and the Viking of-
fense could really claim only
one touchdown in a 32-31 loss to
the Detroit Lions, and that Score
came too late to salvage a vie
tory.
"It was all me,!' Tarkenton
said. "I've got to take all the
credit. The only difference in
the game was me—it's as sim-
ple as that.
"I've got respect for Detroit's
defense, but I just gave them
the gift of a ball game. I like
Harry (Gilmer,, Lions' coach),
but I don't like him that well...
to give him a ball game."
Tarkenton threw five pass in-
terceptions, and the Lions con-
verted three of them into field
goals and another into a touch-
down. He completed 11 of 24
passes for 106 yards, but four
of the completions came in the
last five desperate minutes.
Tarkenton _ dismal day show-
ed again how much trouble the
Vikings have without his usual
scrambling brilliance. The de-
fense scored one touchdown on
Dale Hackbart's 41-yard pass in-
terception and set up two other
touchdowns with an interception
and a forced fumble.
Tarkenton remained jovial,
however. "I've got to keep
laughing to keep from crying,"
he cracked.
The five interceptions and a
National Football League record
six field goals by left-footed Ar-
menian soccer kicker Garo Ye-
premian combined to doom the
Vikings to their fifth defeat
against three wins and a tie.
Minnesota' moved 73 yards in
14 plays the first time it had
the ball, but the drive bogged
at the Detroit 7-yard line and
Fred Cox kicked a 15-yard field
goal: - . -
Then Hackbart leaped in front
of Lion receiver Ron Kramer
and picked off Tom Myers' pass
for his touchdown gallop and a
10-0 lead.
The Lions drove 50, 52 and 51
yards to set up Yepremian's
first three touchdowns '.:— boots
sailing 33, 26 and 15 yards to
pull Detroit within one point at
10-9.
And just before the half end-
ed, Mike Lucci intercepted the
first of three interceptions he
made during the day and ran 16
yards to the Viking 13. Yepre-
mian trotted onfield to kick a
2( ŷard fielder that brought the
Lions a 12-io halftlme lead.
The Viking defense appeared
to launch a rout when it handed
the offense point-blank scoring
opportunities within ly . minutes
of each other early in the third
quarter.
First Ed Sharockman romped
38 yards with an intercepted
pass thrown by Karl Sweetan to
give the Vikings the ball on the
Detroit 17. Minnesota scored in
four plays, with Dave Osborn
carrying oyer from the two.
Then Jim Marshall hit Swee-
tan as he tried to pass on the
first play after the kickoff , and
Roy Winston recovered the fum-
ble at the Lion 12. On the
second play, Bill Brown swept
left end for the 12 yards. That
made it 24-12.
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LITTLE MAN, BIG RECORD . . .Garo
Yepremian, 22-year-old native of Cyprus
and member of Detroit Lions football team,
holds a football with a number "6" on it,
signifying the 6 field goals kicked, "soccer-
style", against the Minnesota Vikings dur-
-aa—mmmam—mmmaa aammav.'. utu«v.w.M*uw ¦>wxw"; "¦¦"•;¦.¦.¦.¦.¦.-.-/.¦• .• :  .'.¦.*• ,v «̂.;*¦-¦•»
ing National Football League contest In
the Twin Cities Sunday. Yepremian'S: 6 field
goals set a new NFL record. Yepremian, who
Ykicks the ball with the side of his foot rather
than with his toe, helped the Detroit team to
a 32-31 win oyer Minnesota. CAP Photofax)
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WHEATON, 111. W — De-
fending champion San Diego
State Saturday won the NCAA
college Division national cross
country championship with a
tidy 58 points.
South Dakota State was fifth
with 253 points and Macalester
sixth with 276.
Bob Fitts of State University
of Cortland, N.Y., the NCAA 6-
mile champion, won individual
honors in a rather tight duel
with second place Ambrose Bui*-
foot of Wesleyan University ,
Fitts' time was 19:40.6 .
Neither S.D. State nor Macal-
ester had anyone in the top IS,
San Diego State
Wins C-C Meet
PICK YOUR LANDING SPOT . . . Pur-
due University's Bob Baltzell (34) falls to
ground for 2 yard gain against University
of Minnesota in second quarter of Big Ten
game in Minneapolis Saturday. Minnesota'*
Charles Sanders (87) puts the tackle on
Baltzell aa Purdue's Jack Cakaterra (52)
watches from ground. Purdue shut out tho
Minnesota Gophers, 16-0. (AP Photofax)
Winona Riders Win
Wisconsin Awards
CHAMPIONS ACAW . . . L. Alkh
Goetanah mounted on Baldy He Wolf and
Jim TUchtmah, Fountain City, oh Poxy He
Wolf earned annual awards in the Wiscon-
sin Quarter Horse Association. They are
shown just after winning first place in the
matched pairs class at the 1966 Minnesota
State Fair.
Two members of the Wino-
na Valley Itiders Saddle dub
woo end-of-the-year champion-
ships in the Wisconsin Quarter
Horse Association at the Rain
Bow Supper dub, New London,
Wis., Saturday.
Baldy He Wolf, owned and
. shown by Allen Goetzman, earn-
ed his second out of state cham-
pionship by earning 61 points
from sir shows Ikdd in Wiscon-
sin during the 1966 show sea-
son. In so doing, Baldy topped
bones from iDJnoifl, Iowa and
Minnesota. He earned the
•ward in 1964 also. To be elig-
ible for this honor, the owner
must be a member of the
WQHA and resident in a differ-
ent state. The reserve champi-
onship in this division was won
by Put Cee Bonanza, shown by
Dean Landers, Des Moines,
Iowa.
The first runnerup was Miss
Jo Anne Johnson, Winona, with
Jim Bob Giant
Jim Richtman, Fountain City,
Wis., was also honored with an
award. His stallion, Foxy He
Wolf, earned 21 points at Wis-
consin approved shows to top
the field of 1963 quarter horse
stallions: at halter. Foxy simi-
larly won this same award last
year.- .'. . ¦- ' ; ¦  •
Canada Cup
Back to US.
TOKYO (AP) .—' Jack Nick.
fans and Arnold Palmer, wlw
have a pleasant custom of pick-
ing op expensive hardware, re-
trieved one of their favorite
pieces — the Canada Cup — and
beaded back to the United
States today.
And its companion piece, the
International Trophy for indi-
vidual victory, heads back to
Canada for the first time in 12
years, thanks to a wire-to-wire
victory by young George Knud-
son of Toronto.
"We came to win the Canada
Cup as a team. We're glad we
can take it back home," agreed
Palmer and big Jack, who have
taken it home on three previous
occasions.
The 14th annual Canada Cup
matches concluded Sunday in
rain and cold at the Yomiuri
Country Club on the outskirts of
Tokyo with these results:
The Ntcklans-Palmer team
scored a combined total of 548
strokes for 72 holes, 28 under
par, breaking their own record
of 554 established in Hawaii in
1964.
The ebulient Knudson finished
the 72 boles tied with Japan's
husky belter, Hideyo Sugimoto,
at 272, tying the individual
record set by old Sam Snead in
1961 in Puerto Rico.
Knudson then defeated the
Japanese stai on the second
hole of the sudden death playoff ,
sinking a seven-foot putt for a
birdie two to the theoretical par
by Sugimoto. Canada's Stan
Leonard won the trophy In the
infant yean of the matches Jn
1954 and 1989, .
Nicklaus had a 69 for 273 and
at one itage was even with
Knudson. Palmer, four strokes
back of the Canadian starting
out, had 7_ foj*275.
Knudson, who had a 64 the
first day, then 68-66, was asked
why he scored badly. A friendly
and forthright young fellow, he
replied frankly, "I played poor-
ly."
'T didn't putt very well '—. ex-
cept on the last hole," he said,







A Sporteman's Accident Policy
gives death and dismember-
ment coverage plus medical
expense,
Prices range from 50* for 1
day to $16,10 for 180 dayi.
Applications available at your
favorite sporting goods store
or the Philip B a u m a n n
Agency, Inc,










MADISON, Wis. IR — Wiscon-
sin's football team finds itself
in a position very similar to
the one faced by the 1965 club
at this time — and that Isn't
good.
The Badgers absorbed a 49-
14 Big Ten drubbing at Illinois
Saturday, scoring only after the
Iflini attack was over, and share
seventh place in the standings
with Indian a and Northwestern
with a record of one victpry,
four losses and a tie.
Wisconsin ends the season, as
usual, agaiast Minnesota this
weekend,
After Ihe Illinois game last
yenr, won by the Illini 51-0, Wis-
consin had a 2-4 conference
slate. A 42-7 loss at the hands
of the Gophers Rave the Badg-
ers a final standing of 2-5, tied
with Michigan for seventh spot.
"Our boys tried hord." Wis-
consin coach Milt Bruhn said
after the loss at Champaign.
"You just can't say much on a
dav like this."
Illinois coach Pete Elliot said,
"This was just one of those days
when everything we tried went
right and «very play we used
ran well, This was one of the
most fortunate games we've had
in a long time."
"We game them all the op-
portunlty in the world," Bruhn
contended "and with good field
position time after time, they
cashed In. When we moved the
ball something always went
haywire and they hod the ball
again.
"At least we never qui* and
we can only hope getting a cou-
ple scores at the end will help
us get started again for the
windup with Minnesota."
Fullback John Wood said in-
juries caused a change in game
plans. "We intended to run up
the middle a lot with Wayne
Todd but injuries to key men
made us change and try to run
wide," he said. "Illinois had to
change its defense but they
stopped our sweeps."
Minnesota lost to Purdue 16-0
Saturday, ending it_ dreams of
a Rose Bowl trip.
"Maybe some of the steam
went out of the Gophers," Bruhn
said. "I hope so. You can
imagine how high they'd have
been if they were still shooting
for the Rose Bowl agaiast us.
We've got a big job as it is,
getting back up for them."
Illinois, held to a field goal In
the first quarter against Wis-
consin, scored 26 points in the
second period and held a 4W)
lead at the end of the third
quarter.
Wisconsin finally scored
against the Illinois fourth and
fifth strinRcrs , Dick Schumitsch
ran a kickoff return 65 yards
and John Ryan passed ten yards
to Tom McCaiuey. Tom ScWn-
ke returned a punt 35 yards and
Ryan finally plunged the final
five yards.
Bruhn said Schinke, Todd and
guard Phil Peterson were
shaken up but his team came





HOUSTON (AP) - "I'm not
making any predictions but the
first one to get in a good punch
is going to be the winner. I
want to be the first one."
So said Cleveland;Williams, a
ring-scarred veteran of 33, to
day as he awaited the starting
bell of his long-sought title shot
with heavyweight champion
Cassjus Clay, the 5-1 favorite In
the Astrodome tonight. Eight
time is 10:30 p.m., EST, for the
15-rounderY :•
This will be Clay _ (or Mu-
hammad All's) seventh title de-
defense and his sixth within a
year. On the record Williams, a
strapping, muscular specimen
who once rated as the hardest
hitter in tbe heavyweight divi-
sion, shapes up as the most dan-
gerous challenger Clay has run
into this year.
The big questions are whether
Williams can connect with his
jolting left hook and smashing
right against an elusive dancing
master and whether he can take
Clay's streams of punching and
keep coming.
"I'm gonna get the Big Cat
just like I got the Bear (Sonny
Liston) and the Hare (Floyd
Patterson)," said the undefeat-
ed, 24-year-old champion from
Louisville, Ky. "But I gotta ad-
mit Williams is my most dan-?
gerous opponent. He can hit
hard."
A crowd of 35,000 or more is
expected to pay around $506,000
at prices of from $5 to $50 to see
the Big Cat get his first chance




Parents of Winhawk eag-
er* wit] be honored guests
tonight at practice and a
social hoar in the high
achool cafeteria , according
to Coach John Kenney.
This Is the tenth annual
parents, night at Winona
Higb.
Practice session Is ex-
pected to get under way





Boys who were not able
to attend the organizational
meeting Saturday and wish
to play recreation league
basketball may call or stop
at the Park Recreation of-
fice in City Hall, Vera
Smelser announced Mon-
day. '
Boys may register in the
following leagues: Bantam,
9-year-olds; Pee Wees, 10-
11-year-qlds; and Midgets,
12-13-l_-year-olds. They can
pick up uniforms and sched-
ules at the office;
Play in the Midget and
Pee Wee leagues will get un-
der way Nov; 26 at Lincoln
school gym and play for
the Bantams will start Dec.
3 at Central Elementary
school gym,
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Whitehall, Tremplo
In Coulee Headliner
NO RED CARPET FOR COACH :::/ _
•TREMPEALEAU, Wis. - It
will be homecoming for Ken
Stellpflug, but Trempealeau
won't be rolling out the red
carpet f<w its one-tiioe high
Ansderan YK. Johnson
school cage star. In fact the
river city will probably toy to,
make it as miserable for Stell-
pflug as possible.
Stellpflug, who graduated
from Trempealeau in 1952 and
went oh to star on the hard-
court at Winona State, is now
coach of the Whitehall Norse-
men. His team is picked to
win the Dairyland Conference
title this season.
On the other hand, Trempea-
leau is the Coulee Conference
odds-on favorite, and the two
teams will clash at Trempealeau
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. to get
the Wisconsin high school bas-
ketball season off with a bang.
Whitehall will bring a team
to Trempealeau that returns
four of last year's five starters
who helped compile a 129 rec-
ord. One of those losses was a
season - opening affair to the
Bears by a 47-45 margin.
All five of the Norse starting
lineup will stand at exactly 6-0.
They are Eliot Solsrud and John
Everson at guards, Keith John-
son and Bruce Ausderaii at for-
wards and John Windjue at cen-
ter. But though the height is
balanced, Whitehall will be giv-
ing away plenty of size to the
rangy Bears.
"We're going to have to hit
from the outside," said Stell-
pflug, "We won't be able to
work the ball hi on their small
court. Their court probably
gives them a ID-point advan-
tage." -
But Trempealeau coach Dean
Mewhorter, who led the Bears
to a 13-5 record in his first
year at the helm a year ago,
doesn't think so,
"We scrimmage on a big
T. Johnson S. Johnson.
floor (Alma)," and we looked
a lot better their than we do
on our own," said Mewhorter.
Trempealeau may not be at
full strength for the game, how-
ever, since 5-10 junior guard
Paul Becker suffered a sprain-
ed ankle in practice last week
and was still hobbling as late
as Saturday.
"I doubt that he'll start,"
said the Trempealeau coach.
"This is going to hurt a little
bit since he's our No. 1- man
back there and we haven't had
too much practice. But we have
some other good boys who can
do the job." :
Mewhorter has only three of
his starters set. They will ba
6-6% junior Steve JohnsMi and
6-3% senior Tom Johnson,
brothers. One of the guards will
be &-0 Bucky Sa&man. Th«
other two starters will Coma
from 6-0 John Ganioke, 644
Gerald Eichman, 6-4% Kurt Ba-
rentliin or 5-10 Jim Nehring.
"Whitehall should be one of
the better teams in the area,"
mused Mewhorter. "They'ri
fast . It should be a good game."
Both teams favor the fast
break, but Stellpflug feels that
the small court and size differ.
ential will cut his team's run-
ning ability, "We hope to run
if we get a chance,,r he saidv
"but getting the ball off the
boards will be a problem." Tha
success of Stellpflug's homecom-
ing will probably depend oh it
Ekker Austin
Guest Speaker
AUSTIN, Minn. — Ron Ekker,
Winona State's head basketball
coach, will be the guest speak-
er at the Austin Athletic Club,
Inc., meeting at 7 p.m. this
evening. The Athletic Club, a
booster organization to ,promote
athletics in Austin, will hold its




Fcur. Ac«t ................. JO 19
Jokm .... io 10
Jolly J«ck* ................ 15 H :¦ '.
D«ucis Wild 14 H
PMiwy Card* ............ 13 17
Rceketf .... . ..... ... 1 il
GUYS A DOLLS
Westflate W. L.
Strang - Xuhlmann . .. if 11
'.:'.• Nlemeytr '- Donahut ...... l» ll
Moham - Prehol ......... II «.
F«nskt - POianc .17  IJ
Lublntkl . Llca - ¦ • ¦  ••  1« 14
Cclbenxm - Steioqerd ... 12 . il
UMtka - Feltz ... . . . , . .:...  11 1»
Stahmarn - Duellman . . . . . .  1 11
KINGS (. QUEENS
WMtgale W. L.
Doublt O . . . : . : : . . . . . . . . . . Jl »
Vaughn _ Mlynaak ...... lm il li
_«H* _ Righti ........ 1«V4 13Vi
Jokers 15 15
Moonlighters H H :
Trojani 14 li
Tl» Bowlen .............. 11 W.
Whlrlwlnda .. . . . .; . . . . . . . , .  ll 1»
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
Hal-Rod W. L.
Tljeretfes .......... ....... 3 a
Alley Galon .... 2 1
Scrambler! : . : 2  1
GuMer Gait ;.;......; 1 I
Frail Loop* .;. ........... I I
Alley Alagei .;.. . 4 2
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hat-Rod W. L.
Dodgers .. .... ............. J •
Troiant .,......„....„.... » ; »
Cood Playan .............. j  o
Clyde* ..: ...........,...... • J
Raccoons ...........',;..,...T J
Tlper Root .:...... • J¦ . • ' ¦ HiS 'N'. 'HERS. '
Hal-Rod w, i_
Braun - Konkei '"... , 1JY. .S
Springer - Bauer ........ 10 I
Fountain Cltlant I It
KEKS ..:..:.,:;;/;.......; I 10
Breiuel - BrenHl ......... 8 10 ¦
: Bauer - Schroeder 7 ll
.¦" : ¦ Y:
' ' \' ; .Y:': - : '
V;
;KHI: V "/ Y '
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
W L T W L T
Chicago 7 2 0  Boston ' 4 5 2.
Toronto 3 3 < Detroit 4 i 1
New York 4 5 3 Montreal 4 5 1
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
New York «, Montraal 1.
larmte i, Detroit J,
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 2, Montraal i.
Chicago «, Toronto 1,
Wew York 5, Detroit J.




By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
St. Louis ...... 7 1 1 .770 211 177
Dallas . 4 1  1 .750 320 IM
Cleveland ..... . 1 0 ,«7 MT H7
Washington ... 5 5 t Mi 214 212
Philadelphia . 5  1 C _00 194 534
Plttaburgh .... 1 5 I .375 17» 231
New York . , . .1 .7  1 .125 131 2B»
Atlanta O t  t .000 Itl lit
WESTERN COHFERENCE
W.U T. Pet. PT OP
GREEN BAY . 7  1 0 .771 23J 101
Baltimore .... 7 J t .77* 232 l»
San Francisco 4 1 I .571 lit 212
LM Angelas . . 5  J 0 .500 Iff Ut
Chicago . 3 4 2 .42» T3* IM
MINNESOTA . 1 5 1 475 201 171
Dttrolf . . . : . . .  l i t  .333 151 211
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Baltlmora 1», Atlanta 7.
Dallas 31, Washington 30.
Detroit 12, MINNESOTA Jl.
Los Angeles 55, Nw York 14.
Cleveland 27, PhlWHphla 7.
Pittsburgh 30, St, Louis ».
. Sin Francisco 30, Chicago 30 (tie).
NEXT SUNDAY'S GAMES
Atlanta at New York.
Baltimore at Detroit.
Chicago at GREEN BAY.
Dallas at Piftsbwjh-
MINNESOTA at Los Angiles.




W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
Buffalo ....... 4 1 I .467 244 !«•
Boston S S I  .425 IM 1S7
New York . . . 4 4  1 .500 175 1J»
Houston . . . . . 3  7 0 .300 251 25»
Miami. . . . . . . . .  2 7 I .J22 132 J4B
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
KansasClty ¦ : - .. B 2 0 .«0» 343 100
Oakland ...... 4 4 0 .MO 232 lie
SailDlego .... 1 4  1 JM 231 IBS
Denver . . . .  2 7 « .322 125 174
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Oakland 41, San Diego 1*.
Kansas City 34, Miami 14.
Boiton 27, Houston 21.
Buffalo 14, New York 3.
•NEXT SUNDAY'S GAMES
Miami at New York.
Buffalo at Houston.
Boiton at Kensas City.
. Oakland at Denver.
¦ •





Wabasha St. Felix at Codirant-FC.
CUmanton at Osseo. ' ¦ ' ' • . ." ,. ' : '
Yaylor at Blair. /
Whitehall «t Trempaaleao. \
Independence at Gale-Ettrick.
Eleva-Strum at Fall Creek.
Kelllsvllle at Alma Center.
Holmen at Onalaska Luther. -
West Salem at Brookwood. . ¦ '¦ : •
. Nelrose-Mlndorb at caihton.







LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)-Eng-
lands' John Surtees predicted
that if the winged Chaparrals
from Texas ran into trouble with
their wings, he could win the
rich Stardust Grand Prix.
The Chaparrals did have trou-
ble Sunday, and Surtees did win.
By finishing first, he also won
the Canadian - American -: Chal-
lenge Cup series, which gave
him an added $19,250. The Grand
Prix win was worth $11,000, plus
accessory money.
The British driver, a veteran
motorcycle and auto racing
champion, took the lead in the
first lap of the 210-mile auto
race and finished 59 seconds
ahead of New Zealand's Bruce
McLaren, who collected $5 ,000.
Phil Hill of Santa Monica,
Calif. , and Jim Hall of Midland,
Tex , driving the white Chevro-
let-powered Chaparrals, had won
front starling positions with
qualifying times that smashed
the track record.
But Hall was forced out of the
race after four laps when
his movable airfoil—which is in-
tended to give him better con-
trol b̂egan flapping.
Hill's airfoil also began flap-
ping later in the race. He was
in. fourth place after about 40
laps when he went to the pits to
have the win g removed. He fin-




By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bobby Hull has come up with
a remedy for his aching back ,
but the pain is becoming un-
bearable for the Montreal Cana-
diens.
Hull, back in action after
missing Chicago's previous
game with a back ailment/fired
two goals Sunday night as the
Black Hawks trounced Toronto
6-1 in a battle for first place in
the National Hockey League.
At Bo 11 a n, meanwhile, de-
fenseman Ted Green's unassist
ed third-period goal gave the
Bruins a 2-1 victory over Mon-
treal , dropping the defending
NHL champions into last place,
The proud Canadiens, who have
lost four in a row, trail the fifth-
place Bruins by one point in the
early race.
In Sunday night's other game.
Uncinates Reg Fleming, Earl
Ingarf ield and Boom Bv>om
Geoffrion paced the New York





By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Three quarters of Rick Barry
can be almost too much, Some-
times they are.
Sunday night was one ©( those
times.
Barry played only thrre qiiai\
ters, but in that span he made
19 ot 36 shots from the field and
seven of eight from the foul line
for 45 points as the San Francis-
co Warriors clobbered (he De-
troit Pistons 135-96,
In the only other game, the
Philadelphia 760rs won their
11th game in 12 starts and in-
creased their Eastern Division
lead to a full game over Boston
by dealing the Chicago Bulls
their fourth straight loss, 132-
126,
Philadelphia , led by Hal
Greer, blew an 11-point lend and
then fought back with nine
points In a three-minute stretch
of the fourth quarter.
Greer finished wit h 31 points ,




BOSTON (AP) - Gino Cap-
pelletti, owner of a sturdy toe
and glued fingertips, resumed
his role as the American Foot-
ball League's leading scorer
today after going from goat to
hero within a week.
Cappelletti, bidding for his
fifth scoring title in the AFL's
seven-year history, connected
for 2i points Sunday as the sput-
tering Boston Patriots held on
for a 27-21 victory over Houston.
The 32-year-old former Min-
nesota star scored touchdowns
on passes from Babe Parilli
covering 63 and 31 yards, booted
field goals from 28. and 44 yards
out and kicked three conver-
sions in boosting his nine-game
output to 84 points.
"It took me all week to shake
the nightmare of the Denver
game from my system," Cap-
pelletti said.
Cappelletti fought a battle
within himself after he failed on
a 20-yard field goal attempt
with 27 seconds to go against
Denver. The Broncos then
struck back and snapped Bos-
ton's three-game winning streak
by hitting on a long pass with





CHICAGO (AP) - It could
have been the opening of an
avant garde exhibition at a big
city art gallery or museum. But
it wasn't.
The paintings and sculptures
-were there, all right, and many
of them were just as modern as
those of some well-known con-
tempoarary artists, and ofte n as
competent.
But there was punch and
cookies instead of cocktails and
canapes. The setting was the
two-story lobby of Chicago's new
skyscraper Federal Building.
The major difference lay in
the artists—high school students
from low - income families
across the nation.
The show includes some 200
works in practically all art me-
dia — paintings, sculpture, cer-
amics, drawings, tapestry, col-
lage, prints.
It went on display Sunday and
will remain in Chicago for two
weeks, before It is divided into
four smaller shows for tours of
various sections of the country.
The works of art were some-
thing of an unexpected bit of
luck from the Upward Bound
program of the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity.
During the past summer,
some 20,000 sophomore and jun-
ior high school students partici-
pated, in the federal program in
220 centers, mainly colleges and
universities, in the 50 states,
Puerto Rico and Guam.
In the Upward Bound pro-
gram, high jscboo] students went
to college during the summer to
get a taste of it.
The faculty of each college
determined the program at
their school. Art was not a fixed
subject.
The art show came into being
because sortie of the officials of
the Upward Bound program
were surprised — and im-
pressed — at what the students
were doing.
The M0 pieces ln the show
were selected from 650 submit-
ted by 80 of the participating
schools.
There ls no clue in the pic-
tures that they were done by
anybody disadvantaged — eco-
nomically or otherwise . The
subjects range from trains to





LITTLK ROCK , Ark. (AD-
Three Minnesotans , Including
the president of the Minneapolis
Society of Fine Arts , were hos-
pitalized after their light plane
crashed on a landing approach
at Little Rock Munici pal Air-
port .
They were Walter Robinson ,
55, society president ; George
Reid , 30, and Duane Noblett , 24,
both of Minneapolis,
Robinson was piloting fhe
plane when authorities said the
Beechcraft's engines failed just
short of the runway. Robinson
said he was on his last 45 min-
utes of reserve fuel.
The trio took off from Minne-
apolis early Saturday and had
planned to refuel at Little Rock
en route to New Orleans, La.
They were planning to check
progress on an artmobile for the
art institute,
Reid and Noblett suffered






Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP ) '-¦. Mich-
igan Gov. George Romney, un-
willing to say yet whether he
will try for the Republican pres-
idential nomination in 1968, has
put his finger on his parly 's di-
lemma in these next twoyears.
The Republicans are not al-
one. In that same period, if they
hope to win 3968, the Democrats
will have to find a way to get
out of the stagnation that now
besets them and just cost them
seats in Congress and governor-
ships.
Romney, fresh from his third-
term victory in last Tuesday's
elections. Sunday on NBC's
"Meet the Press" panel ex-
plained what he thinks the Re.
publicans need to do to win the
White House in 1968.
"Well," he said, "I think it is
going to take demonstrations oh
the part of the Republican party
that they are the party of prom-
ise and they are the party that
can solve1 the problems of this
nation better than the people
now in control of the national
administration." 
^
In other words, they will have
to stand for something imagina-
tive and constructive. For years
they have been the "against"
party, never better illustrated
than in the 1964 presidential
election year.
The Republicans, under right-
wing control, suffered a colossal
disaster and their presidential
candidate, Sen. Barry Gold-
water, Was trounced by Lyndon
B. Johnson.
But that was the same fate
they had met in every presiden-
tial election since 1932, except
for the two victories of Dwight
D. Eisenhower of 1952 and 1956.
Yet, his victory was a vote for
the man, inot for the party, as
the voters demonstrated.
In 1952 they gave Eisenhower
a Republican - controlled Con-
gress to work with. Two years
of that were enough. In 1954 the
Democrats regained control. In
1956 the voters, again repudi-
ating the Republicans as a na-
tional party, elected Eisenhower
for a second time but gave the
Democrats a majority in Con-
gress. ¦
Nationally, last Tuesday's
elections were a continuation of
this voters' attitude although
much has been made of the fact
that the Republicans did better
than expected.
They regained 47 House seats,
giving them a total of 187, but
the Democrats still run the
show With a total of 248. Yet, all
435 House seats were at stake.
In the Senate the Republicans
gained three seats, for a total of
33, while the Democrats, with
67, run the show. So much na-
tionally. On the state level the
Republicans did well, capturing
eight governorships, for a total
of 25. -' Y -
But what the Republican par-
ty — as i a national party —
stands for is hard to say.
They're still divided between
intense conservatives, moder-
ates, and liberals. One ' -illustra-
tion "has been provided in a hur-
ry.
Goldwater also appeared Sun-
day on television, on ABC's "Is-
sues and Answers," and was
pretty cool about the idea Rom-
nev might head the party in
1968. ¦ .
But in the states there is a lot
of division among Democrats.
tooY ahd if any single weakness
in the party seemed to be re-
vealed by Democratic setbacks
last Tuesday it was this:
President Johnson Is a politi-
cal master in organizing his im-
mediate area, but only one with
which he is familiarY Congress,
where he  spent 23 years, his
own immediate staff and de-
partment beads.
Long before the elections , for
whatever his reason, he had
reduced to a shambles the one
Democratic organization whose
job is to take care of election
and campaign details, the Dem-
ocratic National Committee.
Politically, for Johnson, this
showed a poor sense of Demo-
cratic needs nationally, not just
locally,
In contrast , Ray C, Bliss,
chairman of the Republican Na-
tional Committee, brought in to
help reorganize his party after
the 1964 debacle, apparently did




TAY NINH , South Viet Nam
(AP) — The world's only infla-
table combat hospital has re-
ceived a bloody baptism of fire
in the jungles of South Viet
Nam. '
The $2-mil lion complex of air-
filled operating rooms, labora-
tories and surgical wards was
trucked into an abandoned ta-
pioca plantation 90 miles north-
east of Salgen near the Cambo-
dian border.
Before the rubber like dacron
buildings could be blown up and
put into operation, the Viet Cong
nearly destroyed the entire hos-
pital with a mortar attack that
killed the hospital commandant,
tore gaping holes in the rood of
the unoccupied nurses' quarters
and riddled one of the inflatable
ward units with more than 100
holes.
Despite the initial mortar at-
tack and another one less than a
week later, the self-contained,
completely mobile hospital im-
mediately went into operation
as a forward surgical clinic with
most of its facilities still in
packing crates.
That was two Weeks ago. Be-
cause of the bitter fighting and
the growing number of casual
ties from Operation Attlebofo in
the rain forests ofYWar Zone C,
Army medical . authorities
decided to activate the inflata-
ble, expandable hospital ahead
of schedule.
Twenty minutes after the
completely air-conditioned , dust
free , 60-bed surgical hospital
opened its plastic doors for busi-
ness, a Medivac helicopter set
down on the landing pad less
than 100 feet away and Capts,
Richard Welch of Louisville ,
Ky. , and Carl Borders of Roch-
ester, Mich ,, were operating on
their first patient.
If necessary, the entire hospi-
tal can be collapsed and loaded
onto helicopters in less than 15
minutes . When other inflatable ,
expandable units are available ,





WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government plans to offer 5 per-
cent interest on its new savings
certificates , much to the ire of
the savings and loan industry.
the Washington Post reported
today.
President Johnson announced
Sept, 21 that the government
was considering a higher-inter-
est savings lure as part of a
drive lo coax Americana into
lending more money to fight the
Viet Nam war.
The Post said purchasers ot
the 5 percent certificates first
would have to purchase 4.15
percent Scries E savings bonds.
Thus, yield on the over-all in-
vestment would be less than S
percent.
Savings and loan Institutions
In many ureas pay between Wi
and 5 percent on passbook de-
posits, and slightly more on do.
posits which must be left for a
fixed period of time.
Savings and loan institutions
fear some of their funds may be
diverted to the government cer-
tificates. One effect of this
would be less money available





: WASHINGTON (AP) __ ; The
key to victory in the war In Viet
Nam's defeat of the Communist
guerrilla terrorist force of more
than 150,000 men, says Ambas-
sador Henry Cabot Lodge.
"When we have beaten the
army of Worth Viet Nam and
the main-force battalions of the
Viet Cong, we have simply won
the opportunity to get to the
heart of the matter, which is
more than 150,000 terrorist
guerrillas highly organized
throughout the country and
looking exactly like civilians,"
Lodge said.
In a copyright interview in the
magazine, V. S. News _ World
Report, Lodge said defeat of the
terrorists "involves an . enor-
mously elaborate police-type
effort in which nine-tenths of the
manpower has to be Vietnam-
ese, since H means working el-




LONDON (AP ) — Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin of the Soviet
Union has accepted ah invitation
to visit Britain Feb. 6, it was
announced today.
Prime Minister Harold "Wil-
son, making the announcement
in the House of Commons, said:
"I am glad to; be able to in-
form the House that it has now
been agreed that Mr. Kosygin
will arrive in Britain for an of-
ficial visit on Feb. 6, 1967.'"/
This will be approximately
one year after Kosygin first ac-
cepted in principle Wilson's in-
vitation to come to Britain.
Kosygin resisted several in-
vitations by Wilson to make the
journey last year—primarily be-
cause the Vietnamese war set
back the general process of
East-West reconciliation.
But in recent months, with the
deterioration of Soviet relations
with Red China, Kosygin arid
his colleagues have given West-
ern leaders an impression of
greater readiness to resume





ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP) -
Angry mobs shattered windows
Of the U.S. consulate, damaged
American cars and destroyed a
night club early this morning in
the southern Turkish city of
Adana after eight U. S. service-
men allegedly accosted Turkish
women leaving a movie house,
press reports said today,
The reports gave this ac-
count;
The servicemen/ from the
Strategic Air Command base at
Incirlik, near Adana, took ref-
uge in a nearby night club, Ah
angry crowd gathered shouting
anti-American slogans and de-
manding that the Americans be
handed over to them.
Police took the men to a
police station for protection.
The mob shattered the windows
of the police station, then about
50 young persons marched to
the U. S. consulate. They dam-
aged American cars on the way.
They stoned the consulate and
damaged cars parked in front of
the building. A spokesnao for
the consulate said some win-
dows were broken, but no one
was hurt.
Police, finally called troops to
disperse the mob,
American military authorities
invited U. S. servicemen and
their dependents living in the
town to take refuge on the base.
The spokesman said the dem-
onstrations were "scattered in-
cidents.'' He said he knew noth-




Buying hours ere trorji ' e a .m. te J.S0
p.m, Monday Ihrouoh Friday.
There will be no cult markets w> Fri-
days.
These quotation* apply to hOfls ilallv-
•reri to tha Winona notion by noon to-
day.
HODS
Hog market; 33 cents higher, .
Bulchan grading 3ft 1, 11 lf.I5-lt. 30
Butchers 2CO-230 lbi "11,00
Jowl 370-300 Ibj V.J5
CATTLi
Cattle market: Steady ,
High choicer and prim* . 31 Jl
Choice 3J.0O-2U5
Good 3 l.OO-3). 00
i l / iruterd , J0.00-2I.50
Utility cows 15,00-11, 00




Good ai|d choice 25.00- 11 00
Commercial 30,00-21 00
Boncn , . ,  , 1800 down
Winona Kgg Market
(Winona Produce, Zlaball Product)
Than quotatloni apply at ol
IO;JO am, today,
Gradi A (umbo 41
Orada A large) 40
Grade A medium ,..,,,. , . . .31
Greda A imall I
Grada B , . .  .3J
Orada C ., ,\t
Froedtert Malt Corporation
Houri: I a.m. lo 4 p.m.i cloud Sntur-
daya. Submit sample before loading,
(New crop barley)
No, 1 barley ., ,  u.|.
No, ] barley I It
No. 3 barley ; i.M
No. 4 barley .15.
Bay State Milling Company
¦levator A Oralis Prices
Ona hundred bushels ot grain will ba
the minimum loede accepted at ln>« ale.
valors
No. I northern inrlno wheat . . . .  I.II
No, } northern Iprlng wheat , , , .  | M
Mo. 3 norther n iprlng wheat .,,. l.U
No, 4 northirn iprlng wheat . . .  1.71
No, I hard winter wheat 17*
No. 3 herd winter wheat 1.74
No. 1 hard winter wh»»! 1.70
No. 4 liarrt winter wtieat l.U
No. I rya , 1.1*




NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market showed a loss early this
afternoon in fairly active trad-
ing-
Some of the glamor stocks
were down from 2 to 5 points or
so. A big loser among blue
chips was Du Pont, down 8.
Losses among investment-
quality issue* were generally
within a range of fractions to a
point or so.
Selected steels, chemicals,
rubbers and metals maintained
narrow gains but the trend was
lower among motors, electron-
ics, airlines, oils, tobaccos and
drugs. ¦' • ¦ ¦
Utilities, rails and nonferrons
metals were mixed.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was off .2
at 299.3 with industrials off .7,
rails up .1 and utilities up .1.
The Dow Jones industrial av-
erage at noon was down 5.40 at
813.69.
Profit-taking after last week's
rally was a normal expectation,
brokers said. They added that
caution was increased because
of President Johnson's surgery
scheduled for Wednesday.
IBM and Polaroid were down
about 5 points each. Zenith lost
nearly 2 points and Xerox more
than 2.
RCA slid Wi to 47 on a 10,000-
share block.
Down more than a point were
Control Data and Eastern Air
Lines*
General Motors (ex dividend)
also was down more than a
point. GM reported a decline in
new-car sales in the first third of
November. Ford and Chrysler
were fractional losers.
Prices were a little higher on
balance in active trading On the
American Stock Exchange.
Allied Ch HVe Honeywl WI
AMis Chal 22% T B Mach 34»
Amerada TSYi Intl ttarr 86%
Am Can 50% intl Paper toy.
Am Mtr BVt Jns _ h  #7
AT&T B5»,„ Joetens M
AM fb . 31% Kehcott 37
Anconda 78V< Lorillard Wh
Arch Dn 25 Mmn MM W
Armco Stl 46% Minn P L 24?4
Armour 30 Mobil Oil 47%
Ave© Corp 21% Mn Chm 40%
Beth Stl 30% Mont Dak 32%
Boeing 59V4 Mont Wd 33%
Boise Cas 19% Nt Dairy 88
Brunswk 7 N Am Av 48%
Catpillar 37% N N Gas _o%
Ch MSPP 30% Nor Pac 47%
C&NW 76% No St Pw 33%
Chrysler 32% Nw Air 103%
Cities Sve 47% Nw Banc 48
Com Ed 61% Penney 55%
ComSat , - ".<o% Pepsi 72%
Con Coal — Pips Dge 67%
Cont Cau 42 Phillips 52%
ContOU 68% PUlsby ss
CnU Data 28% Polaroid 349%
Deere 63 RCA 4S%
Douglas 41V* Red Owl 13%
Dow Cm 59% Rep Stl 38%
du Pont 161 Rexall _7%
East Kod 123% Rey Tb 36%
Firestone 48% Sears Roe 49%
Ford Mtr 4i% SheU Oil 67%
Gen Elec 96% Sinclair 65%
Gen Food 77V4 Sp Rand 26%
Gen Mills 63% St Brands 35
Gen Mtr 71% St Oil Cal 64%
Gen Tel 43% St Oil Ind 53
Gillelte 40% St OU NJ 69
Goodrich fi6% Swift 4W. .
Goodyear : 47% Texaco 73^
Gould 22 Texas Ins 108%
Gt No Rjr 52% Union Oil .57
Greyhnd 17% Un Pac 38
Gulf Oil 59 U S Steel 37%
Hanna M 52 Wesg EI 30%
Homestk 37 Wlworth 20
V P. M. New Yorlc
Stock Prices
B_ _̂ _̂ _̂I_K-'9K  ̂I ^ 3___t--__3_nH__9_i
. _ W _̂ \__w________ t ̂ WW ĵ m̂lmamWBm\\}
m^m ^W^KMmt__fg&& w$ ** £%S___8a_l_ _̂H_ _̂ _̂__61
_ _̂S&_n_n__ _̂siL .̂ i ,_5__B_B?t_%_iy_tSi_




1 When machinery replaces
men-when new method*
work mora efficiently—
that'* progress. But oppor-tunity for you Is part of
progress, too. There will ha
new jotrt —new chances to
earn a living. And a better
one at that
Suppose you have many
years of experience on a lots
you llk«, But—next montri
or next year—the plant
closes down. Or a new ma-
chine takes your place-j






will demand something dif-
ferent . Naw skills. You'll
'^ want to re -train—learn thesa
new skills and abilities Im
order to fill one of tha bat-
ter-paying Jobs that prod-
rest brings.
tt takes a little time and
affort to re train. Mostly, It
takes the will to make a bet-
ter futurs for yourself. Start
by talking to tha local of-






MONROVIA , Liberia (AP) —
Liberia has asked the United
States to send to Liberia the 62
Peace eorps volunteers being
expelled from Guinea , the gov-
ernment announced Sunday
night!
It said additional corpsmen
are needed in Liberia to help in
the nation's development pro-
gram.
President Sekou Toure of Gui-
nea ordered the volunteers ex-
pelled from Guinea last week
because of the seizure in Ghana
of Guinean diplomats and stu-
dents en route to Ethiopia for an
African summit conference, The
diplomats were traveling en an
American jetliner when they




MOSCOW (AP ) - Nikola G.
Ignatov , one of the Soviet Com-
munist party 's top leaders un-
der Nikita Khrushchev, died to-
day. He was 64. The brief an-
nouncement listed no cause of
death.
At the time of his death Igna-
tov was president of giant Rus-
sian Federation , the largest of
the Soviet republics. This post
iiK.de him one of the 15 vice
presidents oi the Soviet Union.
Bolh positions were largely cer-
emonial and gave him little po-
litical power.
A .stanch Khrushchev support-
er, Ignatov rose to the top levels
of Ihe Soviet Community party
and government , then fell with-
out explnrwition to the more hon-
orary posts.
15ft AT KTTRK K PARTY
.ETTItlCKY Wis. (Special) -
About 150 attended the fall
party at the Ettrick commu-
nity hall Thursday night , host-
ed by the Blair-Ettrlck Rod
& Gun Club , Cards were play-
ed and lunch served. Pheasant
rearing pens are maintained
near Blair by the organization.
Each year legal size trout are
released in streams in the Dlnlr-
Ettrick area, including both
North and South Beaver creeks.
The rearing pond Is on the
Ralph Klttleson farm at Beach.
Ralph Weisenbcrgcr. Bench , ia
club president. Ronald Terpen-
lng and Albert Gunderson, Et-
trick , are secretary and treas-
urer.
The art ichoke is the flower
bud of a large , thistlelike herb.
If the heads are left to develop




VIENNA, Austria (AP) -
Soviet President Nikolai V. Pod-
gorty today flew into Vienna ter
his first trip to the West atnee
succeeding Anastas I. Mikyoan.
He: was given a rlsd-carpet
treatment by leaders of this
neutral country that tries to
have friendly relations with tha
Soviet Union despite being firm-
ly in the Western camp.
President Franz Jonas and
the Austrian Cabinet welcemed
Podgorny at the airport. Pod-
gorny will stay a week.
Soviet President
Visiting in Vienna
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) -
Live poultry: Wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 1 higher;
roasters 23%-25&; special fed
white rock fryers l8%-20 young-
hen turkeys 30-32; young torn
turkeys 27-29.
CHICAGO CAP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — butter
easy; wholesale buying prices
VK to «/,¦ lower; 93 score AA 67;
92 A 67; 90 B 65}*; 89 C 63%;
cars 90"B Wh; 89 C 65.
Eggs firm; wholesale buying
¦prices unchanged to 1 ft higher;
70 per cent or better grade A
whites 48: mixed 48; mediums




Butter offerings adequate, de-
mand fair.
Creamery, 93 score (AA) 68-
681/.; 92 score (A) 68-68V4.
Wholesale egg offerings light
to adequate , demand good.




Extra fancy heavy 48Va-50;
fancy medium 44-45; fancy
heavy 47ii-48%; medium 42%-
43%; smalls 38-39; peewees 29-
30.
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA)-
Potatoes arrivals 211; on track
218; total U.S. shipments for
Thursday 358 ; Friday 380 Sat-
urday 232; Sunday none; sup-
plies moderate; demand good;
market for russets firm, round
reds steady carlot track sales :
Washington russets 4.10; Minne-
sota North Dakota Red River




&OUTH IT, PAUL, Minn. UT--tir5DA)
- Cattla 5,504; calvti 1,000; fairly ac-
tive; tlanoMcr »teer« tully itaaay;
•liNjghter hvlleri steady to llrcng; lev*
»«IM J5 ci-nli hlDheri all oltirr dattet
j lnaoy; hloh cholca ' 1,100-1 ,150 lb
ilaughler j lRiri 24.50, mojt cholca 1,000-
1,150 lb 31.SO-74.7Sj hlflli cholca and prima
990 lb ilaughtar hellari 34 Ml moat
cholca 850-1,CIO lb 73 75-73 50/ utility and
commercial ilaughtar rowi IS 50-li.SOi
cannsr and. <ottt r \1.50-\ i.5tl| utility and
commercial ileughtrr built l».0O-3J W|
cutters 17.OO-3O.0OJ ctiolca v«alrr « 38.00-
31O0i hloh cholcai to prima J«.O0i rholc.e
sloughter Cfllwei 3l.0O-34.Mi 750-VOO 16
(lathy 3I .OO-3<.00.
Hogs 7,S0Oi trading actWi: barrowi
and gilts and IOWI 35-50 cants, mostly
50 cents hlgharj (tadar pigs and boars
ateadyi 1-3 IKt-130 lb barrowa end pllta
19.75-30.00i mlxad 1-J tfO-340 lbs lf.35-
19.75) 740,360 lb 11.75-19.50; 1-J 770-400
lb sows 
¦
\ l.7i- l? .7Sl 1-3 4OO-50O lb la 35-
17 .75; 1-7 130-140 lb (eader pica largely
19.00.
Sheep l.OOO; not established early per-
iod.
CHICAGO
CHICA.00 in -(USDA)- Mom 9.50O)
butchers slfady to 35 centt lower; most,
ly 1-7 30O-J1D lb butchers 20.73-21.00/
mixed l-j  190-235 lbs 70,35-20, 75; 235-340
Ihs 19 W-70.25; 3-3 210-240 lbs 19,35-20.00)
340 200 Ih) H 50.19.35j mixed 1-1 350-400
lbi sow s 1A .5O-I7.O0J 400-500 lbs 15,75-
It 50.
Cattla II ,WO; alaughtar liters steady
to 35 cents Wuhan prim* 1,175-1,400 tbe
slaughter atwra 3J.50-75.75/ high enojew
and prime 1,050-1,400 lbs 3S.0O-35.SO/
cholc# 900-1,150 lbi 74.JO-7J.7S/ mixed
good and chotca 24,00-14,501 good 31,35-
74 ,00; high choice and prima 900-1,100
lb slaughter heifers 24 .0O-34.3S) choice
»O0l,0M (tn 35 .15-34,00; mWH pood
and choice 37.75-31.35/ utility and com-
mr-rclnl cowl U.00-17.M.
Sheep ioO; wooled slaughter lambs
weoK lo mostly JO centa lower) cholca
and prima 90- too lb lambs 37,00-37.50/
cholca MH03 lb» 11,00-37.00/ good and
cholca 70.0O-ll.S0) cull to good wooled
slaughler »w«» S.OO-1 00,
MIAMI , Fla . (AP) - The
state-owned Cubana Airlines
has begun sertice between Ha-
vana and Holguin , in eastern
Cuba, with six recently pur-
chased Soviet-built airliners,
Havana radio reported.
The 600-mile route is to be
flown by the Atnonev 24 planes,
which carry 50 passengers and




Distribution Of the world's
wealth — rather than population
control — will be the key to the
survival of man, says a Har-
vard University economist.
Dr. Simon Kuznets told the
American Philosphical Society
here that the population prob-
lem could be resolved best "by




ST. LOUIS Mo. (AP) Vandals
were removing letters from the
First Assembly of God church
sign in suburban Valley Park
until the Rev. John Ellers put a
marker in one corner of the
sign.
Ellers said there has been
no trouble since.
The marker reads: "Tamper




BOSTON (AP) — About 200
Massachusetts Registry of Mo-
tor Vehicle inspectors are
undergoing a special Course in
driving. ,
The course is operated by ah
insurance company at its re-
search center in Hopkinfon. The
inspectors are to learn how to
control skids by experiencing











LONDON (AP) - Prince
Charles, the heir to Britain 's
throne, came of age today with-
out royal fanfare. It wan school
as visual on his 18th birthday .
Britons openly speculated that
he may be 60 or older before he
reaches the throne, His mother,
Queen Elizabeth II , is only 40
and in good health.
The birthday meant i ral»e
for Charles because he will be
taking on mere and more royal
duties. He has received an un-
specified amount of poc,kot mon-
ey in the past but now he goes
on the state payroll at $84,000 a
year .
Three left - wing Laborlte
members of Parliament de-
manded lo know how this
squared with the wage freese
now in elfect .
Spokesmen at Buckingham
Palace and the Treasury said
the prince's new income was
more revenue from a trust fund
and did not come under the
wage freeze. Most of it comes
from property he Inherited as
Duke of Cornwall.
Charles hai had hU semi-Bea-
tie mop trimmed down to a
smooth side part and In now al
most as tall as his 6-foot-l fa-
ther. Prince Philip's influence
on him is obvious.
The young prince han taken
up polo, his father's favorite
sport, and walks like Philip with
his hands behind his bark ,
Although Charles goes to lots
of dances and parties, he has no
steady girl friend.
¦v THB ASSOCIATED PRISS
¦AireitN DIVISION
W. L, Pet. 0B
Philadelphia . . .  11 l .fl?
Boston , 10 1 .111 I
New Yerk I « ,«l s
Cincinnati , , 5 7 Ml I
Baltlmora } 11 .111 10'i
WESTERN DIVISION
VV, L. Pit, 0B
San Pranclsu . * * .i<!St . Louli * 1 .H! IDetroit 4 a .411 !'»
Cnlcago 7 1» .411 1
Los Anneles 4 10 .111 t'»
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Philadelphia HI. Cincinnati <l,
Naw York |)4, Baltimore IM,
St . Louis its, Boston 11.
Les Anoclei lie, Detroit II,
«U«P«ri RISULTS
Philadelphia III, Chicago 111,
San Franclice UJ, Detroit M,
TODAY'S OAMI
Detroit at lan Francisco .
TUISDAVS OAMHS
Philadelphia al New York.
Chltetjo al St. LoMls.
0
Boston College conch ,11m
Miller and Navy conch Bill Elia*
formerly wro assistant football
coaches at Purdue. 
^
' NBA
; MACAO (AP) — A 19-year-old
inember of Red China's Red
Guards.has fled to this Portu-
. guese colony,
He declined to be identified by
name for fear, he said, of possi-
ble reprisals against his par-
ents, who are still in ChinaYRef ;
ogee authorities said today the
¦ '¦¦ youth swam through the turbu-
lent Pearl River to Macao this'.' ¦ .weekend.' : ' ¦- . :
He said he was a student ot
the Red Guards mountain uni-
versity near Macao. Re report-
ed he was selected with seven
fellow students to go to Peking
as members of tbe Red Guards.
"Chairman Mao Tse-tung re-
viewed us three times," he said.
He said he fled Communist
China because of lack of free-
dom.
., t^-aaaaan _ i i , i J .  ¦- , ^ | 
¦?*"¦" . . , ' ¦ .
Red Guard Youth
Flees From China WASHmGTON (AP) — TheCivil Aeronautics Board said to-
day , a plane clash last Jan.. 22
that killed two persons near Dal-
tonY Minn., was due in part to
the amount of alcohol in the
blood stream of the pilot.
The CAB said the pilot, Nels
Roman, 54, of Wheatoh, Minn,
and bis passenger, Gary Strehlo
of Fergus Falls, Minn., died
when their plane stalled and
spun into a lake.
"A witness reported he ob-
served the pilot drink two beers










Sealed proposals will be received up
to Thursday, December I, 1W, at S:tO
p.m., and publicly opened and read In
the Office of the Board, city Hall, at
5:00 p.m. on the same day, for fur-
nishing a four-door, sedan type, passen-
ger automobile to the Board of Muni-
cipal Works, Winona, Minnesota, all In
accordance with the specifications, there-
fore, prepared by the City Engineer,
Winona, Minnesota, and now on file at
tils office. There will be no trade-in..
Each proposal must be accompanied
by a certified check In the amount of
five percent (5%) of the bid.
The right to reject any. and all bids
Is hereby reserved.
Mall or deliver all bids to:
Gerald 0. Harvey, Secretary,
Board of Municipal Works.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 14, 19M)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 14,234
In Re Estate ef
Inez 0. Adams, Decadent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having fired his final account
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the per-
sons hereunto entitled; -
IT IS- ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December t, tfil,
at 11 o'clock *.«., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and : that
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law. 
¦ • ¦ ¦ . ' ,'
Dated November 10, 1«M.¦- . E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Hull and Hull, :. . : - 'y .
Attorneys for Pelitloner,
Winona, Minnesota .
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. Jl, 1M4)
State of Minnesota .) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probate CourtFile No. 14,305
In Re Estate V
Oerhard A, Warnken, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Acceein
end Petition for Distribution.
The representative ot the above named
•state having filed her final account andpetition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the par-
tem thereunto entitled; , : . ; ¦ . .
¦
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 23, 1*46,af 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court- room In the court
house In the City of Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereof be given 6/publication of this order In the Winona
Dally News and by mailed notice asprovided hy law.
Dated October a«, 1944.
.E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal) '•- . - ' • •
C. Stanley McMahon, - ¦ ' -¦ ¦ ¦ .•
Attorney for Petitioner.
. .(First. Pub. Monday, Oct. Jl, 1«4)
State of Minnesota )' " «. - . . ¦ ¦
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 14,173
In Re Estate ef
Walter H. Schmidt, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
•state having filed its final account and
petition for settlement and allowance)
thereof and for distribution to the per-
sons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 23, 1964, at
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the: court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice)
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News and
by mailed nollce as provided by lew.






(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 7. ItM)
State of Minnesota) ) as.
County ot Winon a V In Probate Court
No, 15,400
In Ra Estate et
Roy C. Keller, Decedent.
Order for Hearing en Final Account
and Petition for DlstrlbSllon.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed her final account
and petition for settlement and allow-
ance thereof end for distribution to tha
persona thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
thereof be had on November 30, 1914,
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In fhe probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, end thai
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order tn the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law:





253 W, 5lh Sl„
Winona, Minnesota.
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub, Monday, Oct, Jl, 1944.)
State ol Minnesota ) as.
County of Winona ) In Probata Court
No. 15,994
In Re -state ef
¦veralf W, Duncanson, Decedent,
Order for Hearing on Petition
to Sell Real Batata
The representative of said estate hiv-
ing filed herein a petition to sell car-
tall real estate described In said petition)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 23, 1144. at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In Ihe court
house In Winona , Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice aa provided by




Strcater, Murphy «. Brosnahan,
Atlorneya for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 7, 1944)
State of Minnesota ) aa.
County of Wlnonn ) In Probata Court
No. 14,14}
In tha Matter of tha Guardianship ef
Martha Brown, Ward
The guardian of the above named
Ward, vlr.: Winona National and Savings
Dank, having made and filed In this
Court Its final account, together with
Itt petition representing thai aeld
fltiardianshlp has terminated and pray-
ng that said account be examined, ad-
justed and allowed by this Courl, and
that said guardian be discharged!
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
be heard and said account examined and
adlusttd by thi* Court, at the Probate
Court Room In the Court House In Ihe
City of Winona, County of Winona, State
of Minnesota , on the Snd day of p*.
ccmber, 19(4, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.;
and that this order be served by the
publication thareol In the Winona Dally
News according lo law.
Dated November 4, 1944.
E. D. LIBERA ,
Probate Judge,
(Courl Seal)
Streeler , Murph y a Brointhen.
Attorneys for Petitioner..
(First Pub. Monday, Nav. 14, 1M4)
PARK RECREATION BOARD
Winona, Minnesota
AOV_RTIMM*NT f OR SIM
-¦ 'Pat ¦ ¦ - .. ¦ ¦ ¦"""v- ¦ ¦'"
¦¦ ¦
PLOW-* PLANTS
Seated proposals marked "Flower Bid"
will be received In fne Off lea of the) Sec-
retary of the Park Recreation Board In
the City of WInone, Minnesota, until
5:00 P.M., November 21, 1944, to furnish
(lower plantings In accordance with the
specifications prepared by the Park
Recreation Board of Winona, Minnesota,
Specifications and proposal form may
be obtained at lh* Park Recreation Of-
fice, City Hall, Winona, Minnesota. AH
bids must be submitted on. the proposal
forms furnished.
A certified thick or bidder's bond
shall accompany each bid in an amount
•qua) to at least five percent (594) of
me bid, made payable to the Park
Recreation Board, -which shall bet for-
feited to the Board . In the event the
successful bidder falls to enter Into •contract with the Board.'
Th» Board reserves the right to re-
fect any ' and all bids - and lo waive,
informalities.
Dated et Winona,- Minnesota, ¦ • . •
November l, 1964.
M. J. Bambenek, Secretary,
. '. ' ¦ . .. Park Recreation' Board. •
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. U, 1944)
State of Minnesota ) as.
County of Winona J In Probate Court¦ ¦ No. 14,401
In Re Batata ef
¦mil 8. Noessse, alee known as
¦mil Noesks and Emil Noeske,
- ."Decadent. ' -¦ > ¦ ¦ :
Order for Hearing on Petition Mr "re-
bate ef Will, Limiting Time te File
Claims and far Hearing Thereon.
Frederick Noeska having filed a peti-
tion , for the probate of the Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of
Frederick Noeske as Executor, which
Will Is on file In this Court and open
to Inspection;
IT. IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 7, 1944, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before, this. Court In
the probate court room In the court
house In the City of Winona, Minnesota,
and that ob)ectlon.s to the allowance of
said will, if any, be filed before said
time of hearing; that the time within
which creditors of said decedent may
file their claims be limited to four
months from the date hereof, end that
the claims so filed be heard in March
15, 1967, at 10:30) o'clock A.M., before
this Court In the probate court room In
the court house In the City of Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
given by publication of this order In
the Winona Dally News end by mailed
notice as provided by law.
Dated November », 1964.
E. D. LIBERA;
: ' . ;
¦ '¦ ¦_ ' Probate Judge.(Probata Court Seal)
Hull and Hull, . r
Attorneys for Petitioner,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Wlnone, Minnesota. ¦ ¦ " .
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. Jl, 1944)
- NOTICt
OF MORTOAOE FORECLOSURt SAL!
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Thet
default has occurred In the conditions
of that certain mortgage, dated tha 8th
day of February, 1944, executed by Hu-
bert P. Albrecht and Arvllla A. Albrechf,
husband and wife, , as mortgagors to
The Merchants National Bank of Winona
at mortgagee, fifed for record In fhe
office of the Register of Deeds In and
for the County of Winona, end State of
Minnesota, on the 10th day of February,
1944, af 10:40 o'clock A.M., and record-
ed In Book 115 of Mortgage Records,
page 144, that no action or proceeding
has been Instituted .'-at law to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage, or
any part thereof, that there is due and
claimed to ba due upon said mortgage.
Including interest to date hereof, tha
sum : of Five Thousand One Hundred
Eighty (S5,1B0.003 Dollars, and that
pursuant to the pevver of sale ' therein
contained, said mortgage will ba fore,
closed end the tract of land lying and
being In the county of Winona, State
of Minnesota, described as follows, to-
wlt :
The North Half ot Lot Ten (10) and
the South one (1) foot of Lot Seven
(7), Block Forty-seven (47), Hub-
bard's Addition to Winona, being
located upon and forming a part of
the Northwest Quarter of the South-
west Quarter of Section Twenty-five
(25), Township One Hundred Seven
(107) North, ef Range Seven, West
i of the Fifth Principal Meridian, Wi-
nona County, Minnesota; :
will be sold by th« sheriff of said county
at public auction on the 15th day -of
December, 194i, at 10 o'clock A.M., at
the North door ef the Winona County
Court House In the City of Winona In
said County and State, to pay the debt
then secured by said mortgage and
taxes, if any, on said premises and the
costs arid attorney fees, and disburse-
ments allowed by law; sublect to re-
demption within twelve, months from
said date of sale.
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Oeorga I. Parsons, also known as
George J. Parsons, Sophie Parsons,
also known as Sophia N. Parsons,
tlmlra Green, Lydfa A. Green, Hen-
ry S. Otis, Christ Danaman, also
known as Christ Daneman, Henry
C. Bolcom, Alace J, Thompson, Ern-
estine E. Otis, Orrln H. Oils, Lydle
A, Kuehl, W, F, Kuehl, Catherine
M. Otis, also all the unknown heirs
of the above named persons deceased,
and all other persons unknown claim-
ing any right, title. Interest, estate
or lien In the real estate described
In the Complaint herein,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO THE
ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
You, and each of you, are hereby re-
quired fo answer the complaint of Ihe
plaintiffs , which Is on file In tha office
ot the Clerk ot the above-named Court,
end which at ta all defendants per-
sonally served Is herewith served upon
you, and to serve a copy of your an-,
swer to said complaint upon the sub-
scriber, at his of lice. In the City of
Winona, County of Winona, and State
of Minnesota, wlttiln twenty (20) days
attar the service of this summons upon
you, exclusive of the day of service;
and If you fall to ao answer said com-
plaint of the plaintiffs, the plaintiffs
will apply to the Court for tha relief
demanded therein.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
this 3!>t day ot October, 1944.
GOLDBERG J. TORGERSON
By: Jerry L, Kellum
Jerry L, Kellum,
Afrtrneys for PtalntlMa,
ST East Fourth Street,
Winona, Minnesota.
Notice el Lis Pendens
, (Same parties as In Summons Imme-
diately preceding this notice.)
Notice Is hereby given that an action
has been commenced and Is now pending
In aald Court by the above-named plain-
tiffs against the above-named defendants;
and that object ot said action la to
determine the adverse claims of tha
defendants to the real estate hereinafter
and In the complaint described, and to
have it adjudged and decreed by said
Court that the plaintiffs , Richard E.
Pettlt end Mary E, Pettlt, are the
ownere of the hereinafter described
premises, and that the defendants, and
each of them, have no right, title, eatale,
Intereat, or Hen In, to, or upon said
real estate, end to have the title to
said real estate quieted In the plain-
Ills.
The parcel of real estate alfecled by
said action Is situated In the Counly
ol Winona and Slate of Minnesota, and
la described as follows:
Lof Seven V), Block One UK
Plat of Oils Addition to the City of
Wlnone, being located upon and
forming a par) of the Southeast
Quarter of ttia Northeast Quarter
(SEW of NE"«) of Section Twenty
(20), Township One Hundred Sev-
en (107), Rente Seven (7).
Further notice is given that no per-
sonal claim It made against the defen-
dants, or any ot them, by tha plain-
tiffs.
Dated at Wlruxia, Minnesota, this 1st
day of November , 1944.
GOLDBERG 4, TORGERSON
By: Jerry L, Kellum,
Jerry L, Kellum.





¦LINO ADS UNCALLED FOR-
' C-43, 47, 49. 70, 74/ Tt, 79, ,
NOTICI  "
This newspaper will ba responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
: any classified advertisement publish-
ed In the Want Ad section. Check




Words cannot express our sincere thanks
to all our relatives, friends and
neighbors for the spiritual bouquets,
floral arrangements, and food that was
brought to our home, and for the many
acts of kindness at the time , of the
death of our son.and brother, Robert.
Special thanks to Msgr. John Gengler,
Mr. Bucxman, St. Ann's Unit, and the
pallbearers and Mass servers, Also to
anyone who helped In any way. Your
kind thoughtfulness will always be re-
membered.
Mr, * Mrs. Henry PleteehEileen Pletsch
Mr, «. Mrs. Edward Pletieh fc
s- ¦. Family.
Mr, & Mra. James A. Pick .
(Marie) tr Family ¦
Lost and Pound 4
LOST—Thurs, afternoon, very friendly fe-
male Boston Terrier, answers to name
Squirt, vihlte face and neck, wearing
collar and license tag. Tel. 2395, ask for
Happy Dan. ¦; " . .
LOST—mala red Pomeranian dog. Re-
ward for Information as : to where-
abouts. Tel. 4354 before 8 a.in. or aft-
er .4 p.rn,
Personals 7
MEMO TO RED: Thanks for making our
trip to the ballgame a success. Ray
Meyer, Innkeepre, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
LADIES: If, you want lo drink that'a
YOUR business; If you DONT want to
drink, that's our business. Contact
Women's AA for private, confidential
help with your drinking problem. Call
4-4410 evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener", It's
free. Box 442, Winona, Minn,
A BALKY zipper Is pet peeve No. 1, taka
it to BrrSINGER to have It redone.
227 E. 4th. -Y
TREAT ruga right, they'll ba a delight
it cleaned with Blue Lustra. Rent.elec-
tric shampooer, SI. H; choafe & Co.
SO MANY of life's most perplexing prob-
lems are concerned with the need tor
ready cash! Should the need arise In
your life, let ua work it out together.
. FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE for any
worthwhile purpose, and there .has been
ho increase In the Interest charged on
these loans. Your loan Is held In the
strictest confidence and may be arrang-
ed through one of the friendly officers
of our Installment Loan Dept. MER-
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK of Winona.
IN AN ERA of paper dresses, cardboard
furniture and soup-can art, you will be
happy to hear things haven't changed
at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124 E. 3rd
St. Same good food, friendly service,
budget prices, relaxing atmosphere.
Stop today!
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? -
Men or woman, your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help. Contact Alcoholics Anony-
mous; Pioneer Group e/o General De-
livery, Winona, Minn'., -or  Tel. 8-4410
evenings 7-10. Send for a copy ol our
newspaper, "The Eye Opener.". It'sfree. Box 441, Winona, Minn,
BE gentle, be kind, - to that expensive
carpet, clean It with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, SI. R. D. Cone Co.
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. Jrd Tel. 2547






Is your car protected te
withstand the upcoming
COLD WEATHER?
We will CHECK YOUR
ANTIFREEZE FREE OF
CHARGE!
If you wish a complete
change, we will FLUSH
YOUR ENGINE and RE-
PLACE ANTI - FREEZE
(Famous PRESTONE) and
CHECK your complete cool-





(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 7, 1»44)
Slate of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probata Court
No. 14,394
In Re Estate of
Helen C. Jahnke, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Admin-
istration, Limiting Tlma to Pile Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
Margaret Flfleld having filed herein
a petition for general administration
staling that said decedent died Intestate
and praying that Margaret Flfleld be
appointed administratrix;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 30, 1944,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probata court room In the court
house In Winona, .Minnesota) that the
time wdhln which creditors of said
decedent may file their claims be lim-
ited to four months from the data
hereof, and that the claims eo filed
be heard on March t, 1947, at 10:30
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated November 3. 1944.
. E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge,
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater. Murphy t, Brosnahan,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(First Pub, Monday, Nov. 14, ItM)
State of Minnesota ) ss,
Counly of Wlnone ) In Probate Court
No. 14,400
In Re Estate ef
Louies Honberg Haack, Dlcedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Pro-
bate el Will, Limiting Time to File
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Elsie M. Harzberg having filed a
petition for the probate of the Will of
said decedent and tor the appointment
of The Merchants National Bank ot
Winona as Administrator with Will an-
nexed, which Will la on files In Ihls
Court and open to Inspection)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 7, 1944, at
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In fhe probate court ' room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
objections to the allowance of said Will,
If env, be filed before said tlma al hear-
Inoi that the time wllftln which creditors
of said decedent may tile their claims
be (Imllfd to four monlhs from Ihe
date hereof, and that the claims so filed
be heard on March is, 1961, at 11:00
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
probale court room In the court housa
In Wlnone, Minnesota , and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News and
by malted notice as provided by law.







DOZING WORK and timber daring want-
ed, Tel. M37I.
Plumbing, Roofing 21
KENWAY • ¦.. ' . : ¦
Klectric Sewer Service
y . :Sundays & Holidays
: Guaranteed Work
t» _. 4tt1 -Tel. .W94
FOR PLUMBING : FIXTURES of leading
design, newest fashion colore and de-
pendability, consult
SANITARY
PLUMBING * HEATINt)141 E. 3rd St. Tat. Kit
AS LONG AS you are dreaming, do It M
colorl We -are speaking of your new
bathroom and its fixtures. See the
handsomely designed closets, luxurious-
ly contoured lavator ies, grecefully styled
tubs. In beautiful pastels or gleaming
white. Quality fixtures at a budge)
price. See our plumbing experts for
free estimates.
Frank G'Laughlin
PLUMBING * HEATINC:: 107 _. 3rd . . "• : Tel. S70S
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers .and drains.
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
. Tel. 9509 or 4434 1 year guarantee
Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special Truck. Sanitary & Odorless.
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn. Tel. B44-MU
Fomala—Jobs of interest—-26
WAITRESS WANTED-part time. J:» ta
I p.m., ewenlnfls end weekend work.
Apply Snack Shop ,after 2 p.m.
RELIABLE FULL-TIME babysitter war*
ed. Tel. 8-4408.
WE ARE NOW taking applications for
extra Christmas help, Must b» able to
work alternating hours . . . t-S, •>?,
12 noon, 5-9. Also 2 women for gift-
wrapping, full time. A. H. krleger.
Main Office; H. Choate 8. Co.
WAITRESSES WANTED - Immediate
openings. Apply Downtown Country
Kitchen. •-
Male — Jobs of Interest—27
PART-TIME HELP, between 20 and 40/
for day and night: work. Write C-71
Dally News. ,- ' .
EXPERIENCE BODY man Wanted, paid
vacations and paid holidays, insurance
benefits, commission Or regular wages.
Koehler Body Shop, 2nd fc Walnut. :
BARTENDER—full time, ' top wases. Ap-
ply Golden Frog Supper Club, Fountain
City, Wis. Te|. 8687-4321.
OLDER MAN wanted for plowing er
chorlno. Alfred Fouling, Alma, Wjs^
(Creaml.
SERVICE STATION attendant, aeml-re.
tired man acceptable. HOME OIL CO.t
corner of 2nd «¦ Washington;
MARRIED OR single man wanted on
farm, good starting wage, modern hous-
ing, partly or air furnished If wanted.
Tel. Altura 47!4. Norbert . Speltz.
MANAGER TRAINEEr-We are now ac-
cepting applications for manager train- .
ees for one of America's largest retail
shoe stores. Prefer someone with chain
store experience but not necessary. Ex-
cellent company benefits and opportun-
ity for .advancement. Contact Mr. Fry.:
Schiff Shoes, Miracle Mall. An equal op-
portunity employer.
PART-TIMERS—we need partrtlme help
afternoons, evenings and Sundays to
sell shoes and do stock work. Wr .prefer
retail experience but not necessary. Con-
tact Mr. Fry, Schiff Shoes, Miracle-










for Lubricant Salesman to present
top quality line of specialized products
to contractors, truckers, farmers, and
ranchers In local protected territory.
This connection will furnish five-figure
income to energetic producer. Knowl-
edge of equipment and/or previous
sales experience desirable. Sincere de-
sire for high Income and ability to
manage your own time essential. Com-
pany training, national advertising
and technical assistance. Commission
and bonus, -.lie and hospitalization
Insurance programs. For personal In-





Fort Worth, Texas 76111
WE NEED,,,
• TV REPAIR MAN -
FULL TIME
To assist with TV and
radio repair. Must have
some electronic knowledge.
• DRAPERY INSTALLA-
TION - FULL TIME






To assist with delivery of








Contact Mr. A. H. Kreiger
Main Office —
H, CHOATE A CO.
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker
'Gee, IWISH *XJ vvouti>rr SQUEEZE
DENNIS THE MENACE
SAN ANTONIO. Tex. (AP ) -
Luci Johnson Nugent, the Presi-
dent's 19-year-oldY'Y married
daughter, is flying- back to
Washington to be with her fa-
ther during his surgfery this
week. ' ¦
She'll join Mrs. Johnson and
older sister, Lynda, at Bethesda
Naval Medical Center during
the President's operations to
remove a throat growth and
repair an incision hernia.
The Prerident*» surgery Is
scheduled for early Wednesday
morning, but he will enter the
hospital Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Johnson, as she did during
tbe President's gall bladder op-
eration a year- ago, will move
into the hospital suite to .stay
throughout her husband's hospi-
talization.
The President said he timed
his return to Washington today
so his wife could keep an after-
noon engagement at the White
House. ¦
The First Lady's date turned
out to be tea with 150 women, 80
of thetn from Texas who are in
Washington to make plans for a
women's pavilion at the 1968
Hemis-Fair International Expor





SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) '-¦
Three vessels built for the Phil-
ippines Burea of Public Works
have been launched here.
The vessels, worth $400,000,
are two 66-foot tugs and a 39-
foot launch.
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. V . - ' - - By Bud Blak«
. 1 . . *""" ¦ ¦ . . . . ' " * . . . V ¦ . - , -¦ mm*mmmmlmmmmm mmw::
"Is merely youthful red guard high spiritt, Comrade
Russian! U forced to assault Soviet Embassy because
there isn't American one available."
GRIN AND BEAR IT ¦
APARTMENT 3-0 By Ale* Kofzky
REX MORGAN, M,D. By Dal Curtlt
NANCY By Ernie Bushmilter
•MARV WORTH By Saunders and Ernst
¦r-r~m i ¦ ¦ r r—— * - ' , ^_ . *
Male—Jobs of Interttt—27
SALESMEN<-Wo neve openings lor thee
salesmen experience preferred but not
ntcMiary. Excellent company benefits
and opportunity for advancement. Con-
tact Mr. Fry, Schltf Shoes, Miracle
MalL An aquel opportunity amphtyir.
MAN WANTED full-time recelvlno, -<Jls-
play and stock work, ptrmantnt posi-
tion of ajaresslve young man. Pali va-
cation, .group Insurance and profit-
sharing plan. Apply Ray : JasMwatf,
downtown
TED MAIER DRUGS
If You Made Less Than
$150 Last Week, You
Should Read This Ad
At Once:
SALESMEN:
GET in NOW on BIG motl-
ey. Work high-oommission,
pre' ¦- qualifed, pre - sold
LEADS: No hard "canvass-
ing," no "cold calls." Mil-
lion dollar 1966 ad campaign .
pulling leads by the bushel.
WE NEED HELP
: Chance ' of a lifetime
Our AVERAGE man making
20% more than a year ago.
Top men "rolling in it." WE
WILL PAY YOU $150 CASH
to watch us show you how
they do it. Must be bond-
able, drive or own good car,
aggressive, HUNGRY FOR
THE BIG MONEY. Why
pass up $150 cash?
'. . Write
Edward Nuthak
706 Farmers & Mechanics
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn, 55402
Please give a full work re-









Help—Male or Female 28
PHARMACIST, also woman pharmsclit
Interested In surgical support fitting."
for prescription phermecy specializing
In hospital and sickroom 
¦ ¦ .supplies and
orthotic luppOrts and braces. Coll col-
lect, Al Simon, Hilton Prescription' Pfiar-






201 E. 3rd St.
Business Opportunltlet 37
FOR SAU6 — Acorn Motel. Minnesota
City. Robert Sullivan, Rt. 4, rtechss-
ter, Minn. ; . " ¦
ATTENTION
CHRISTMAS TRBH Iota. Scotch J>lne,
Northern-orown (Aitkin County). Sheer.
ed, well shaped, full, good color, 5' to
QUALE TREE FARM
Rushford, Minn. Tel. 507-6M-W75
DogiY Pats, Supplies 42
BEAGLE PUPPIES - for 
' tale. TH.
t-V2i. ¦ ." .
GIVING AWAY German Shepherd pups.
Schulli Bros., Rt, 3, Arcadia, Wis. Tel.
323-3409. . . 
PUREBRED GERMAN Shepherd female
pups for sale, 3 months old, will spay.
Lee Balk, Alma. Wis. Tel. 685-49*5.
REGISTtRED SAMOYED AKC pups, 185
and $100. R. A. Brown, Sparta, Wis.
Tel, 369-11563. 
HOUNDS at dirt cheap prices. AKC reg-
istered Bloodhounds. Coon, Fox, Rabbit,
Beagle, Hounds. 1 extra nice bird doa,
real cheap, George Waughtal, Mack
River Fells, Wis. 5461?.
Horses, Cattle, Stock 43
TWO LAROK HOLSTBIN springing heif-
ers, due this week. Otto Wnuk, DOdoe,
Wli. 
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boars. Hirvey Bold), 1V4 miles E. of
Houston. Tel. 8M-3843.
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boars and (lilts, now bloodline. Lowell
Babcock, Utica, Minn. Tel. SI, Criarles
?32-3437.
REGISTERED HEREFORD helfere tor
sale. Ruin Arbor. Rushford. Minn. Tel.
M4-9I22.
PUREBRED DUROC boars nnd gilts. CI*
ford Holf, Lenesboro, Minn,, (Pilot
Mound), .
PUREBRED BLACK Poland China boors,
weight from 300-300 lbs. Roger Boynton,




( Free balling gun)
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center






Early listings: 800 cattle,
beef , calves, yearlings, 2
year olds, brood cowl, cro«st«
bred cattle; Holstein steers.
all sixes; no veal or slaugh-
ter cattla at this sale. Regu-
lar sales every Friday, 12
noon.
Lanesboro Sales Commission
Lanesboro, Minn. Tol. 467-2102
Horses, Catflo, Stock 43
FEEDER PIGS-M. Wayne Laratin U-
nnollle, Tel, Witoka 2033.
ONI SOW with 10 pig*. Theodore) Kuhn,
Cochran*. Wi». Tal. J4S-M14.
PB-DBR STGIRS-OO Hereford!, iprprnc
mate weight IM lbs. Melvin A. Olson,
Rt. J, Mabel, Minn.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
DEKALB » week pullets, vaccinated for
Bronchllls, Newcastle and Pox. Raised
In our awn . pullet growing heuses,
available year around. SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERV, Rollingstone, Mlrw. Tel
HH-nii, . ¦, . . . .. . . -.
¦ . . ¦ '¦ - . ; ¦  . ' '
Terramycin
POULTRY FORMULA
% ib. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 6.oo ¦ ¦'¦
¦¦ .
I ib. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $nJO .
EGG FORMULA
¦% lb. ' ;¦. . . . .; ; . , . .  $ 3.25
1 lb. .. ;. . . . .  . , . $11.50
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown a. Miracle Mall ':
Wantod—Livestock 46
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all week.
. hogs bought every day. Trucks avail-
able. Sale Thurs. 8:00 p.m. Tel. 3667.
Farm Implements 48
BARN-O-MATIC Model 400 double auger
alio unloeder for K' silo,. with S h.p.
motor. Used 2 years, A-l condltlcn. Mel-







. Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
355 E. 4th . : . ' Tel. 553J
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
See the famous XL Model*
HOMELITE ZIP $189.50 & up
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
and & Jonnson : Tal. ua
Wanted—Farm Produce 54
EAR CORN WANTED - 500 tor, state
erica: per ton. Kurt Mar., Nelllivliie,
WIS. Tal. 743.313*.
Articles for Sale 57
HOSPITAL BED-for sale. 313 Wtiton St.
RUMMA8E SALE-dally 1:30 to 3:30,
directly across from Speltz Hatchery,
In . Rolllngalpne. Minn.
WEST BEND electric coffee-maker, 3-5
cup, «.». BAMBENEK'S, eth « Man-
kato.
AIR CONDITIONER covers, fits all
makes and models, 14.95. SCHNEIDER
SALES, 3930 eth: St., Gdvw.
SEVEN DRESSES, for good Wear, A-1
condition, sizes 10-12-14. Tel. 8-3080 after
. 4 p.m. ._ •
RUMMAGE SALE-056 Walnut St., Tues..
NOv. 15, 9 to 5. ' Baby and toddler clothes;
bassinette; infant's seat; maternity
clothes, size 13; misc.
NEW HOME electric sawing machine,
Hedstrom baby buggy.- Both In good
condition; Tal. 8-4541.
BEDSPRING end good matlress, we
bought twin beds; antique newly cov-
ered settee, walnut; 1 odd chair. Call
at 364 E. Mark,- ¦. -,
SCHW1NN SIERRA bicycle, 15-speed, red,
chrome fenders, used about 1 year, ex-
cellent condition; Olds trombom. Tel.
. 5413.:
DETECTIVE STORY books, bathroom
scale, corn popper, canister sell, hair
dryer, sire 4» slacks, dishes, razors;
magazine rack and miscellaneous. Tel.
"10.
STANLEY BELT SANDER, Stanley saber
saw, soma hand tools. 315 Minkato
Ave." ¦ ¦
DUE TO DEATH In family, Will sell out
household goods real reasonable. 777 W.
8th. Ttl. 4431.
MONARCH WOOD and coal trash burn-
er with return flue; 3 geese hem. good
layers. Mtrvln Elllnghuystn, Rt. 1.
Winona. Tel. Lewiston 4W3.
COIN OPERATED 7' pool table, »395;
Wurlltzer lukebox, J3»5i 3-game Howling
machine. »lf5. Tel. Witoka 1U7 er Wit-
Mn Store.
TWO MATCHINO bedlrtads, full ike;. 1
full all* aprlng. 575 ¦¦_. 0th.
USED OAS ind electric ranges, refriger-
ators and TV sets, electric dryer.
FRANK LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. Sth.
Open evenings.
PUR COAT — natural mink sides, full
length, size 18-20, ilk* new, May be
seen at Furs By Francis.
TWO USED 30" electric ranges.¦ B & B ELECTRIC
155 E. 3rd
See Us For Special Prices
Steel plates, 4e per lb.; (-Beams; Pipes.
AAany Other Items.
M _ W IRON 8. METAL CO.
307 W , Jnd St.
LESS THAN 1 weeks and fhe holiday sea-
son starts. Have your home bright and
sparkling by giving walls and woodwork
a luxurious satiny low-lustre finish of
Elliott's White Venter, white or pastel
Eggshell Paint. Applies easily, dries
quickly, completely waieble. A rainbow






May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Building Material* 61
INSULATION-covtra io sq, ft, per bag
with 4-Inch, 99c cash nnd carry, Ken-
dtll-O'Brltn Lumbar Co., lis Franklin
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
BIRCH WOOD for sale, SI3 a ton. plus
small delivery charge, John Hoffman,
nt. 1, WetJisha, Minn. Tel. JdJ-tlM.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy tht
comfort of automatic personal cart
keep lull service • complela burner
care, Budget plan and guaranteed price.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL a,
OIL CO.. WI E. Bth. Tel. 3399.
Purn., Rugs, Linoleum 64
SIMMONS CHAIR-BED, blond dropleat
labia. Herbert Beck. Gllmora Valley.
Tel. B-4443 Sun. or altar 3:30 weekdays.
?-PC, OINBTTES Including 3«x4S" table
which extends to 72", and a matching
chairs. Reduced to 199.95, BORZYS-
KOWSKI FURNITURE:, 302 Mankato
»>vs. Open evsnlngs.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE S|lt, moving
Into an apl, Speed Queen Ironers break-
last set) bullet ; daveno-bad; t> dining
room chairs; 2 kitchen chairs; cot. coll
springs; old rockers; 2 antique bedroom
sets, comtletei antique wash elandi
antique dresser; Monarch electric stove;
GE refrigerator; Matda S I  type sun-
lamp; soaker host; garden wire, 11";
dropleal tablet olhtr Hems. Wed,, Nov.
le, 1 p.m. to e p.m., 1100 VV. ith,
WALNUT FINISH vanity and bench,
chest of drawers, night stand, Iwln
beds wilh springs. Buy separately or
as set, Davenport and chair, Tel, <t00,
NKW I HOST claant carpets without *e-
Ur. Use your rooms Instantly, It's so
easy with Iht HOST electric UR Brush.
True colore and texture are tevlved
without rlik. ruit markt or ihrlnk-
age. SHUMSKI'S, Ttl. 1-3389 tor details.
YOUR CHANCB TO save on wrought
Iran boost cast, 13.71; record stands.
U.tSi lift tray stand wll.1 planttr pot,
S4.7S l BURKE'S FURNITURB MART,
3rd I. Franklin. Open Wed, 1 Frl. avt-
nlnn.
Good Things to Eat 65
SPECIM.1-10 lbs. LAZY-A Burbank Rus-
eetf, 3tt Fitted-datat, 2 lbs. 49c. WI-
NONA POTATO MARKBT, 11« Market.
:' :_ ^^SSm_ ' y Extra
J^̂ Kiyr Hungry?
' -/ ' '̂ f̂f -̂ 'Y Y:
Try a Delicious
McDouble
. :;':::dt;- , :
Ar'lcDonald 'S
Suns, Sporting Goods 66
COMPLETE VENISON PROCESSIN9
WARNKEN'S MARKET
477 W. Slh St.
GUNS
. New and Used
TRAPS
Conebar and Fox .
AMMUNITION
. Deer slugs, rifle and shotgun. .
Will trade for used euns.
NEUMANN BARGAIN STORE ;
Musical Merchandise. 70
we Strvlet All Record Flayer*




WE OFFER prompt, courteous service on
at' makst. We specialize In color TV
repair. WINONA FIRE S. POWER
EQUIP. CO., 54 B. 2nd Jf. Tel. KM5.
Sewing Machines 73
GOOD USED SEWING machines, portable
and console, $15475. Excellent condition.
WINONA SEWING CO.; 551 Huff. ,Te|.
934S. ;
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75
PAYS FOR ITSELF with the fuel saved
Slegler. Duo-Therm, Quaker, Empire.
Clean, economical gas or oil heaters,
complete Installations, parts and service.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth.
Ttl. 743». Adolph Michalowskl. .
"QUEEN B" HEATERS
— for the —
e Farmer
e Contractor .
¦; '.% . Homeowner's Garage
or wherever INSTANT Heat
is needed.
On hand in 3 sizes:
-50,000 :
75,000 B.T . U.
120,000























NT ";^By the montiv






64 E. 2nd : TelY 8-2921
Typewriters . 77
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
gale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery, too us for ell your office sup-
plies, desks, tiles or oil Ice chairs, Lund
Typewriter Co, Tel. S22J.
WE NOW have 100 PORTABLE typewrit-
ers tor Christmas gilts. SHOP EARLY
while the selection ls good.
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
161 E. 3rd Tel, B-I30O
Vacuum Cleaners 78
ELECTROLUX SALES _ genuine parts
and bags, Donald Carlson, Houston, or
Clarence Russell, 1570 W. King.





113 Washington Tel. 4832
Wanted to Buy 81
WALNUT DlNINtt ROOM chslrs wanted,
Tal , t-U».
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8. METAL
CO, payl highest prices for scrap Iron,
moists, and raw fur.
Closed Saturday*
IH W. 2nd Tel. Mi7
SQUIRREL TAILS WANTED
Unlimited Market
Writs for prices and Instructions^.
SHELDON'S, INC.
Be* 50*, Antlgo, Wit. 3440*
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, r_os, hides,
ram fun ami wool)
Som Weisman «$< Son
INCORPORATED





Highest Daily Market Prices
• MUSKRATS • COONS




373 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 8-3087
Wanted to Buy 81
SINGLE DOO kenml crate for station
wasofi travel wanltd. Tel. HMS.
WILL PAY 110 each for tokens used by
', Nrvlus Livery and Transfer, or the
Ne-vlus and Malliry Bus Llhei also
want other livery and transfer com-
pany, or hotel to depot tokens. Mrs.
William R. Johnson, Box 17e, Tecumseh,
Michigan, :
BRAID RUO, txlOt gorfd drapes, S pair;
bookcases, end table, pole lamps, desk,
room divider, red accessories, dlnlno
set buffet, and hutch, wanted. Tel. U»1-
HIV or write R. Kratt, Fountain City,
Wis, ¦ ' Y ; ¦ ¦ ' . . '
• ¦¦ - ' ¦¦ 
.. .
Room* With Meals 83
HAVE ROOM FOR Itdy In my board and
cere home, In Lanesboro, Minn. Cun-
ningham Rest Horni. T«l. 467-3402. v
Rooms Without Meals 86
tHIRO E. 315 -̂Large pleasant room.
ROOM FOR RENT, laities only. Inquire
lea Mankato Ave.
ROOMS FOR MEN — with' or without
housekeeping accommodations. No day
sleepers. Tel. 4*59.
Apartments, Flats 90
FOUR-ROOM unfurnliNd apt., with bath.
Tel. 4M1 or 7381.
TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bderoom apts. for
rent, stove and refrigerator furnished.
Tel. J110.
THREE ROOMS with private bath, heat
and hot water furnished. 321 E. Ith.
FOUR MODERN rooms, carpeting,




;. ¦ ¦ ¦ - • ¦
¦ :¦ .- :¦¦ .- •¦ ¦
¦";
JUOAR LOAF APTS.-Deluxe 1 and 2-
. bedroom, with carpeting and air con-
ditioning; BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
Tel. 234»! after hours 4581, 8-2181 or
2118. 
¦ ¦ ' ¦/
CENTER 500Vt^3 ' rooms with ' . private
bath. Carpeting, draperies, stove and
refrigerator furnished. Adults. SW.
Also, smeller apt., same features, $J5.
' ¦By appointment only. Tel. 6790. ,;
DELUXE GE all electric 1-bedroom apt.
Carpeted, air conditioned. Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR, 2340.
WEST LOCATION-3 bedrooms, dining
room, living room,.o« J'ove and aulo-
motle washer furnished. Tel. 7191.
WEST LOCATION-3 rooms with private
bath, heat and hot water furnished
Adults. S75. Tel. 4190.
IfMINUTE DRIVE S.E, on Hwy. ' i t. Alt
•-ir̂ fcri:-ti;bedroom duplex, furnishings
;JWIlHlBKr-vaU«ble.-atter Dec. 1, Til.
Dakota O43-3070... ; ' ; . ¦. . ';-
LARGE 1-bedroom, !nd floor apt-?-stove
and refrigerator furnished. Available
Dec. i»t. Tal. «87. .
Apartments, Furnished 91
THREE-ROOM APT., heat and soft wa-
ter furnished. 6UI E .  King. Tel. 5236.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apt., I room
end private bath, close fo downtown.
Tel. '4842 or 3004.
THREE-ROOM, furnlihed apt.> private
bifh, nice for middle-aged lady or
couple. 1114 W. 6th. ;
FOURTH E. 170'A-diluxa small 2-room
lot, with bath and kitchenette. For sin-
gle person or married couple. Newly
decorated and carpeted. Heated end air
conditioned. : With furniture, $100. Tel.
3763 or 3705 tor appointment.
Buslneu Placet for Rant 92
NICE DOWNTOWN 'elfieBi. carpeted, Pro-
fessional Building, Present tenant must
vacate and will ipllr modes! rent for
balance of lease, Tal, J-44JV, ask for
: Jim. . :.  ' • ¦
Houses for Rent 95
WEST CENTRAL location, compact 2-
bedroom home, newly redecorated, all
on 1 floor, carpeted, adults preferred.¦.. Tel. 4324." ' ¦
THREE-ROOM bungilow with attached
garage, evallable Dec 7, Inquire at 171
... 10th. Tel. 7031;
BUFFALO CITY, WIS. - Arlodern J-btd-
room ranch-type home with garage at-
tached by closed-th breezeway. Now va-
cant. Wunderllch Really, Fountain City.
. Tel. 087-3M6.
COMPLETELY MODERN 1 . bedroom
home. Ideal for couple, 10 miles S. ol
Winona on Hwy, 41, Frank Nottleman,
Tel. 9(1,1.
MODERN 4-bedroom house, Vi-mlle from
Trempeauleau on maw hwy. Tel. 534-
. 4322 or S34-4615.
Wanted to Rent 96
YOUNG MAN wants sleeping room with
meals or cooking facilities, prefer east
end, occupancy about Jan. 1. Write
MO Dally News.
OARAGE WANTED-Irs vicinity of St.
Mary's College, from Dec. to May,
Contact John Greener. Tel, 2607, Exten-
sion 242.
Ftririf, Land for Sal* 98
FARMS - FARMS - FARMS





Houtes for Sala 99
DL. VflST LOCATION, Nice kitchen and
dining area. Nearly full basement,
Automatic heat. 2 bedrooms. Nice lot,
Nice and clean. Call us on this one,
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 1S» Walnut St.
Tel. 8-4345.
FOR BARGAINS, If you want to buy, sell
or trade.
C, Shank, Homemtker'a Exchange
552 E, 3rd.
LARGE 3-bedroom, 1 lull bath, i hall
baths, carpeting and drapes, double
garige, large lot, owner transferred,
must sell, 616 Clark's Lane.
LOVELY NEW 3-beflrocm home, attach-
ed Oarage, large lot , 1724 W. Mark
Flrtsnclng available, TeL 1-1059.
OWNER TRANSFERRED - 3-bedroom
ranch, carpeted IWIno room and bed-
rooms, drapes, bullf-lns, disposal, cen-
tral alr-condlllOnlno, 80x150' lot, excel-
lent location, priced to sell. Tel. e-l 120
lor appointment.
THREE-BEDROOM ranch, carpeting In
llvlrvg room and 2 bedrooms, drapes
included, large kitchen with dis-
posal, panelled recreation room and
bar with built-in refrigerator, work-
shop, VA-car garngo, «tj 40th Ave.,
Gdyw. Tel. 3853 lor appointment.
By OWNER-Beautlful modern Colonial
dwelling, suitable tor \ or i families,
6 blocks west ol the Post Office. A teal
bargain. Laf the Income buy It for you,
Tel, 5020 for appointment.
BY B_ILD8R-2 new, ^bedroom homes,
•inched garages, small down payment,





Of your present property
and let ui show you our
photo llsJLngs of new and







Houses for Sala 99
A. SMALL HOME, suitable for 2 or 3
people, available at once. Will finance
with small down payment, balance Ilka
rent. ABTS AGENCY, INC.. IM Wat-
nut St. Tal. B-4343.
SALE OR . RENT-J -edroorh home, at-
tached oarage, aluminum siding, oil
heat. Reasonable. 366 St. Charles It.
Tal. 6707 for appointment.
0. MOVE RIGHT INTO this J*sdro«nj
home. . Full price S5.300, will finance.
Automatic heat. Near W.-K. School.
ABTS AOENCY, INC., tit Walnut Jt.¦
,Tel. lW3tS.;.. .
THREE-BEDROOM house, $0/000 brtdcel,
west, location. L, W, Moody, 1510 W.
Mark. (Behind Sofspra)
THREE NEW stucco ?omes In Goodview.
attached garage, gas heat, m baths,
spacious closets. Excellent locations.
Tel. eOJ9.
NEW 3-bedroom split (aval horna, eerpet-
: ad, ceramic tile, 2 baths, lovely recrea-
tion room, roomy, many closets, and¦ extras. .
NEW 3-bedroom ranch style, fireplace In
living room and basement recreation
room, carpeted, ceramic file.
NEW 3-bedroom with attached garage,
. carpeted, ceramic tlla,
. ' ;' ¦
¦ .'... - ' Tel. 7434 ¦;" ; . ":
Y 156 E. 6th
3-bedroom, 2-sbry Colonial:
Living room vith fireplace,
dining room and. "kitchen. Y-
Gose to downtown. For ap-
pointment Tel. 8-3391.
, ¦ .The ,
Gordon Agency, Inc.
RSlALTORS
IF "HUBBY" IS HANDY
This 7-room house East
would be a good investment _
ior you^H You could use t̂He "
2-bedroom apartmefit down
and rent out the 3-room
apartment up or use the
entire house! $500 down will
put you right in!
OV?NER WIL-. FINANCE
This nearly new 2-bedroom
rambler, West, with only.
$1,000 down. Lovery kitchen
plus utility room, gas base-
board heating, attached ga-
rage. Move right in!
WE WOULD LIKE TO
PUT YOU INI
A lovely, lovely 3-bedroom
rambler with long carpeted
living room, delightful kitch-
en, huge yard. You will
adore the paneled family
room with built-in bar! This
house has so many more
nice features, call us and
we'll be happy to tell you
all about it!
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
This house Is ty no means
a castle! But It is a very
comfortable older home
with BO many nice features
for raising a family. The
location is ideal. - .' . . few
blocks to Madison School.
2- or 3 oversized bedrooms
with 2 nice baths. Let's look
at it right now!
NOT MUCH MONEY FOR
A DOWN PAYMENT?
.We can arrange a LOW,
LOW down payment on this
very nice awedroom home,
West, with spacious yard!
Plus feature? include flre-
E
lace, new roof, new oil
urning furnace, nice base-
ment, huge garage. You'll
like it!
. f m m -tammm-mw-mmmmmmmm-mmmmmmmm '
.rYFTER. HOURS
Pat Heise Y . . 5709






A USED CORVAIR MAKES




Beautlfuf dark turquoise with all vinyl Interior, bucket seats,
110 H.P. engine, automatic transmission, radio and heater,
white sldewall tires. LOCAL ONE OWNER
'CAR. You'll sav-
in operating costs.
OUR © LOT IS FULL OF BARGAINS
Stop in and see
• Ray Lltenkl • Bob Webster
• "Happy Dan" Petko • Gary Kollofski
• John Ekelund • Berate Wagnlld
• Bob Olson
LOCAL BANK FINANCING
UP TO 42 MONTHS
121 Huff Th* "Quilltf Block f yj f i $ &  2396
OPEN EVERY WEEK NITE "HL 9
IW WINONA PA1LT NEtW If
Uiad Car. 10f
PLYMOU7H-ttS* Moot, aeatf angina.




radio, power steering, oth-
; er/extraa. -
Priced to Mov«
/;¦ ¦:; Y . ': ..$8?5Y;:,




Advertiaa Our Prtem e _̂
42 Years in Winona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
(h)en Mon., Fri., Eve.
and Saturday afternoons
Mobile Homes, Trailers 13,1
HWY. el Mobile Home Sales, E of Sherv
grM.e Motel. A lall reduction on all
mobile homes, also parts. Tel. S-3521.
SEE OUR FINE selection of new mobile
homes, to" and la* wide. Now selling
: at large discounts. COULEE MOBILE
HOME SALES, Hwy. U t il East, V«-
nona, Mlrin. Tel. i274. .
CHICKA8HA AND American mobile
homes. Wlnnecaeo campers and travel
trailers. We trade for most : enylrslna.
Tommy's Trailer Salts, 3 miles $. al
Galesville, Hwy. 53.
NEW TRAVEL end camping tr 'alliri ,
also several used ones. Selling below
cosf,. need tha room, Easy terms.
George Waughtal Molor Sales. Chrysler,
Plymouth. Je«p. GMC trucks, BlicK
. . - River Falls, Wis. J.I415. :
BENT OR SALE—Trailers and campira.
Tour-A-Home pickup campers for %-
ton pickups, trom $7« to $1150. 4,  6,
end » sleepers. LEAHY'S. Buffalo city.
Wis. Tel. Cochrane MB-2S3J or „»-_J70.
La Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used
^OLLOHOME
1% miles S. of City LimlU
on Hwy. 14.
Lyle Norskog - Mollis Norskoj
___._ tei .-La Crosse 4 8̂554 -~--~
Auction Salai
Minnesota Y Y
Land & Auction Sales
Everett J. Kohner
1.M Walnut. Tel. e-3710, after hours 78M
FREDDY FRICKSON ' : .
Auctioneer
Will handle all siies and kinds a*
auctions. Tel. Dakota A13-2943.
:. ' ' " ; ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER- City and stata license,
and bonded, 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E: ith and Liberty). Tel. 4M0.
.
¦ ¦ 
.• ' ¦ ' CARL FANNYJR .
AUCTIONEER, Bonded and Lleemaef
Ruehford, Minn. Tel. aa4-7ni
NOV. li-Tuas. 1 p.m. 1 mile S. of Kel-
logg. Minn., on Hwy. el. Barrel Gusa.
owneri Moray Loos, auctioneer) Chip-
pswa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.
NOV. 17-Thurs. 17:30 p.m. 2 miles S.E.
ol Ettrick on County Trunk "D". t«
town road, Ihen E. on town road, Estate
of Herman Eugene. Cousins; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co..
clerk. • •
NOV; 17-Thurs. 12:30 p.m. 11 mllas ».
of Durand on Hwy. 2i, then 1 mil* E.
on "KK" and VJ mile S. Charles _, El-
mer Johnson- owner) Werlein ,4  : Mpel,
auctioneers; Gateway Credit Inc., clerk.
NOV. 19-Sat. 10:30 a.m. 2 miles W. «1
Lanesboro oh Irish Rldga Road. Airs,
Edward Lynch _ Michael Lynch, own-. ,
ers;. Knudsen & Redalen, auctioneers'
Thorp Sales Corp.', clerk.
1 aamarammmmmam .. ._ 
¦ K '
1 The following personal property will* be aold at public g
1 auction on S
I Saturday? November 19 I
| Starting promptly at 10:30 A.M. I
| Farm is located 2 miles West of Lanesboro on Irish I'% Ridge road, or 7 miles East of Fountain, Follow Thorp M
I Auction Arrows. Lunch Arvill be served by the fadies o( i
I St. Patrick's Catholic Church of Lanesboro. 8
1 75 HEREFORD - SHORTHORN CATTLE - Excellent |
1 herd of beef cattle, original cow herd, Shorthorns wtih H
1 registered Hereford sires uaed past years, present sire I
I turned out July 4th; 100% calf crop 1966; Bangs tested, I
I no reactors, no suspects. §
1 1 Reg. Hereford sire, A year old (Dan Meyer breed- 1
I ing); 5 Hereford cows, 2nd calf; 10 Hereford cows, 3rd 1
I calf; 10 Hereford cows , 4th caff; fi Hereford cows, 5th |
i calf ; 6 Shorthorn cows , 7th calf; 20 Hereford steer calves, f
1 400 to 500 lbs.; J7 Hereford heifer calves , 400 to 500 lbs, f
I EXCELLENT LINE OF MACHINERY - IHC "400" |
m tractor , good rubber, torque amplifier with wheel weights; «
I .l.D. "A" tractor with cultivator , good rubber; IHC "312" |
| hyd. plow , 3x16 with cylinder , 3 point hitch ( like new); 1
| IHC doubl« disk drill , all steel, low wheels on rubber; §
H IHC No. 37 wheel tandem disk harrow; IHC "46" baler, |1 PTO; IHC "15" side delivery, on rubber; IHC "9" digger , §
U 10 ft. ; IHC 2-row planter with fertilizer boxes; Case com- i
!| bine, PTO; Owatonna "210" elevator, 48 ft., PTO; Minn. |
i tractor spreader ; 4 section steel drag with folding draw I
1 bar; IHC heavy duty steel wagon on rubber with box, 1
£j 7x14; Minn, heavy duty steel wagon on rubber with flare S
| box ; bob sled; snow blade walking plows ; boom sprayer, g
$ EEED — 700 bu. oats ; 350O square bales, 1st crop g
jf nibta alfalfa hay ; 1200 square bales, 2nd crop mixed |'M affalfa hny ; 275 square bales straw. S
| HOGS - 38 Duroc-Harnp. cross feeder pigs, 60 lbs,; E
ji 10 DurocHamp. cross feeder pigs , 17.1 lbs. g
I FEEDERS — 5 Pride of the Farm round feeders (5- §
I
iij 25-40 and 50 bu.); Pride of the Farm waterer, electric ; 4 |
I cattle bunks; 2 hay bunks; hog troughs, wood and steel; |
j 15 steel stanchions with steeT frames. 
I CHICKENS AND EQUIPMENT - 175 Hylina hens; |
I chicken feeders, waterers and nests. g
I HOUSEHOLD - 2 iron double bods and springs; S I
dressers with mirrors; chest of drawers ; combination |
bookcase and writing desk ; studio couch, 5 dining room a
chairs, leather scats; coffee table : end tables; picture |
frames; lamps; wood cupboard with drawers ; dishes, §
pans, etc, §f
PICKUP AND CAR — l»5fl Ford Fairlane 500; 1(MI> $
Chevrolet pickup with grain box, good condition. _j
MISCELLANEOUS - Single cutter; buggy wheels; |
a harness ; wagon tongues ; eveners ; granary scale ; clipper S
« fanning mil) with motor ; jumper cables; emery and buf- |
h fer ; grind stone; electric fencer , rods, wire nnd insula- §
|| tors ; barb and woven wire; fencing tools; roll cribbing; |
$ heat lamps with cords ; barrel with pump ; Hy Duty wire »
« cable, 200 it. or more; dchorner clipper; vise ; log chains; I
L
saws; tractor tire pump; forks; shovels; tools , etc. ; Iron a
pile and Junk machinery, 8
THORP SALES CORP'S. EASY TERMS j
OWNER; MRS, EDWARD LYNCH & MICHAEL LYNCH |
Auctioneers: Howard Knudsen, Lie. No. R fj
Orvis Redalen, Lie. No, 3 S
Clerk : Thorp Sales Corporation, Rochester, Minnesota 1
Paul Bvenaon, Lanesboro Local Representative 1
Thorp Sales Corp,, Clerk , Rochester, Minn. I
/ Jf a l t r*/ ***** «»">**™>« I
Wantad—R«I Ejtata 102
I_ST_STGS ilEEDED
You will be pleased with
our complete service. Each
listing given our prompt
personal attention.
eoi Main Tel. 2845









W. 5th & RR. Track*
Old "Wagon Works'' Bldg.
Motorcycles, Bicycles 107
BLACK _ GRAY—1945 Honda 30J Super
Hawk, good condition, megaphones In-




. KOLTEB BICYCLE SHOP




know-how. ROBB BROS. MOTOR-
CYCLES, ;573 E. «th.
Trucks, Traer's Trailers 108
ANOTHER OUTSTANDING value, IM9
Ford 'Mon pickup, a peppy V-t, autc-
matic transmission,, drive it end you'll
buy It; 1953 Chevrolet Va-ton pickup, •
"~teat dependable' truck; S295. Id»«l Auto




6 cyEnder engine, standard
transmission, 21,000 ^AC-TUAL miles, white sidewail .
" tires,' gold with, matching
interior. If you need a car -
PLUS a pickup, look this
beauty over TODAY!
Winona Auto Sales
3rd & Huff Tel. 8-3647
Open week nights 'til 9
Used Can 109
¦ '.; . —r ^ 
'
CHEVY 11—1963 Nova 400, showroom
condition, with 4 regular tires ana 2
mowtlrei. Ttl. 8-4441. ' ¦ ¦______
¦
FORD, 1931 4-door, 6-cyllnder with over-
drive, rebuilt motor, $275; 1955 Cnev-
roiet 4-door, V-s, automatics real good,
H75. Ideal Aulo Seles, 470 Mmkito.'¦ Tei. :759.
CHEVROLET—1M0 Bel Air, automatic
transmission. May be seen 505 Chat-
field St., after 3 p.m. .
DODGE—1957 4-door hardtop, powtf steer-
ing, no rust, excellent condition. See at
326 Mankato Ave.
CADILLAC, IM2, good eondltlom I960
Ford Wagon, automatic. MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK, . Installment Loan
• • Dept.-
MUSTANG—IMS 2+2, 4-speed, deluxe) In-










2nd & Washington Tel. 2824
Open Mon. & Fri. Nites
1961 FORD~"
Galaxie 500
4-door, radio end heater, automatic
transmission, power steering, while
tldewoll Urea, EXTRA CLEAN




75 W. 2nd Tel. J-3711
Monday, Norunhtr 14, ]
Utad Can 10S
MERCURY — 1950 J-door, V-8, jfrelgW
•tick, 50,000 actuil miles, 4 new tires,
1 owner, *3S0, 3« E. »tti ifter 5:30.
1959 RAMBLER
CLASSIC
4 door, 6 cyltacter engine,
OVERDRIVE transmission,
radio, green with matching
inierior.like new tires PLUS
NEW SET OF SNOWTIRES,










3rd and Huff Tel. M647





Plan to stop by and see
them real soon. While you're
here, look over this fine se-
lection of clean, one-owner
used cars we've recently
taken in trade.
1965 BUICIC
Electra 225 ' :: ¦
4 door- sedan, power steer-
ing, power brakes, 6-way
power seat, whitewall tires,
tinted glass, radio, heater,
air conditioning, turquoise
and gray Interior , lfi .OOO
miles.
JUST LIKE NEW .
:.._ - ; ' -;" ;L .:'$3»5-r- - - ,- . ; ' ."' V
1965 BUICK
Le Sabre 4 door hardtop,
bronze mist with black top,
brown al] vinyl interior,—' power s t e  e r i n g ,  power
brakes, air conditioning, ra-
dio, heater, seat belts. tint-¦ ed glass. WE SOLD THIS
CAR NEW.
;. ;' Y . ; ' . ;: $2895 V - Y ;  S
1965 OLDS
Dynamic 88 4 door hardtop,
light blue with matching
blue interlorY power steer-
ing, power brakes, 4-way
power seat, power windows,
white sidewal! tires, tinted
glass, radio, heater. LOOKS
LIKE NEW. DRIVE IT TO-
DAY,





Buick - Olds - CMC
Open Mon. & Friday Nights
|YDiaC TRACY . ; - ; - - \ - V - -  . By ChwHr Gould
• -''• • ' ¦ ¦ • ' ' • "¦ :.«^; >«'MV»: 'Y ; :_ '
¦ ¦ ' ' " ' ¦
¦ . ¦ ¦ ' ' ¦ ' " ¦ '¦ ' ¦ . ¦' . ____ — 1 ¦ ' ¦ '* ¦ __ __. ; ; 
¦'¦ - - '¦ ' ¦ * ' • ' • '• - ¦  
¦ • ' __; ¦ ' " ¦-¦ • ' " . . 1
BAKER'S SHOES __H__H_H_H_p_H_H_p_H__H|__H__HHB__k
_f^S ¦- .: £$&?¦ *¦¦¦¦ I Want that w f̂eihji  ̂j;
^¦ '  ̂
on-air feeling?
__~_ t 7*<-_JLs ¦—. ¦̂ ~_r^tf_P^^li^_-̂ l 1 _f\Y Cloud-soft foani cushions every step,^ ^ ^*̂ rs"*-"' J \f\ l̂f_M _l IIP Kn V J_»YV actually makes walking heaven-
AT wl_M m_ ml_w \\w\mmi\mW 1 j«__k \ ly! Treat yourself to new
Y'.I ¦' ' ¦ ¦' '»m l̂_f|»™ ^ '  
¦ : . . ; ' \ 'iMHL .\. - '
¦ comfort' in; Cloud-9;-the ; '
^̂ ^WmM-V _ JW mmm. I 
imA] «j>l-.a9"
' "__ _̂ _̂ _̂t__ _̂L * Ammmmr _ _̂ _̂ _̂Kv
Black or Brown .))-»5e«/3 1 Blac k or Brown f̂lH _il_l_l_^_^_k.
I nnr __ _̂ _̂ _̂ _̂^H M C Black only¦PILE INNER ____________________ § / "'"* "h $13 50
^̂ !̂iT ^̂  I Baker's Shoes
fllach, tltat H tt, .......$10*99 i 123 Edit Third St. Phono 707(1
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Red Hooded poclctf Red _-• FIRST ©UALITY
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Hunting ' _̂W-' Hunting ^̂  J3", 
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STEVE CANYON By Milton CahniW
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THE FLINTSTONES By H>nna-Barber»
BLONDIE By ChAck Young
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BEETLE BAILEY 
¦¦ -Y > By Mort Walk«r
STEVE ftOPER By Saundors and Ovoraard
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